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"Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully 
known." 
- 1 Corinthians 13: 12b 
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SYNOPSIS 
This dissertation has investigated the links between the mineralogical characteristics 
of the Normal, NP2 and P2 Merensky reefs at Northam Platinum Ltd and their 
flotation performances. Flotation performance was measured in terms of the grade 
and recovery of the base metal sulphides (chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite and 
total sulphide) as well as through investigation of mass-water recoveries. 
The Merensky reef shows considerable lithological variability both between and 
within mines. Northam Platinum Ltd is an example showing extensive reef variability 
within its own mining lease. Three common reef types were selected for investigation 
in this thesis: Normal reef, representing standard elevation Merensky reef, the P2 or 
pothole reef representing the full pothole reef and the NP2 reef or shallow pothole 
reef which is a transitional reef development located stratigraphically between 
Normal and P2 reefs. 
The Merensky reef is a compound deposit consisting of two chronologically separate 
packages; namely the Merensky Cyclic Unit (MCU) which is the same across the 
three reefs and a pre-MCU footwall which varies between the three reef types. This 
variation in footwall mineralogy resulted in different footwall silicate textures as well 
as different base metal sulphide developments between the three reefs. The NP2 
reef with an aluminosilicate pre-MCU footwall showed no silicate grain coarsening 
and only two sulphide textures. The Normal and P2 reefs with ferromagnesian 
footwalls showed silicate grain coarsening into a distinct pegmatitic texture, and 
partial sulphide re-mobilisation, with four sulphide textures observed, including fine 
and very fine grained sulphides. 
For the NP2 reef, the presence of relatively simple sulphide textures led to optimum 
sulphide liberation and recovery of chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite and total 
sulphides. Furthermore, it was found that for a given particle size distribution the 
NP2 reef reported the shortest laboratory milling time, which was probably related to 
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its high plagioclase content. Coupled with this short milling time was the 
achievement of optimum liberation (>90% sulphide recovery) at a standard grind. In 
contrast, the Normal and P2 reefs both required a finer grind to improve recovery. 
The implication of these laboratory milling times is that the expected industrial 
throughput of NP2 ore relative to the Normal and P2 ore should be much higher. 
The presence of greater amounts of ferromagnesian minerals (particularly 
orthopyroxene) and associated alteration minerals (e.g. talc, serpentine) within the 
Normal and P2 reefs has resulted in higher mass recoveries. This is due to 
inadvertent flotation of gangue through mechanisms such as the association with 
hydrophobic alteration minerals, as well as increased recovery through entrainment 
due to the froth stabilising effect of minerals such as talc. In contrast the largely 
unaltered NP2 reef was found to have much lower mass recoveries, despite being 
the only reef type to show copper activation of gangue minerals. 
Overall, it was found that the NP2 reef was the best reef to process, producing 
optimum chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite and base metal sulphide recoveries and 
highest grades. The Normal reef is considered the most problematic to process, due 
to a more complex sulphide development, and higher degrees of alteration whereas 
the performance of the P2 reef is slightly improved relative to the Normal reef, 
primarily due to higher head grades. 
It is recommended that further characterisation of PGM type, location and 
association to ascertain the similarities or differences between the three reefs, as 
well as evaluating the differences in flotation performance work be performed. The 
extension of process mineralogy investigations on the Merensky reef, to look at the 
differing processing performances, in terms of grinding and flotation, of the Merensky 
contact reef, thin pegmatitic reef, and thick pegmatitic reef, as they are developed 
within the Rustenburg facies is also likely to be of great benefit. 
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lUGS Lithological Classification 
The diagram below shows a schematic representation of the lithological units 
encountered within the Merensky Reef and their mineralogical constituents. Each of 
the three points of the triangle represents a 100% concentration of that mineral. 
From this diagram it is therefore apparent that a melanorite predominantly consists 
of orthopyroxene with significant amounts of plagioclase. 
Orthopyroxene 
_ /(Ortho )pyroxenite 
Olivine 
Ga b brono rite 
Ano rthosite 
Troctolite 
Ragioclase Olivine 
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AAS 
BMA 
BMS 
BSE 
CMC 
CZ 
EDX 
FWP2 
ICP-OES 
LCZ 
MCU 
MLA 
NR 
NP2 
P2 
PGE 
PGM 
PMA 
- Atomic Absorption Spectrometry 
- Bulk Mineralogical Analyses 
- Base Metal Sulphide 
- Back Scattered Electrons 
- Carboxymethylcellulose 
- Critical Zone 
- Energy Dispersive X-Rays 
- Footwall to the Full Pothole Reef 
- Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emission Spectrometry 
- Lower Critical Zone 
- Merensky Cyclic Unit 
- Mineral Liberation Analyzer 
- Normal Reef 
- Normal-Pothole Transitional Reef 
- Full Pothole Reef 
- Platinum Group Elements 
- Platinum Group Minerals 
- Particle Mineralogical Analyses 
QEMSCAN - Quantitative Evaluation of Minerals by Scanning Electron Microscope 
RLS - Rustenburg Layered Suite 
SAG - Semi-Autogenous Mill 
SIBX - Sodium Isobutyl Xanthate 
UG2 - Upper Group Chromitite 
UCZ - Upper Critical Zone 
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1 Introduction 
The Bushveld Igneous Complex within South Africa boasts the world's foremost 
deposits of platinum group minerals as well as economically recoverable amounts of 
copper, nickel, chromium and vanadium. Platinum group elements are particularly 
well concentrated within the Merensky and UG2 reefs, which are mined 
comprehensively along the majority of available outcrops and subcrops. 
Mineralogically, the Merensky reef is an heterogeneous package consisting of at 
least one chromitite stringer bounded by melanorites, leuconorites, harzburgites, 
dunites or anorthosites. The metallurgical process of extracting and marketing 
platinum group elements from the Merensky reef is extremely diverse within South 
Africa, nevertheless a general process flow can be summarized as mining, 
comminution, concentration, smelting and refining. 
The Merensky reef at Northam Platinum Ltd. shows a good deal of mineralogical 
variability. This is due to considerable potholing during formation, which led to six 
geologically significant and distinctive reefs being defined of which three are selected 
here for investigation (Normal, NP2 and P2). 
The process of transforming blasted run-of-mine ore to a suitable particle size for 
concentration is called comminution. This process is split into two parts, an initial 
crushing stage, whereby run-of-mine ore is reduced down to manageable particle 
size and a final grinding stage to liberate the valuable minerals from the unwanted 
gangue minerals. The effective liberation of sulphide minerals is the greatest 
challenge of comminution, as without it, the flotation of these minerals will be greatly 
reduced. 
The typical concentration step in the processing of platinum bearing ores is froth 
flotation. In this process ore is upgraded from -5 g/t to >100 g/t in several stages 
before transferral to the smelter and then finally the refinery. The challenge in froth 
flotation is to maximise this valuable mineral recovery, whilst minimising the inclusion 
of unwanted silicate gangue into the concentrate. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Geological Overview. 
2.1,1 Bushveld Complex Geology. 
The Bushveld Complex in South Africa has an outcrop and subcrop area of 
approximately 66 OOOkm2 (Von Gruenewaldt. 1977) with a thickness range of 7·9 km, 
The complex outcrops in four discrete limbs with a fifth hidden under younger 
sediments (Figure 2.1) 
,~, 
Lay..-od S lll'C 
IlnwIJ. LllIlll? 
• Bolo.! 
Figure 2.1: A geological map ofthe Bushveld Complex. showing the four exposed 
limbs of tlie Complex. llie location of Nortliam PlatintHn and tlie possible positioning 
of the bun'ed Bethal Limb, Adapted from wwwwits.ae,za. 
The four major outcrop regioos are known as the Eastern limb, the Far Western limb, 
the Northern (or Potg ietersrus) limb and the Western limb, the last of which contains 
Northam Plat inum mine (Figure 2 2) The fifth limb, hidden under younger sediments 
to the southeast, is ca lled the Bethal limb {Eales & Cawthorn, 1996}. The 
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The disciplirte of process mineralogy grew out of the poterttial to relate beneficiatlOll 
performance to the ore mineralogy, and in particular to tie variations in froth flotation 
performance to variations in the ore Although many established plartl operations 
implicitly use process nlineralogy techniques to optimise production, there is a 
growing 1l8ed to formalise these procedures and qualify the links between 
mineralogy 31ld mineral processing. 
At Northam Platinum Limited the mining and processing plant are fun separately, 
and all the material from mining is collected into a single run-of-mine stockpile before 
being processed as a blend. This project anticipates different flotation behaviour for 
the three selected Merensky reef types and seeks to characterise and understand 
the relat ionship between the mineralogical variability of these reef types alld their 
flotatioll performance. 
1.1 Key Questions 
1. How is the mineralogy of the three reef types at Northam Platillum Limited 
(Normal, NP2 and P2) quantitatively different? 
2 Will the distinct mineralogical characteristics of the three reef types 
produce differellt mineral processing performances? In particular· 
a. How will milling time and flotation performance vary between reef 
types? 
b How is the flotation performance of each reef affected by change in 
grind and copper addition? 
3. If there is a difference in mineral processing performance, can it be 
explained in terms of some, or all of the following? 
a. Variations in sulphide textures andJor liberatioll 
b. Variations in gallgue mineral type and proportions. 
c. Variations in gallglle alteration or textural development. 
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lithostratigraphic simil arity between the Western and Eastern limbs suggests that 
they share a common magmatic history (Cawthorn & Webb, 2001)_ 
As wel l as these five major limbs there are severa l satel lite bodies, coeval with the 
Bushveld Complex. which further increase the size of the magmatic province These 
include the Uitkomsl intrusiOll, the Malopo Farms Complex. the Losberg intrusion 
and the Moloto intrusion (Eales & Cawthorn, 1996) The age of the Bushveld 
Complex and surround ing satellite bodies is placed at between 2.05 and 2.06 bill ion 
years (Walraven et al .. 1990). 
Stratigraphica lly the Bushveld Complex is spl it into three suiles (Rustenbu rg Layered 
suite, Rashoop Granophyre suite and the Lebowa Granite suite) (SACS, 1980). The 
Rustenburg Layered Suite (RLS) is the oldest and conta ins the economically 
mineable plat inum group ore deposits such as the Merensky reef and the UG2 reef. 
Using the informal nomenclatu re of the South African Committee for Stratigraphy 
(SACS) the RLS is subdivided into five main zones. These subdivis ioos are based 
on the appearance or disappearance of cumu lus phases, the rat io of cumulus 
minera ls and the grain Size of the cumulus minerals (SACS. 1980). This method of 
subd ivision has been contested , notably by Kruger (1990) who proposed that 
defining the boundaries based on chemical and petrolog ical variation, especial ly at 
disconformable and/or unconformable boundaries, was a more geologically robust 
method of zonation However, the proposed informal stratigraphy of SACS has 
remained largely accepted In literatu re and is considered suffic ient for th is project. 
On the Western limb the five zones of the RLS are all developed, though sometimes 
Incompletely (F igure 2.2). The total thickness of the five zones on the Western limb 
is estimated at 7200m (Eales & Cawthorn, 1996) 
These five zones are the Marginal Zone, the Lower Zone, The Critica l Zone, The 
Main Zone and the Upper Zone, (Figure 22) The Crit ical Zone (CZ) splits into two 
distinct sub zones, the Lower Crit ical Zone (LCZ) and the Upper Critical Zone (UCZ) 
The Merensky reef is located in the upper portion of the UCZ along with the last two 
Middle Group Chromitites (MG3 - MG4), the Upper Group Chromitites (UG1 - UG2) 
and the Bastard reef (Eales & Cawthorn, 1996: Viring & Cowell, 1999). 
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Figure 2.2: A gf1oioglcal map of Ihe western limb of Ihe Bushveld Complex. showing 
tho platinum minos. (he posilion of Northam Plalinum mine and the facies 
distribution . Adapted from wwwwits.ac.za 
The Merensky reef, which was discovered In 1924 by Dr Hans Merensky, together 
with the UG2 chromitite forms the worlds' premium resource of platinum and 
platinum group elements (Lee, 1996). It was defined by Vi ring and Cowell (1999) as, 
'the economically mineable zone of mineralizatioo straddling the Merensky 
Unconformity and consisting of the mineralized lower portion of the Merensky Cyclic 
Unit (MCU) and the mineralized Lipper portion of the footwall. ' On the Western limb 
the Merensky reef was subdivided into three facies (Wagner, 1929): the Kroondal 
facies, the Doornspruil facies and Ihe Swartklip facies. Subsequently the Kroondal 
facies and the Doornspruit facies were grouped together and termed the Rustenburg 
facies (Figure 2.2). The greater abundance of olivine bearing rocks and reduced 
Merensky reef - UG2 reef separation distinguishes the Swartklip facies (Eales & 
Cawthorn, 1996; Wagner, 1929; Maier & Eales, 1997). 
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The Rustenburg facies lies to the south of the Pilanesbcrg Complex and strikes east-
south-east. The Swat1klip facies, which lies to the north of the Pilanesberg Complex 
strikes north-east (Figure 2.2) Viljoen (1994) further subdivided the Swartklip facies 
into two subfacies and the Rustenburg facies into five subfacies The two subfacies 
of the Swartklip facies are the Normal reef subfacies and the Regional Pothole 
subfaeies 
2.1.2 Northam Platinum Geology 
Northam Platinum Limited is located on the Western limb of the Bushveld Complex 
(Figure 2.2) within the district of ThabazimbL 15 km northeast of the town of 
Northam. Exploration began in 1981 , and with the sinking of the No.1 shaft in 1986 
Official commissioning of the concentrator begin in January 1992 (Snodgrass el al 
1994), with full operations beginning in 1993 (Northam Platinum Ltd Full Annual 
Report, 2006). The mining authorization covers 6854 hectares and is spread over 8 
farms (Viring & Cowell, 1999). Current mining operations exploit the Merensky and 
UG2 reefs from twin shafts down to a maximum depth of 2200 m using deep level 
hydropowered mining methods (Northam Platinum Ltd . Full Annual Report, 2006) 
The mining area also hosts two concentrator plants (one for the Merensky reef and 
one for the UG2 reef). a smelter and a base metals removal plant (see Section 
2.3.35 for flowsheet) Annually Noriham Platinum recovers approximately 360 000 
oz of platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), rhodium (Rh) and gold (Au) (3PGE + Au) as well 
as by-products of nickel (Ni) copper (eu). ruthenium (Ru), osmium (Os) and iridium 
(Ir) (Noriham Platinum Ltd Full Annual Report, 2000j. 
Geologically the mine lies in the norih-western sector of the Swartklip facies and 
exploits the Merensky reef from both the Normal reef subfacies and the Regional 
Pothole subfacies. Within these two subfacies six reef types have been identified of 
which only four are mined (Normal, NP2, P2 and FWP2j, the last of which only on 
rare occasions. Unfortunately, as for individual lithological layers, nomenclature 
varies from mine to mine. but this project has followed that of Northam and focuses 
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on the Normal, NP2 and P2 reefs Their strat igraphical relationships are shown in 
Figure 2.3 
Pothol ing at Northam mine is thought to be a themomechanical erosion process 
(Roberts el ;;1, 2007; Smith & Basson. 2006) and is defined where the MCU 
transg resses the lower chrami!ite stringer of the Normal reef (Roberts el al., 2007; 
see Section 2.1.2.1). Occasional ly potholes within the Normal ree f are comprised of 
all pothole reef types (Viring & Cowel l, 1999). 
Northam Platinum mine is the deepest platinu m mine in the world and hence has a 
high geothermal gradient, meaning virgin rock temperatures range between 4S"C 
and 72°C. These high virg in rock temperatures instigated the evaluation of 
hydropowered equipment, wh ich is now used throughout the mine for dril ling and 
cleaning purposes. The magn itude of the depth also leads to high virgin rock 
stresses (up to 70 MPa) as well as the intersection of several difficu lt water bearing 
fissures, one of which has on ly been overcome recent ly, the so called 20-line fissure 
(Modern Mining, 2006). A ll these factors make mining the Merensky and UG2 reefs a 
complex prospect at Northam Plat inum. 
The Merensky reef and the UG2 reefs dip south-east at roughly 22 degrees, this 
relative ly shallow dip fac ilitates the use of standard breast stoping to recover the ore 
Breast stoping begins with a northward trending crosscut from the shaft to an 
intersection w ith the reef at that level (Bonel, 1995). Once the reef is intersected, 
footwall drives are cut to the east and west From these footwall drives crosscuts are 
driven south every 200m to intersect with the Merensky reef (Bonel 1995) 
Subsequent to intersection, ra ises are driven up dip to the higher level. Once this 
level is reached stoping begins to the east and west and the broken ore is scrapped 
Into box holes, which lead to the underlying crosscut From here the broken ore is 
transported to the shaft and subsequently up to the su rface for processing (Bonel, 
1995). Since breast stoping is used to recover the ores, sections with difficult or 
undulating swfaces (i ,e. FWP2) are left in the ground. 
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Figure 2,3: A schematic cross-section through the lipper section of the Upper 
Critical Zone. showing the hanging wall 'drape' and footwall components to the 
Merensky reefs at Northam Platinum Mine, South Africa. Adapted from Smitll et al . 
(2003) 
2.1.2.1 Normal Reef 
The Normal reef as illustrated in Figure 2,4 occurs at the highest stratigraphic 
positiOil within the UCZ (Viring & Cowell, 1999) It consists of a pegmatitic melanorite 
bounded by two chromitite stringers overlain by the base of the MCU, and underlain 
by mottled anorthosite (Roberts et ai., 2007; Smith et ai"~ 2003), Northam reef 
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nomenclature is shown on Figure 2.4 by letters and numbers to the right of the 
stratigraphic column Note that the numbers ascend downwards through the 
stratigraphy mimicking the sequence encountered in a surface drill core (see 
Appendix A, for the list used throughout this study)_ 
The basal lithologies of the MCU are the Merensky chromitite (4A) and a metanorite 
(3A) The metanorite is a medium grained, euhedral to sUbhedral pyroxene 
orthocumulate, containing poikilltic clinopyroxene pjagioclase minor biotite 
amphibole and sulphides The proportion of sulptlides is greatest at the base (5-8%) 
and decreases upwards to negligible concentrations over 30-SO em (Roberts et al.. 
2007) The sulphides are anhedral composites of pentlandite, chalcopyrite and 
pyrrhotite interstitial to orthopyroxene and plagioclase The Merensky chromitite 
consists of variably annealed chromite grains enclosed by plagioclase and 
orthopyroxene oikocrysts. As with the overlying melanorite. the sulphides are 
composites of pentlandite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite, which occur here along 
silicate-chromite boundaries and within the plagioclase and orthopyroxene oikocrysts 
(Roberts et aI., 2007) Whole rock geochemistry indicates that this package is similar 
for the P2 and NP2 reefs, thus showing that the base of the MCU is an homogenous 
'drape' over a variably eroded footwall (Roberts lOt a/ .. 2007, Figure 2,3). 
The inter-chromitite pegmatite (5A-5H) has a variable thickness reaching up to 350 
cm and decreasing systematically towards the edge of the Regional Pothole Reef 
sub-facies (Roberts et a/., 2007: Smith et al., 2003). It coosists of a medium to 
coarse-grained feldspathic melanorite or harzburgite, with minor clinopyroxene, 
chromite, biotite and sulphides (Roberts et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2003). There is 
some minor layering with a downwards transition from predominantly melanoritic to 
harzburgitic or dunitic. Plagioclase is variably present (10-35%) within the inter-
chromitite pegmatite, possibly reflecting local melt segregation within a compacting 
cumulate pile (Roberts et a/., 2007) The proportion of sulphides is greatest nearest 
the Mer8llsky chromitite (5-10%) and decreases downwards to <1% within 60 cm 
When approaching the basal chromitile the sulphide proportion climbs again to a 
second peak at or near the basal chromitite (Roberts el a/., 2007' Smith et al., 2003). 
These dual peaks merge together during reef thinning forming one single sulphide 
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peak Mineralogically the sulphides are the same as for the basal MCU, developed 
as either composites inte rstitial to silicate minerals or as minor sulph ides trapped In 
latc stage si licate crystal lizat ion (Roberts "I aI. , 2007) 
5H 
t---~4X 
6A 
Key 
D Anorthosite 
D Recoost ituted Pegmatitic Melan or ite/Harzburg ite D Melanorite 
Lower 
Footwall Unit 
D Norite 
••• Merensky 
Ch romit ite 
•••• Bottom 
Ch rornit ite 
Figure 2.4: A schematic profile throogh tile Normal reef at Northam Platinum Mine 
Also shown is the grade profile, which is indicative of tile 3PGE + Au vahle 
distribution (Viring & Cowel" 1999). The S/lOrt hand nomenclature used at Northam 
mine is sllOwn by the leiters and J10mbers to the (lgM hand side of the profile 
The basal chromitilc (4X) is an undu lating granular chromite orlhocumu lale rarely 
th icker than 1 em, and underlain by a mottled anorthosite (GA) (Smith et al. 2003) 
Alteration within the Normal reef, and in particu lar the basal MC U reflect part icu lar 
formation processes_ With in the basal MCU Ihere are several microstructures that 
show the plastic deformation of a cumulate pi le including undulose orthopyroxene 
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extinctiOl1 bent clinopyroxene exsolutiOll alld deformation twins within plagioclase 
(Roberts et al., 2007). In COlltrast biotite grairls are strain-free suggesting some post 
compaction crystallization. Similar straill features to the basal MCU are present in 
plagioclase poor inler-chrornitite settings 8rld thus similar processes are inferred . 
2.1.2.2 NP2 reef 
The NP2 reef as illustrated in Figure 2.5 is defined where the MCU conformably 
overlies the lower footwall unit. which is located roughly 12 metres below the 
stratigraphic height of the Normal reef (Vi ring & Cowell, 1999: Roberts et .1/., 2007). 
It consists of a variably lroctolized footwall leuconorite unit overlain by the base of 
the MCU. In the Normal reef the lower footwall unit is defined by small scale cyclicity 
between norites, leuconorites and anorthosites. The absence of troctolites at this 
level below the Normal reef suggests that the NP2 troctolites are a secondary 
metasomatized or reconstituted lithology (Roberts et a/ .. 2(07) . 
The basal MCU lithologies are mineralogically and texturally similar to the Normal 
reef MCU basal lithologies (see Section 2.1.2.1). The footwall (8NT to gAJT) to the 
MCU usually consists of 5-10 cm of anorthosite underlain by 20-60 cm of troctolite . 
which grades into leuconorites or norites . Occasiooally there is no intervening 
anorthosite layer between the Merensky chromitite and the troctolite (Roberts et al .. 
2007) Routine stope mapping of the NP2 troctolites suggest that they are not due to 
small changes in footwall composition or localized metasomatism (Roberts et al.. 
2007). The troctolite layer consists primarily of plagioclase , olivine, orthopyroxene. 
sulphide composites and minor chromite with the plagioclase occurring as cumulus 
inequigranular subhedral laths (Roberts et aI., 2007). Olivine occurs as poikllitic, 
coarse (up to 12 mm) anhedral graills. ellclosing pre-existing plagioclase cumulates 
Orthopyroxene often occurs as anhedral grains rimming olivine and interstitial to 
plagioclase. with some minor anhedral chromite included (Roberts et £11..2007). 
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Figure 2.5: A schematic profile tllIot/gh tile NP2 reef at Nort/Jam Platinum MillO. 
South Africa showlIlQ ill parlicular the lroctolized ZOllO jusl below the Merensky 
CIJromitite. The 3PGE + Au profile is indicative of tile value distnbutiof) for this foof 
Iype (Viring & Cowell. 1999). The siJOrt hand nomenclature used al Northam mine is 
shown by the letters and numbers to Ihe right hand side of Iho profile 
Sulphides are developed as anhedral composites of pentlandite, chalcopyrite and 
pyrrhot ite occurring as disseminations interstit ial to plag ioclase and orthopyroxene 
or as inclusions with in orthopyroxene grains (Roberts et al .. 2007) Many of the 
su lphides have cuspate grain boundaries indicating that they were being forced into 
fractures that had dovoloped during cool ing. Disseminated su lphide concentrations 
(5- 10 vol%) are greatesl near the base of the Merensky ch romil ito and decrease 
down 10 1-3 vol% by the base of tho troctolile The disappoaranco of olivine and 
su lph ide occurs almost simu ltaneously and Ihe lack of sulphides belOW the troctolite 
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layer implies that sulphide mineralization and troctolization were coupled processes 
(Roberts at 211., 2007)_ 
Alteration within the NP2 feef displays similar characteristics and microtexlures to 
the Normal feef with undulose extinction within olivine and orthopyroxene and 
deformation twins within plagioclase indicating plastic deformation of a cumulate pile 
(Roberts e1 211., 2007) . 
2.1.2.3 P2reef 
The P2 reef as illustrated in Figure 2.6 is defined where the MCU conformably 
overlies the P2 cyclic unit and in particular a thin (1-2 em) anorthosite, which marks 
the top of the P2 cyclic unit (Roberts at 211.,2007). This is around 16 metres below 
the stratigraphic level of the Normal reef. It consists of a heterogeneous pegmatitic 
melanorite and harzburgite bounded by two chromitite stringers, the uppermost of 
which is the Merensky chromitite and the lowermost of which is the P2 ehromitite. 
This packet is overlain by the base of the MCU and underlain by the Tarentaal 
dunite. 
The P2 reef is the lowest pothole reef mined to any volume at Northam Platinum. 
since the FWP2 reef is avoided due to the technical difficulty of using breast stoping 
to mine a rapidly undulating surface. 
Basal MCU lithologies are mineralogically and texturally similar to those of the 
Normal reef MCU (see Section 2 1.2.1) The inter-chromitite pegmatite (SAj consists 
of an upper thin (4 cm) pegmatitic melanorite unit and a lower thin (10 em) pegmatitic 
harzburgite (Roberts el ai, 2007). The inter-chromitite separation is variable and 
increases towards the transition to the NP2 reef. The magnitude of the chromitite 
separation controls the extent of pegmatitic textures, with large separations 
contributing to reduced grain sizes and small separations often inducing 
reconstitution of the Tarentaal unit to a more pegmatitic nature (Roberts et al .. 2007). 
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Figure 2.6: A Schematic profile through the P2 reef at Northam Platinum Mine The 
3PGE + Au profilo Is Indicative of the value distribution for this roof type (Viring & 
Cowell, 1999). The short hand nomenclature used at Northam mine is shown by Ihe 
lotters and numbers 10 Ihe right hand side of the column 
Orthopyroxene within the pegmatitic metanorite is developed as medium (5-10 mm) 
grained subhedral to euhedral crystals, or as coarse and very coarse anhedral 
masses. It often includes chromite and rounded anhedral olivines (Roberts et ai, 
2007). The pegmatitic harzburgites contain rounded anhedral olivines, usually 
enclosed by orthopyroxene, though in the dunites olivine is more subhedral and free 
from orthopyroxene rims (Roberts ot al., 2007). As with the Normal reef, plagioclase 
is locally var iable within the harzbllrgites possibly signifying local melt segregation 
The inter-chromitite pegmatites of the Normal reef and the P2 reef are very similar 
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reflecting the likelihood of similar pre-existing footwall units being reconstituted by 
the same hanging wall MCU 'drape'. The sulphide profile and mineralogy is 
essentially the same as the Normal reef inter-chromitite pegmatite with the highest 
concentrations associated with the chromitite stringers. and the merging of the two 
peaks with reef thinning (Roberts et ,11, 2007), 
AlteratiOll in the P2 reef is similar to the NP2 and the Normal. especially within the 
draped MCU unit. Aiteraiioo within the inter-chromitite pegmatite is concentrated on 
olivine grains which are often pervasively serpentinized (Roberts el al., 2007). 
2,1,2.4 Terminology 
The terms "hanging wall' and 'footwall' are common to geologists, mining engineers 
and metallurgists. However they have very different meanings, depending on which 
profession's Viewpoint is taken This can be a cause for great confusion, especiatly 
as communication lines open up between these three occupations. 
With respect to the Normal Merensky reef, the geologist would use the term hanging 
wall to denote the basal lithologies of the MCU, namely the melanorite (3A) and the 
Merensky chromitite (4A). Every lithology, or rock type, below this is termed the 
footwall (Figure 2.7a). This is because the hanging wall represents a new pulse of 
magma into the magma chamber, which, as it cools. settles and begins to crystallize 
on the previously crystallized footwall. The hanging wall. footwall divide therefore 
demarcates a chronological break - the footwall is older, and there is a time gap 
between footwall and hanging wall deposition, 
The deposition of the hanging wall gives rise to reconstitution of the footwall and the 
pegmatilic textures associated therewith The PGE mineraliLation associated with 
this deposition is a separate feature, plotted alongside a stratigraphical log (Figure 
2.7a). For a geologist the main PGE mineralization region is associated with the 
Merensky chromitite in the hanging wall and the bottom chroillitite in the footwall 
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For the Mintng Engineer lhe lerms hanging wall and footwatt refer to rock left behind 
after the slope cuI has been made (Figure 2 7b), equivalent terms would be 'ceiling' 
and 'floor' Thus the mining engineer speaks of supporting the hanging watt and 
'cleaning', or 'brushing' Ihe footwall to rec;ove.- the remnant PGM left behind in placar 
pockets 
1 
f<lI"{llng 
w,," 
Fo<' lw~ 
fleef ~ ~;:..eraIlZS "" lio , 
" 
Metallurgical 
t 
H.~n9''>O 
Wal! 
5101'" 
Cut Rael 
, C<llwall F1twall 
Figure 2.7 Three cllagrams representing differenl undefSlandlllgs o( the lenns 
'hanging wall' and 'footwall' B, geological. b. metal/urgu;al and c. mmmg. 
For the metallurgist. the hanging wall and footwall are terms describing the barren 
sections 01 rock above and betow the valuable reef (Figure 2.7c). The root is defined 
as the area of PGE mineralization associa ted with the Merensky lithologies 
There fore, the leoos hanging wall , reef and foolwa tt are grade concepts wllh no 
chronological connotation For the metallurgist il is important to minimise Ihe 
recovery of hanging wall and footwall rocks. 
For IhlS study the nomenclature used throughout is geological (Figure 2.7a). This is 
particularly im portant for Chapter 4. which is the mineralogical characterization . 
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2.1.3 Platinum Group Mi nerals 
Platinum group elements (PGE) and Platinum group minerals (PGM) in the 
Merensky reef are closely associated with the base metal sulphides (SMS) This 
association is seen either as the discrete PGM, or as solid solution (BaUhaus & 
Sylvester, 2000 Cawthorn el al., 2002 Schouwstra el <11. 2000)_ Table 2 1 shows 
the major PGM found at Northam Plat inum Ltd 
Table 2.1' A table showing the common PGM found at North,lm Platinum Limited 
based on Kinloch & Peyerl_ (1982): ScllOuwstra el al_ (2000): Viring and Cowell, 
(1999) <lnd Snodgrass et al. (1994) 
~~ 
Common PGM at I Formula 
Northam 
--- l Pi>PdNiS 1 ___ - ------, Braggite 
I Cooperiie--- Pt»PdNiS 
, Lauritc Ru(Osl r)S, 
-
, Vysotskite Pd>PtNiS 
,~ 
, Ferroplatinum Pt'lFe 
---------
Sperrylite PtAs2 
-----
Moncheite PtTe2Bi 
Bismuthotel l urides Pt(Pd)BiTe 
--
-
Research into PGM found within the Merensky reef has been extensive (Ca1Nlhom el 
aI., 2002' Schouwstra et vi., 2000: Lee, 1996; Kinloch & Peyerl 1990)_ The 
cumulati\le research highlights a wide range of minerals as well as high \lariability 
from one section of the Buslweld to another. Kinloch and Peyerl (1990) observed 
that the Amandelbult sect ion, (which Northam Platinum Ltd. is located within) had 
similar PGM assemblages to the Rustenburg section and was dominated by 
braggite, cooperite and occasionally lau rite_ Their research into potholes in the Union 
section and southern Amandelbult section showed a dominance of pt-Fe alloys, 
although Normal elevation reefs within the same \licinity were also dominated by Pt-
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Fe alloys Schouwstra et <11. (2000) summarized the findings for the Amandelbult 
sect ion as being -50% PI-Fe alloys, 21% platinum-palladium sulphides, 13% 
platinum-palladium tellurides and 10% laurite 
Snodgrass et <11. (1994) reported on initial findings from the exploration boreholes at 
Northam, which contained the following PGM constituents: ferroplatinum, cooperite, 
braggile, vysotskite, sperrylite, laurite, bismuthotellurides and Pd alloys Viring and 
Cowell (1999) cQIlfirmed this PGM assemblage, as well as identifying a particular 
bismuthotellur id e (moncheite). However, neither of the above two studies report 
quantitative PGM abundances. The most recent study into PGM occurrences at 
Northam was undertaken by Roberts et al. (unpublished) who invesligaled PGM 
variations from reef type to reef type (Figure 2.8). 
Coor>eri le 
(Pt,PdbSn 
Moncl"wlte 
L<l Jrile 
Sper')'1l le 
Bragglle 
Niggliite 
R~stenb~rglt e 
Un.dentll>ed PGM 
NP2 Reef 
, PtSn 
Figure 2.8: A Series of pie charts showing the relative abw)dances of differen/ PGM 
within the Normal, NP2 and P2 reefs (Roberts et a/. . (JI)published) , 
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There is a close correlation between the Normal reef and ttle P2 reef and an 
apparent difference in modal abundances of ttle main minerals in the NP2 reef. 
However. the main PGM are the same, furthermore the lack of a distinctive PGM 
signature (along with the data from whole rock geochemistry and reef petrograptly) 
supports the theory that potholing at Northam is a largely therrnomechanical 
process, and that deposition of ttle MCU occurred as an homogenous 'drape' over a 
previously eroded footwall (Roberts el al., 2007). However, tile sample siLe was 
statistically small (only 30 PGM in the case of the NP2 reef) and a significant number 
of PGM in both the NP2 and P2 reefs were unidentified 
2.1.4 PGM Mode of Occurence al Northam 
This work is summarised from unpublished researcll by Roberts el al. (2004). PGM 
across the three reef types consistently show up to six different modes of 
occurrence The two most common of these are: inclusions within B~IiIS (Figure 
2 9a,b): or hosted alon9 BMS/silicate boundaries (Figure 29c,d) Together these 
make up 79% of all documented PGM, Tile remaining four associations are: 
• Hosted along BMSlchromile boundaries (8%) - mostly witllin tile Merensky 
chromitite, and similar in style to BMSlsilicate boundaries, i.e predominantly 
enclosed witllin the BMS. 
• Locked within cllromite (4%) (Figure 2 ge). In each case, tile PGM is first 
partially or completely enclosed within a sulphide, which itself is enclosed by a 
secondary annealed chromite grain. 
• Locked within silicate (1%) 
• Located within microfractures (8%) (Figure 2.91). 
~'lineralogically the main PGM observed are cooperite (PtS); MOIlcheite (PtTezBi), 
Laurite (RuS,) and Braggite (PtPdS) Aside from moncheite, these are all sulphide 
phases, which can be expected to have a close association with BMS Of the 23 
moncheite grains located 19 were either in BMS inclusions or. BMS/silicate 
boundaries. and the remaining 4 were in microfractures associated with BMS. 
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Figure 2.9 ' PGM Mode of Occurrence. All figures are back-scattered electron 
Images_ 5il == silicate, Su/ph = sulphide (Roberts et aL unpublished) 
Although this represents six separate PGM textures, the primary association of POM 
with BMS is apparent over 95% of the time. From these observations of PGM it is 
evident that there is an intimate spatial relat ionship between POM and BMS within 
the original ore at Northam. 
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2.2 Metallurgical Overview 
Platinum mining within SQuth Africa is very vaned, with small open cast, or shallow 
depth inclined shafts al l the way down to deep, IMgC operations using vertical shafts_ 
In the context of process mineralogy one of the most important features is the mine-
call-factor (Merkle & Mckenzie, 2002). which refers to the actua l PGE grade 
delIVered to the mill compared with the grade within the unmmod roef. This factor 
depends most ly on mining practice, al though variations in orc mineralogy may also 
contribute 10 a reduced mine-call-factor. 
Mineral beneficiation has, traditionally, used comminUl'oo and flotation to liberate 
and then concentrate tho valuable platinum group minerals (PGM). These early 
beneficiation stages arc when the greatest PGM bsses nccur. which is essentially 
due to the wide range of PGM textures within the ore (Merk le & Mckenzie. 2002). 
Within comminution there needs to be a fine balance between sufficient grinding time 
and PGM liberation. Over-grindmg is unfavorable because, nnt only does it waste 
energy. but it prnduces excessive fine material. which is harder to recover through 
flotation (Merkle & Mckenzie, 2002), whereas under-grinding reduces liberation 
Once the concentrate has been separated out the mill tail ings are sent for disposal. 
Due tn the low grades associated with platmum mining (~5-7 glt), these mill tailings 
are very large, and very f ine_ This represents a significant environmental problem. 
with unsightly visual effects. and water pollution arising from contamination by heavy 
metals, mill reagents and sulphide compounds (Wills, 1997) 
In extracting the valuable platinum group clements (PGE) from Merensky and UG2 
ores most South African mineral processing operations use procedures similar to 
those illustrated in Figure 2.10 Design and efficient management of such complex 
recovery circuits have become more dependent on ore mineralogy and textures, 
which arc now enhanced by developments in quantitative mineral measurement 
systems (see Section 2 4). 
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Figure 2.10: A flowsh eet showing the principle operations in extracting precious 
metals from the Merensky and UG2 platinum ore. with figures specific to Northam 
Platinum Limited (Adapted from Merkle & Mckenzie, (2002), Vermaak. (1995) and 
the Northam platinum website) . 
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2.3 Mineral Processing Overview 
2.3.1 Comminution 
The first phase in mineral processing is comminution, which can be considered in 
two stages, crushing and grinding. After blasting, freshly excavated ore is 
transported via scrapers. conveyers and ore carriers to the mineral processing plan\. 
Crushing makes transportation of this ore easier, and produces material of a 
controlled particle size (Wills, 1997). Crushing is a dry process, accomplished by the 
compression of the ore against rigid surfaces (Wills, 1997). Once the particle size of 
the run-of-mine ore has been sufficiently reduced, grinding is carried out to liberate 
the valuable minerals from the unwanted gangue minerals. Grinding is a wet 
process, accomplished by abrasion of the are by Iree moving stainless steel media 
such as rods, balls or pebbles (Wills, 1997). Generally, due to the strong association 
of PGM with base metal sulphides (BMS) the target valuable minerals for Merensky 
reef froth flotation are the BMS, and a bulk sulphide concentrate is sought 
2.3.2 Liberation 
Liberation is defined as the degree to which a valuable mineral is exposed from the 
gangue on the basis of area (Barbary, 1991). After grinding the valuable minerals 
can be considered as occurring in four main states of liberation, which depends upon 
the percentage of surface area exposed The breakdown used in th is investigation is: 
locked «30%), low grade middlings (30-60%), high grade middlings (60-90%) and 
liberated (>90%). The degree of liberation of the valuable minerals themselves can 
be considered in two parts. The first is as liberated composites, separated from 
silicate gangue, the second is as liberated individual sulphide minerals separated 
from other sulphides as well as the silicate gangue. If considered as liberated 
composites the degree of liberation will be higher. The geological overview of the 
various reel types at Northam has highlighted the presence of two main types of 
sulphide development: medium grained , anhedral composites which would be 
expected to liberate and noat readily: but also fine grained, monomineralic 
inclusions. which would be expected to remain locked during initial milling. 
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2.3. 3 Froth Flotation 
The flotat ioll process conta ins two distinct phases, the pulp phase in which mineral 
recovery occurs, and the froth phase from which concentrated valuable minerals are 
separated from the bulk Recovery of minerals to the froth phase may occur through 
attachment to through flowing bubbles (true flotation) or by entrainment in water 
passing from the pulp phase to the froth phase. Collection by the former process is 
selective (on the basis of surface properties), whilst the lalter is non-selective and 
results in unwanted gangue minerals reporting to the concentrate and thereby 
lowering the grade. Flotation performance is a complex physico-chemical separation 
process affected by roughly 25 parameters, which are more fully described by 100 
var iables (Crozier, 1992), Klimpel (1984) divided the major variables into three main 
groups (Figure 2,11), and careful planning is required to analyse any particular 
parameter, Variables highlighted in red on Figure 2,11 are chosen for investigation 
CHEMISTRY 
Reagcnllypc ':lIld do~agc 
(collectors. frothers. at tlva lars 
(CuSO.), depressants) 
flOTATION 
SYSTEM 
EQUIPMENT 
[HYDRODYNAMICS) 
(All Dispersion, solids 
suspension, power 
input. cell design} 
--------' OPERATION 
(Fecd rate, mineralogy, 
particle sile, pulp densi ty, 
tempera ture and circuit 
design) 
Figure 2.11 : Summary of Ihe flotalion system adapted from Klimpe/, 1984, Variables 
shown in red are the focus of this investigation 
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For every mineral particle Ulere is a notation domain relating the percentage 
recovery to the particle siLe in the pulp pl18se Tilere is an optimum particle SiL8 for 
flotatiorl. with upper and lower limits For fine particle sizes «20 [1m) the collision 
efficiency is too low for effective notation For large particle sizes detacilment from 
the bubbles becomes more common and effective flotation is also reduced. 
2.3.4 Flotation Reagents 
Flotation reagents are added to the pulp to manipulate mineral surface chemistry 
and thereby enhance differences in mineral hydrophobicity, facilitating separation of 
valuable minerals from gangue minerals (Wiese el a/., 2006). Flotation reagents are 
added to ttle slurry and dispersed by an impeller. A typical reagent suite consists of 
collectors, froUlers , depressants and occasionally activators, Collectors work to 
render the surface of valuable minerals tlydrophobic, depressants suppress the 
flotation of naturally hydrophobic gangue material and frothers help in bubble 
formation as well as stabilising the froth . Activators are sometimes needed to further 
encourage the flotation of the desired mineral, an example being the addition of 
copper sulphate to some Merensky ores to assist in the flotation of pyrrhotite (Wiese 
et al. 2005b). Once the reagents have been added there is usually a suitable 
conditioning period, during wtlich the reagents and the slurry are thoroughly mixed 
using the impeller. After ttlis conditioning period air is added and dispersed by Ule 
impeller. 
2.3.4.1 Collector 
Collectors are used in froth flotatiorl to rerlder the surfaces of target minerals 
hydrophobic, thus encouraging Uleir true flotation and their preferential concentration 
during the flotation process. Northam Platinum LId use Sodium Isobutyl Xanthate 
(SIBX) alorlg with proprietary reagents Sascol61 and Sascol105 as their collectors. 
Sascol 61 arld Sascol 105 are caustic alkali liquids. SIBX along wittl sodium 
isopropyl xanthate (SIPX) are Ule most commonly lised collectors in the mineral 
processing industry. SIBX is an example of a sulphydryl aniOl1ic collector (King, 
1982, Wills. 1997). 
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The non polar outer coating of hydrocarbon chains in the collector renders the 
overall mineral hydrophobic and therefore floatable. Collectors are generally used in 
small amounts, as it is believed increased concentration contributes to the true 
flotation of some gangue minerals, thus reducing selectivity (Wills, 1997). 
2.3.4.2 Activator 
An activator is sometimes used to supplement the role of the collector in rendering 
the surfaces of the target minerals hydrophobic. Activators work in tandem with 
collectors by altering the surface of the target mineral such that the collector more 
readily binds to it. The activator used in this work, and the most common activator 
used in the flotation of Merensky ores, is copper (II) sulphate pentahydrate 
(CuS04.5H20). Copper sulphate is used widely in the mineral processing industry as 
an activator for pyrrhotite. 
Of particular interest when considering copper sulphate addition is the inadvertent 
activation of gangue minerals rendering them floatable, which may occur when 
copper hydroxide species adsorb onto the surface of silicates and oxides, especially 
in the pH range 7 - 10 (Fornasiero & Ralston, 2005; Martinovic et a/., 2005). 
2.3.4.3 Frother 
One of the key stages in froth flotation is the formation of a stable froth, which can 
retain the valuable minerals for further upgrading (King, 1982). To this end a frothing 
agent is often added, which in addition to improving froth formation will also increase 
air dispersion within the pulp, reduce coalescence and reduce the speed of bubble 
ascent. All of these factors help increase the residence time of bubbles within the 
pulp, and thereby increase the possibility of particle-bubble contact (King, 1982). An 
ideal frother will react entirely in the liquid phase and not influence the state of the 
mineral surface; however in practice this is not observed (Wills, 1997). A good 
frother needs to have negligible collecting power. 
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Frothers are heteropolar organic reagents that absorb on the air-water interface, with 
the non-polar hydrocarbon group within the bubble. This ability reduces the surface 
tension and thus stabilises the bubble (Wills, 1997). The frother used in the batch 
flotation experiments was the proprietary reagent Sasfroth 200. 
2.3.4.4 Depressant 
A depressant is sometimes used to coat the unwanted hydrophobic gangue 
minerals, rendering them hydrophilic. Industrial organic depressants fall into two 
main categories; Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), and Guar Gum. This study has 
worked solely with CMCs, which are anionic polysaccharides (Burdukova, 2007) with 
very high molecular weight. 
The mechanism for CMC adsorption is now considered to be through acid/ base 
interactions between the depressant and the mineral surface, though for sometime 
the preferred mechanism was hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding (Burdukova, 2007; 
Laskowski et a/., 2007). 
2.3.5 Flotation of Merensky Ores 
There has been extensive work into the flotation of Merensky ores (e.g. Wiese et a/., 
2005b, 2006; Bradshaw et a/., 2006; Vos, 2006), and more specifically to Northam 
processing (Snodgrass et a/., 1994). 
The bulk of PGE and thus PGM are contained within, or closely associated with the 
base metal sulphides (BMS) within the Merensky reef (Section 2.1.3). This close 
association means that recovery of the BMS is crucial and the aim of the flotation 
processes is to maximize BMS recovery. Base metal sulphides make up roughly 1 % 
of the Merensky run of mine ore, consisting mainly of chalcopyrite, pentlandite and 
pyrrhotite with occasional pyrite (Ballhaus & Sylvester, 2000). 
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Research has shown that chemical environment is crucial to the success of the 
flotation process (Bradshaw et al. 2006) and in part icular to the flotation of the BMS 
Flotation rates of different sulphides vary considerably with chalcopyrite being the 
quickest pentland ite being intermediate and pyrrhotite being the slowest (Wiese et 
ai, 2006' Buswell & Nicol, 2002) with their responses to specific reagents also being 
diverse, The effects of particular reagents on the flotation process are not simplistic 
and broad generaliLat ions are sometimes deceptive 
2.3.5. 1 Processing at Northam 
The nnal milling and flotat ion nowsheet is shown in Figure 2.12 The mill ing stage 
consists of a semi-autogenous (SAG) mill followed by a ball mill, whereby the 
discharge is fed to the primary cyclones The underflow is then processed in a flash 
flotation cell wh ich recovers around 60% of the PGE within the final concentrate 
(Cole & Ferron, 2002), No allowance is given for specialised processing of different 
domains within the are body, (i.e. Normal reef. NP2 reef and P2 reef). 
The concentrate from the first cell in the rougher bank may be fed into the final 
concentrate stream, but the rest of the rougher concentrates are fed into the cleaner 
circuit The concentrate from the scavenger circuit can be routed to the cleaner 
circuit or back to the head of the rougher circu it. There is no regrinding at any point 
within the rougher. scavenger or cleaner circu its. The cleaner circu it consists of three 
column cells aligned in series. with stage recovery at each column as low as 30% 
(Cole & Ferron, 2(02) 
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Figure 2.12: Met811urgical f/owshoo/ 'OJ" Northam Plallnum Lirm/ad, showing me 
major conmmwtion and flo/I'l/ICm processes within the concCIl/ralor (Adaplf:ld from 
Snodgrass e/el" (1994) and Colo and FOffon. (2002) . 
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2.4 Process Mineralogy 
Process mineralogy, a discipline which combines mineralogy and mineral processing 
(Henley, 1983; Baum et al., 2004; Xiao & Laplante, 2004), is a relatively new field of 
research reviewed in 1983 by Henley and only once subsequently (Baum et al., 
2004). Within the recently re-introduced term GEOMET (Haol, 2008), process 
mineralogy functions as an integral stage. GEOMET, an abbreviation of 
geometallurgy, is an ambitious and extensive overview of the life of mine, aiming to 
holistically integrate information from reconnaissance geophysics to reclamation, as 
well as make that information easily transferable between each stage (Haol, 2008). 
Within a GEOMET flowsheet the aim of the process mineralogist is to provide 
information on specific aspects of the ore mineralogy and mill products and, in so 
doing, to help the chief metallurgist optimize treatment flowsheets (Henley, 1983). As 
such, the process mineralogist needs an extensive knowledge, not only of ore 
mineralogy but also of the relevance of mineralogical characteristics to beneficiation 
processes (Henley, 1983). Figure 2.13 shows the major inputs from a process 
mineralogist during the setup and implementation of a new plant. The final stage is 
ongoing, with a constant need to monitor concentrates and tailings (Henley, 1983). 
This final stage, or optimization process, has been further developed since 1983 
(Fragomeni et al., 2005; Baum et aI., 2004; Xiao & Laplante, 2004) and this is 
especially shown by an example of work carried out at Raglan in Canada, where 
process mineralogy techniques have been implemented since 1998 (Fragomeni et 
al., 2005). At Raglan the orebody has been classified into three distinct end 
members (disseminated, net-textured and massive sulphides). The term 'end 
member' is appropriate for the Raglan orebody as there is a continuum between 
these three ore types. However, at Northam there is no continuum between the three 
reef types so the term 'domain' is preferred. At Raglan each end member was 
sampled and characterised producing a robust prediction of recovery at various grind 
sizes. These were then mathematically combined in the current volume percentage 
for run of mine to determine the impact of end member distribution on metallurgical 
performance as a function of grind size (Fragomeni et al., 2005). 
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Deyelopment Sequence 
Ore Reserves ..----< 
Preliminary 
Flowsheet 
Final 
Flowsheet 
LABORATORY SCALE 
METALLURGICAL TESTING OF 
DRILL CORE 
PILOT PLANT METALLURGICAL 
TESTING OF DRILL CORE 
Process Mineralogy 
Qualitative assessment of drill-core 
intersections - are types 
Quantitative assessment of the "\ 
different are types 
Examination of metallurgical products 
Quantitative assessment of the '\ 
different are types ) 
Examination of metallurgical products 
Qualitative and quantitative 
assessment of samples from 
infill drilling and mine 
development 
Continuous examination of 
metallurgical products (feed and 
~ tailings) and new are types 
Chapter 2 
Figure 2.13: Summary of the relationship between process mineralogy and the 
development and optimization of a metallurgical treatment plant. (Adapted from 
Henley, 1983). 
Since 1983 two key problem areas have been identified (Baum et al., 2004). The first 
is the problem of representative sampling within a concentrator survey (and likewise 
geologically in a drill-core survey). The second is the problem of attaining a 
quantitative mineral measurement system. The paymetal content (assays) of the 
samples is not necessarily dependent upon the behaviour of the minerals and it is 
the mineral content, size and textures which determine liberation characteristics 
(Baum et al., 2004) and thus very relevant to this study. 
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2.4.1 Quantitative Mineral Measurement Systems 
The task of quantitatively characterising the PGM has in the past been a difficult and 
time consuming process. PGM are not only extremely fine-grained, but also their 
presence in only trace amounts means that traditional methods such are ore 
microscopy and X-Ray diffraction are not suitable (Merkle & McKenzie, 2002). 
In the last three decades, but particularly in the 1990s two quantitative mineral 
measurement technologies have been developed. The first of which is QEMSCAN 
(Quantitative Evaluation of Minerals by SCANing electron microscope) developed by 
CSIRO, Australia, and the MLA (Mineral Liberation Analyser), by the Julius 
Krutschnitt Research Centre, Australia (Saum et a/., 2004). 
While QEMSCAN and MLA are both examples of automated SEM based image 
analysis, they emphasise slightly different strategies. MLA works by gathering back 
scattered electron (SSE) images in the initial spatial survey, after which the minerals 
are further characterised using X-ray elemental analysis (Gu, 2003). MLA is 
particularly good for PGM based liberation analysis (Frandrich et a/., 2007; Lastra, 
2006). QEMSCAN dispenses with the preliminary SSE survey and rather gathers X-
ray elemental maps (Gottlieb et a/., 2000). The chief advantage of MLA is the greater 
efficiency and speed, whereas the QEMSCAN technique is more thorough, avoiding 
ambiguities in similar SSE grey scale values for different minerals. 
QEMSCAN and MLA both have the ability to return an overall mineral assemblage 
and provide mineral liberation data for predetermined size fractions (Saum et a/., 
2004). Despite their revolutionary effect on quantitative process mineralogy, the 
QEMSCAN and MLA techniques are still dependent on representative sampling 
(Gottlieb et at. 2000; Saum et a/., 2004; Lotter et a/., 2003) 
An example where QEMSCAN techniques have been used effectively is within the 
Sudbury mining district of Ontario, Canada. The Ni-Cu-PGE sulphide ores are mined 
by Falconbridge Limited. The feed to their Strathcona mill consists of three distinct 
end members, which they labelled AS, Sand C (Lotter et a/., 2003). Initial flotation 
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testing showed that ores Band C performed similarly to the Strathcona baseline 
curve, but that ore AB has a far inferior Ni grade and recovery. The Strathcona 
flowsheet consists of a rod mill, from which the discharge heads into primary rougher, 
secondary rougher and scavenger flotation series. QEMSCAN analysis of the three 
ores showed that pentlandite liberation was essentially the same for all three ore 
types, but that liberated pentlandite was floating within the primary rougher for ores B 
and C, yet was being delayed in ore AB. Having ruled out liberation issues as being 
the problem, it was decided that poor metallurgical performance must be related to 
pulp chemistry (Lotter et al., 2003). QEMSCAN information of ferromagnesian 
mineral content revealed that ore AB contained 2.6 times that in ore Band 5.0 times 
that in ore C. The exact reasons for the strong correlation between high 
ferromagnesian content and poor pentlandite recovery is not entirely understood, it 
may be related to alteration products, such as talc, or slime coatings covering the 
pentlandite surfaces. 
2.4.2 Representative Sampling 
In order to be certain that the plant or mine data generated from a QEMSCAN or 
MLA study is valid, the plant or the orebody must have been representatively 
sampled. This problem of representative sampling is the subject of current research 
(Fragomeni et al., 2005; Baum et al., 2004; Lotter et aI., 2003), and with respect to 
the sampling of an active stope two key points can be delimited. 
1. The laboratory scale flotation tests must be reproducible. 
2. The flotation sample must be representative of the ore 
These twin problems were addressed by Lotter in (1995) who showed that a 
fundamental approach to ore sampling and preparation, as well as replicated 
flotation tests with quantitative diagnostics, reduced the effect of ore variance and 
increased the reproducibility of flotation tests. 
Process mineralogy has had some notable successes, aside from the Raglan 
orebody and the Lihir gold mine. Process mineralogy techniques have also been 
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successfully implemented at the EI-Indio gold-silver-copper operation in Chile (Baum 
at sf. 1989) as well as being partly implemented 10 identify a problem of fluorine 
contamination in copper flotation (Pangum al 81_ 2001) and in phosphate mine 
planning (Sant'Agostino et al. 2001), which testifies as to its wide applicability Its 
complete implementation at the EI-Indio gold-silver-copper operation led to 
improvements in precious metal recovery and equipment performance as well as a 
finalised process now-sheet that was custom fitted to the ore (Baum el al_ 2001)_ 
2.5 Key Questions 
Within the context of previous work reviewed here this investigation focuses on the 
three main questions outlined in the Introduction 
1. How is the mineralogy of the three reef types at Northam Platinum Limited 
(Normal NP2 and P2) qlJantitatively different? 
2. Will the distinct mineralogical characteristics of the three reef types produce 
different mineral processing performances? In particular-
a. How will milling time and notation petiormance vary between reef 
types? 
b. How is the flotation performance of each reef affected by change in 
grind and copper addition? 
3. If there is a difference in mineral processing petiormance, can it be explained 
in terms of some, or all of the following? 
a Variations in sulphide textures and/or liberation. 
b Variations in gangue mineral type and proportions. 
c. Variations in gangue alteration or textural development 
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3 Experimental Methods 
3.1 Ore Preparation 
Bulk samples of ore were collected at Northam Platinum mine under the supervision 
of chief geologist Damian Smith and freighted to the University of Cape Town. Three 
reef types were investigated, namely the Normal 12/39, P2 3/19 and the NP2 11/47. 
where the numbering refers to the levet/cross cut locations. 
Reef sam~es were unpacked and air-dried separately (Figure 3.1a). During the 
drying. grab samples from each reef, consist ing of the larger chips, were removed to 
prepare thin sections, polished thin sections and ore mounts (Figure 3.1b). The 
amount removed was carefully chosen 10 be representative of the whole reef as 
established by in-situ mapping of the slope panels 
HW 
p 
FW 
Figure 3.1: Pilotos of ore preparation: a Drying of bolk samples on plastic sheeting. 
b Grab samples fmm tile bolk sample oUlle Normal reef, organised here in 
straligraphic order with the hanging wall at the top. HW - Hanging Wall, P -
Pegmatite, FW - Footwall. 
After drying the remainder of each bu lk sample was screened through a 16 000 
aperture stainless steel filter . The fi ltrand was subsequently broken down through the 
jaw cllJsher in the Department of Geological Sciences before recombining with the 
rest of the respective bu lk sample. 
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Each reef was then screened through a 2 em aperture stainless steel screen 10 
remove fines and then fed through the cone crusher in the Chemical Engineering 
Department to ensure there were no chippings left in the bulk sample larger than two 
centimetres. The filtered fines and the sample produced from the cone crusher were 
recombined to produce the final bulk sample for each reef. 
Once the bulk samples were prepared they were then thoroughly mixed on a steel 
mat before being split into four homogenised samples, each sample being 
approximately 10 kg. Each of the four samples was then fed through the rotary 
splitter, which divided the sample down into 1 kg proportions Once the feed was 
exhausted these 1 kg samples were bagged and labelled 
3.2 Representative Sampling 
It is possible thaI the sampling technique employed by the mine provided skewed 
proportions of the stope face Therefore it is prudent to establish whether the 
sam~es received are representative of the bulk In order to do this. two techniques 
were used Both of these techniques make use of analytical data for individual 
components of the Normal reef (Roberts el al .. 2007). The first technique provides 
an estimate for the bulk composition assuming observed elemental proportions of 
the various components (hanging wall (Ll). pegmatite (L2). footwall (L3)) multiplied 
by the quantities (0" Q2, 0 3) present at the stope face {Equation I}. 
( 1) 
These calculated elemental proportions were then compared with the measured bulk 
analyses obtained in this study by ICP-OES {see Section 3.6}. Results are shown in 
Figure 3.2 where it can be seen that the major oxides compare closely. indicating the 
absence of any anomalous representation of reef components 
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Figure 3,2: A graph showing a comparison between the calculated major element 
oxido compositions (rod) and the measured major elemental oxide compositiolls. 
Tile red line represents a lrend/ine and Iho dashed black lino rcprcSGnts tho pGlfrxl 
1:1Imc, 
An alternat ive approach involving mu ltiple linear regress ion allows the est imation of 
individual reef components using their major oxide proport ions. Th is reverse method 
may be more reveal ing in the sense thaI the results provide a direct measure of reef 
components in the mil l feed . The secO/ld technique models Equation (1) using a 
mult iple linear regression . 
With appropriate constraints (e.g, PI -+ P2 + P3 = 1) th is model predicts a sl ight 
weighting in favour of the hanging wal l, namely: 10% hanging wall, 86% pegmatite 
and 4% footwall, wh ilst the actual proportions are 5% hanging wal l, 90% pegmatite. 
and 5% footwal l. The results derived from the mCKiel are shown in Table 3.1 
alongside lhose measured by Roberts Gt ai" (200?). 
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Table 3.1: Table showing the comparison between the measured major element 
rt' f th f d th ,. dIn h . k pmQo Ions 0 e ree an e mear regressIon mo e mm t IS wor: . 
Element Measured (Roberts et aL, 2007) Linear Regression Model 
Si02 48.8 48.5 
Ab03 7.4 8.6 
MgO 23.8 23.0 
CaO 4.5 5.3 
Fe203 14.2 11.6 
As can be seen from Table 3.1, SiO and MgO values are predicted very accurately 
by the linear regression model, with good predictions for AI20 3 and CaO, but a poor 
prediction for Fe203. However, it is important to specify that the data available for the 
major elemental oxides, within the individual lithologies, is too sparse to provide a 
definitive conclusion. For example, the calculated values for CaO and Ab03 were 
sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of certain sample sets. 
From these two techniques, and considering the anticipated range in reef component 
proportions, with the likelihood of variable weighting occurring during the mining 
activity these results are considered acceptable for the subsequent experiments. 
3.3 Mineralogical Characterisation 
Mineralogical characterisation of both silicate and sulphide mineral phases were 
performed using optical microscopy on a Zeiss Petrographic microscope (Appendix 
81). Individual sample descriptions are recorded in Appendix C. 
3.4 Electron Microprobe 
Analysis of olivine to determine nickel content was carried out on a JEOL Microprobe 
(Appendix 82) using polished thin sections created from grab samples from the 
original bulk samples (Figure 3.1.b). The nickel content was probed in order to 
determine how much of the nickel reported by chemical assay was present in 
gangue minerals such as olivine. 
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Spot analysis selection was determined in order to maximise areal and 
compositional coverage. The first olivine grain was covered systematically to 
observe compositional variations within a grain (zoning). Depending on the outcome 
of this exercise the rest of the olivine grains within the slide were then investigated. If 
the first olivine showed a significant variation in composition with spot point, then 
each subsequent olivine was investigated the same way. If the first olivine showed 
no variation with spot point then the remaining olivine grains could be investigated 
using just one spot pOint. In practise variation of composition between olivine grains 
(up to 10%) within a slide was greater than internal variation within an olivine grain. 
3.5 Quantitative Evaluation Of Minerals By Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (QEMSCAN) 
Feed samples for batch flotation tests were milled to the required grind, split (using a 
FRITSCH Rotary Samples Divider) into three size fractions and sent for QEMSCAN 
analysis to Intellection Pty Ltd, Brisbane, Australia. Samples from the same split 
were sent for data validation to Mintek in Johannesburg for ICP-OES (see appendix 
B3). Eighteen sized fractions were sent consisting of six from each reef in three size 
fractions (+75 /-lm, -75/+38 /-lm, -38 /-lm) and two grind sizes; standard (60% < 75 
/-lm), and fine (80% < 75 /-lm). At Intellection the feed samples were representatively 
split into a sub aliquot and permanently mounted in an epoxy resin. The use of three 
size fractions minimised the effects of stereological variations. 
3.5.1 Data Validation 
Comparison of the chemical analysis from ICP-OES and the QEMSCAN analysis 
reveals excellent correlations between the major elements (Figure 3.3), particularly 
magnesium, aluminium, calcium and iron. Silicon values show a slight departure, 
with either the chemical analyses slightly overestimating, or the QEMSCAN slightly 
underestimating, the values. 
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Figure 3.3: Graph showing the correlalion between the chemical assay and the 
QEMSCAN assay for the major elements. The line demarcates a 1 __ 1 relationship. 
Investigation of the sulphide elements (Cu, Ni and S) reveals a slightly less perfect 
correlation (Figure 3.4a, b). In particular there are two obvious anomalies circled in 
red in Figure 3.4a. The fUrihest right with a OEMSCAN copper value of 3.06 is 
clearly anomalous, and refers to the P2 reef -38 um size fraction at a standard grind. 
The second ringed value is a combined value of all the size fractions for the P2 reef 
at a standard grind and therefore incorporates the first value during the calculation. 
This incorporation forces the observed anomalous result Figure 3.4b shows that 
sulphur values are consistently below the 1:1 measurement line This is probably 
due to overestimation by the OEMSCAN analysis, but is still considered acceptable. 
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Figure 3.4: Graph showing the correlation between the chemical assay and the 
QEMSCAN assay for trace elements Cu, Nt and S Figure JAa shows all the data 
points. including two anomalous values circled in red. Figure 3Ab focuses in on the 
lower left corner with the solid blue line demarcating a 1:1 relationshlp_ 
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3.5.2 Analysis Met hods 
Two analysis methods were used to gather information from the samples sent The 
first was Bu lk Minera logical Analyses (BMA). This is a linear ana lysis method where 
each mounted float fced sample is scanned in the x-direction with the y-direction line 
spacing pre set to ensure that each panicle is intersected once (Figure 3.5). The 
entire blcx;k is scanned producing a high statistical population and providing 
information on size-by-sizc bu lk mineralogy. 
--~--~--. --------=---=--- -==,-
-- - - -
--------c 
-- - _. 
--=--- -=.-=---
-- -
---.=--- -'--= =-=-_ . 
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--,,-----=--= 
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Figure 3.5: Image showing a sectioll of BMA analysis. Each colour represellts a 
different mineral 
The second method was Particle Mineralog ical Analyses IPMA). This is a part icle by 
particle analysis method which allows mineral associatioos to be visually 
represented for interpretation (Figu re 3.6), Su lphide liberation was the focus of this 
study so on ly sulphide composites were preferentially analysed. The mounted 
flotatioo samples were used and a minimum of 3000 part icles are analysed for each 
PMA analysis This is an excellent tool for visually assessing liberat ion and locking 
informatioo of the BMS as well as looking at secondary alteration characteristics 
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Figu re 3.6: Image showing PMA analysis of various particle grains. Each colour 
represents a different mineral with associations readily discernible. 
3.6 Whole Rock Chemical Analysis 
Samples were sent for chemical analysis to Mintek in Johannesburg by Inductively-
Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) (see Appendix 83). 
Eighteen size fractions were sent consisting of six from each reef in three size 
fractions (+75 .um. +38 flml-75 !,m -38 ,Lm) and two grind sizes The samples were 
prepared from 1 kg feed fractions and split using the QUANT ACHROME Rotary 
Micro Splitter. The samples sent to Mintek were analysed for major elements (Mg. 
At , Si, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu , Zn and Pb) using 2 g samples from each 
size fraction . The determination timits for each element was 0.05% 
3_7 Grinding Curves 
Grinding curves were calculated using at least four 1 kg samples for each reef. The 
mil l used was an Erietz laboratory stainless steel rocl mill with an inner chamber 
diameter of 258 mm. 20 stainless steel rods were used in three different Sizes 6 x 22 
mm, 8 x 18 mm, 6 x 14 mm 500 mt of tap water was added to 1 kg of ore and the 
milt rotated at a fixed speed of 90 rpm The four samples for each reef were run fo r 
different times, (e.g, 12, 16, 20 and 24 mins) At the end of each run the pulp was 
removed and fil tered to produce a ·cake·. An eighth of th is cake was removed (one 
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sixteenth from each side) and screened through 75 flm filter The percentage passing 
75 urn obtained for each time was then measured so that the limo required to mil l to 
standard and fine grinds could be calculated (F igure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7 A graph showlIlg the gnndlrlg curves for the three m8l/l reef types of 
Northam Platinum Lid With a table showing Ihe time taken to mill to standard and 
fine grinds for each of the three reef types 
A test run was then performed to check whether the predicted times for the standard 
and fine grinds were correct. From the grinding curves it can be seen that the three 
reef types required distinctly different nlilling times to achieve the required pariicle 
size distribution (PSD) within the pu lp, demonstrating different hardness 
A Matvern microsizer was used to check the PSD of the three reefs, Figure 3.8 
shows that for standard and fine grinds, each reef type has essentially the same 
PSD. 
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Figure 3.B: A graph of size fraction against cumulative volume % for the three reefs 
at two different grind sizGs. The finer grind is shown with a dashed linc . 
3.8 Laboratory Scale Flotation Tests 
for the batch flotat ion experiments each reef type was tested using two reagent 
suites in order to see how the different reef types responded to copper su lphate 
addit ioo and changes in grind. 
3.8.1 Reagents 
Reagents Llsed for the batch flotation experiments are based on those used in the 
beneficiation of Merensky ore at Northam Platinum Limited. The frother used for al l 
condit ions was Sasfroth 200. The depressant used for all condit ions was KU-47 at 
32 giL The collector mixture of sod ium isobutyl xanthate (SIBX), and proprietary 
reagents Sascol 61 and Sascol 105 were used fOf al l flotation experiments at a fixed 
dosage of 154 gil, 67 glt and 17g/t respect ively. They were always mixed before 
add ition to the pu lp. The act ivator was copper sulphate Activator was on ly used for 
one of the two reagent suites, and when used had a concentration of 55 gil. 
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3.8.2 Water 
All batch flotation experiments were performed using synthetic plant water (Table 
3.2). This was obtained by adding various chemical salts to distilled water. Exact 
ionic concentrations for plant water will vary across all concentrators within the 
Bushveld. However, it can be expected that these ions will be present at all 
Merensky concentrators since they are derived from minerals in the ore, which are 
similar across the reef types. 
Table 3.2: A Table showing the concentration of ions present within the synthetic 
plant water (Wiese et aI., 2005). 
Ion Ca 2+ Mg2+ Na+ cr S02- NO; NO; C0 2- TDS 4 3 
Concentration 80 70 153 287 240 176 - 17 1023 
(ppm) 
3.8.3 Flotation Procedure 
The procedure followed was as described by Wiese et al. (2005) in their work on 
Merensky ores. After milling the slurry was transferred to a modified 3 L Leeds 
flotation cell and the volume made up using synthetic plant water to produce 35% 
solids. At this point a feed sample was taken. An impeller, maintained at a fixed 
speed of 1200 rpm, was used to thoroughly mix and suspend the pulp. Reagents 
were then added and allowed to condition. Copper sulphate was conditioned for 5 
minutes. The collector blend; SIBX, Sascol 61 and Sascol 105 were simultaneously 
added and conditioned for 2 minutes. KU-47 was conditioned for 2 minutes and 
Sasfroth 200 was conditioned for 1 minute. The order of reagent addition was always 
activator, collectors, depressant and frother. After conditioning, air was pumped 
through at 7 Llmin and a sample taken every 15 seconds by scraping the froth into a 
collecting pan. The froth height was manually maintained at a constant depth of 2 
cm. Four collecting pans were used to collect concentrates at 2, 6, 12 and 20 min. At 
the end of the procedure two tails samples were taken. The feeds, concentrates and 
tails samples were then filtered, dried and weighed before analysis. All batch 
flotation experiments were performed in duplicate to check reproducibility. 
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3.9 Analysis of Flotation Performance 
In order to obtain copper and nickel data the finely milled feeds, concentrates and 
tails were dissolved in aqua regia, made up to a known volume, filtered and analysed 
on an atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS) using a Varian SpectraAA 
(Appendix 84). In order to obtain sulphur data the finely milled feeds, concentrates 
and tails were left in powder form before being analysed on the LECO 423 sulphur 
analyser (Appendix 85). 
3.9.1 Reagents and Sample Preparation for AAS 
The reagents used to make the aqua regia were hydroflouric acid (HF) (-40%), nitric 
acid (HN03) (-60%), perchloric acid (HCI04 ) (concentrated) and hydrochloric acid 
(HCI) (-30%). The hydrochloric acid and the hydrofluoric acid were mixed in the ratio 
of 4:1. The milled samples were usually fine enough for immediate digestion. 
However the first concentrate, which was the most important for accurate grade-
recovery curves, needed to be pulverised and digested twice to ensure the reliability 
of the nickel and copper readings. 
Aliquots from each feed, concentrate and tail according to type were weighed out 
into 250 ml wide-mouthed Erlenmeyer flasks, which were pre-cleaned between 
samples using warm water, soap and distilled water. Concentrate samples required 
-0.1 g of material, whereas feeds and tails required -0.5 g. 10 ml of the HCI/HF 
mixture was added to the sample and brought to the boil. HN03 was then added and 
the sample boiled until the colour changed from deep brown to ochre. Finally 5 ml of 
HCI04 was added and the sample left to boil until a stable white cloud formed within 
the beaker indicating completion of the reaction. Once complete the sample is 
transferred to a 100 ml flask and made up to 100 ml using distilled water. The 
sample was finally filtered through Whatman N01 into a sample bottle. This filtrate 
was then analysed using the AAS. 
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3.9.2 Calculation of Mineral Recovery 
Mineral grade-recoveries (chalcopyrite, pentlandite, and total sulphide) were 
calculated by converting copper, nickel and sulphur values (Appendix 0) to 
chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), pentlandite ((Fe,Ni)gSa) and total sulphide values. Pyrrhotite 
(Fe1-xS) grade-recoveries were calculated by mass balance. 
Copper within the Merensky reef is exclusively associated with BMS such as 
chalcopyrite and cubanite. Copper is known to have a negligible association with the 
silicate gangue minerals, this, coupled with the very low quantities of cubanite, 
means the conversion to chalcopyrite values was a single multiplication factor. 
Nickel within the Merensky reef can be associated with olivine, orthopyroxene and 
pyrrhotite as well as pentlandite. Since nickel has this association with various 
minerals a direct conversion of nickel to pentlandite would produce artificially low 
recoveries. Silicate nickel contents were therefore quantified and removed from the 
total nickel 'budget' for each float, allowing accurate determination of pentlandite 
recoveries. For pentlandite grades the assumption was made that all nickel reported 
within concentrates was pentlandite nickel. 
Sulphur within the Merensky reef is mostly deported as the three main sulphides, 
pyrrhotite, pentlandite and chalcopyrite, with some accessory pyrite and other 
sulphides (e.g. cubanite). The main PGM are all associated with these sulphides. 
Sulphur has a negligible association with silicate gangue minerals so the conversion 
to total sulphide values was a single multiplication factor. The multiplication factor 
(0.36) was based on the ratio of the three main sulphides observed within the 
recalculated feeds. 
Calculated pyrrhotite grades and recoveries may be subject to large errors due to 
their reliance on several assumptions. In particular, recoveries are sensitive to 
variations in the mineral stoichiometry of the copper and nickel bearing sulphides as 
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well as to fluctuations in the monosulphide (e.g. pyrrhotite) to disulphide (e.g. pyrite) 
ratio. 
The focus of this investigation was these major minerals, with the assumption that 
PGM and PGE are intimately associated with these base metal sulphides. No further 
PGE or PGM work was performed as part of this investigation. 
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4 Geological Characterisation 
4.1 Petrological Characterisation 
While several visits to Northam Platinum and reference to published accounts (Viring 
& Cowell, 1999; Roberts et al., 2007) have provided generalised reef information 
(see Chapter 2), the bulk sampling localities were detailed by analyzing logs 
recorded at the time of stope blasting; it was therefore possible to estimate the 
proportions of each lithological component. These are shown here using the same 
diagrams from chapter 2 to show any likely losses of PGE paymetal content and any 
likely excessive inclusions of gangue material (Figures 4.1, 4.3, 4.5). 
By looking at main mineral abundances and grain size distribution it was possible to 
ascertain the main petrological differences between the reef types. Aside from broad 
petrological differences careful attention was made to factors that may affect 
liberation or processing, such as the degree of alteration of silicate minerals, 
sulphide textures and sulphide grain size. 
4.1.1 Normal Reef 
The Normal reef bulk sample was characterised by a relatively thick inter-chromitite 
pegmatite -150 cm, bounded by a thin (Bcm) hangingwall melanorite and a thin 
(Bcm) footwall anorthosite (Figure 4.1). Consequently one can be confident that the 
limit s of PGE mineralization have been encompassed satisfactorily. In other words 
the particular stope blast met the mine requirements, with limited oversampling of 
barren sections of the hanging wall and footwall. 
4.1.1.1 Hanging Wall Melanorite (3A) 
Inspection of the hanging wall bulk samples revealed that it closely resembled 
generalised descriptions of this layer (Viring & Cowell, 1999; Roberts et al., 2007) in 
comprising a medium grained (1-3 mm) orthopyroxene mesocumulate with 
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clinopyroxene oikocrysts (up to 2 cm), plagioclase, biotite, chromite and base metal 
sulphides (BMS) (Figure 4.2a). Individual chips in the grab sample showed variation 
in plagioclase content, ranging from minor interstitial patches (orthopyroxenite 
adcumulate) to greater proportions (melanorite orthocumulate). There were several 
features indicative of plastic deformation during compaction - namely, undulose 
extinction, deformation twins within plagioclase and indented faces between 
pyroxene grains suggesting grain boundary migration. However, plagioclase was 
occasionally, along with biotite, strain free, implying there was some post compaction 
crystallization. Some post compaction plagioclase was oikocrystic reaching -4-5mm. 
Secondary minerals were revealed by sub-solidus clinopyroxene exsolution from 
orthopyroxene, orthopyroxene alteration to biotite, amphibole, chlorite and fine 
grained silicates (probably talc) and minor alteration of plagioclase through 
sausseritisation (formation of minerals through the alteration of sodic feldspar, e.g. 
paragonite). Sub-solidus clinopyroxene exsolution displayed a variety of habits 
depending on the ambient temperature at the time. Coarse blebs indicated 
exsolution occurred at a high temperature, where as long, pointed needles indicated 
low-temperature exsolution 
BMS occurred as medium grained (2-3 mm) composites of pyrrhotite, granular and 
minor flame pentlandite, chalcopyrite and minor pyrite, interstitial to silicate grains, 
and often associated with chromite and biotite grains. Individual sulphides within 
each composite showed a variety of grain sizes. The formation of flame pentlandite 
is crystallographically controlled secondary exsolution from pyrrhotite and was 
always a very minor component and very fine grained. BMS also occurred as fine 
grained monominerals interstitial to, and included within silicates. Chalcopyrite is the 
dominant fine-grained monomineral and often occurred as in-fill within micro-
fractures, a feature which strongly suggests mobility during brittle deformation. 
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Figu re 4.1: A figure showing the stratigraphy of the Nonnal reef nnd the relative 
thICknesses sent in the bllli<. sample. Grain size and minerai abundance datil is 
adapted from unpublished work by Rob6rls at aI., (2004). 
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4.1.1.2 Merensky Chromitite (4A) 
The Merensky chromititc in the Normal reef bulk sample contained chromite grains 
that were small and euhedral or medium-grained discrete to coarsely annealed. 
Interstitial minerals included plagioclase, with minor amounts of orthopyroxene and 
biotite Low temperature alteration is confined to small domains 01 sau$serilisation 
within plagioclase. 
BMS were mineralogically similar 10 the hanging wall metanorite (3A) with sulphide 
composites occurring interstitial to chromile grains, often at triple point junctions . 
However, apart from a few coarse grains, the composite siLe was generally smaller. 
Fine-grained monomincralic inclusions were common within silicates and individual 
chromites Pentlandite predominantly occured as granular aggregates with minor 
exsolved flame pentlandite located within pyrrhotite. PGM were also observed within 
the chromitite (e.g. Figure 4.2b). 
4.1.1.3 Pegmatitic Horizon (5A) 
Investigation of the pegmatitic bulk samples revealed that it closely resembled 
generalised descriptions of this layer (Viring & Cowell, 1999; Roberts et al., 2007) in 
comprising a very coarse-grained ultramafic rock, with variable amounts of 
orthopyroxene, plagioclase and olivine as well as minor biotite, chromite and BMS. 
Orthopyroxene grains occurred in a variety of textural developments 
1} Medium grained (2-3 mm) subhedral grains. 
2} La rge anhedral oikocrysts (up to 3cm), hosting a wide variety of minerals. 
3} Rarely as partial rims on olivine grains 
4} Occasionally included within olivine grains 
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These four categories of development represent different magmatic stages. (1) and 
(4) represent orthomagmatic (primary) grains, which settled out of a the magma 
column to form a cumulate pile, the oikocrystic development of orthopyroxene in (2) 
and olivine around orthopyroxene in (4) indicate late magmatic reconstitution, related 
to the deposition of the MCU hanging wall. The partial rims are also late magmatic 
overgrowths, which may be related to the reconstitution. 
Low temperature secondary minerals derived from orthopyroxene include discrete 
clinopyroxene, sub-solidus clinopyroxene exsolution, amphibole and talc. Talc did 
not extensively rim orthopyroxene, but was rather found within orthopyroxene grains, 
sometimes along internal fractures (Figure 4.2c). It was also found within 
plagioclase, which considering its elemental constituents (magnesium rich, where as 
plagioclase is magnesium poor) strongly suggests an open fluid system on a crystal 
grain scale. Biotite has formed in a complex multistage process, since it sometimes 
rimmed orthopyroxene, yet was also enclosed as medium grained decossate 
aggregates (Figure 4.2d). 
Olivine was usually included within orthopyroxene, or as discrete medium to coarse 
grained anhedral grains with inclusions of orthopyroxene, biotite, clinopyroxene and 
BMS. It also showed moderate to pervasive alteration to serpentine and dustings of 
fine grained magnetite, which often followed relict fractures in the host mineral. 
Variable proportions of plagioclase occur as minor fine grained anhedral inclusions 
within orthopyroxene and olivine or as coarse grained anhedral interstitial masses. 
There was minor, though where present, pervasive sausseritisation (Figure 4.2e). 
Extensive sausseritisation, coupled with minerals such as talc or epidote suggest 
open fluid systems on at least a crystal grain scale. 
Chromites and BMS formed a considerable subset of the mineralogy with chromite 
grains occurring as either small, subhedral, scattered grains included within silicates 
or as large extremely anhedral, annealed and often skeletal masses. BMS were 
medium to large (up to 5mm), anhedral composites of pentlandite (mostly granular 
but occasionally flame), pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite, interstitial to silicate grains 
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(Figure 4.2f). Composites were also chalcopyrite or pyrrhotite dominant. BMS also 
occurred as fine grained monomineralic grains included within silicates, as in-fill 
within micro-fractures (Figure 4.2g) and as very fine-grained sulphides within 
secondary alteration minerals such as serpentine. 
4.1.1.4 Bottom Chromitite (4X) 
The bottom chromitite was finer grained than the Merensky chromitite (4A) with less 
annealing and more modal plagioclase. There were some BMS associated with the 
bottom chromitite and where found, were often composite (pyrrhotite, pentlandite 
and chalcopyrite) or singular monomineralic grains. Texturally, the coarser 
composite BMS were found interstitial to chromite of plagioclase grains, with the fine-
grained BMS either included or interstitial to chromite and plagioclase. 
4.1.1.5 Anorthosite (6A) 
The basal lithology of the geological footwall was a mottled anorthosite containing 
adcumulate plagioclase with minor intercumulus orthopyroxene. This mottled 
anorthosite contained pervasive macro-scale (2-3cm) low temperature alteration. 
Plagioclase showed extensive sausseritisation and orthopyroxene was replaced, 
often with complete pseudomorphing, to serpentine and minor talc. This heavy 
alteration has certain ramifications for the expected flotation behaviour, and will be 
discussed further in Chapter 6. 
Within the mottled anorthosite the BMS were monomineralic and dominated by 
chalcopyrite with occasional pyrrhotite. They were found, along with chromite grains, 
within the heavily sausseritized sections of the anorthosite (Figure 4.2h). The BMS 
grain size was fine, to very fine grained. This BMS association within alteration 
meant that either, the BMS had been dissolved in late stage, low temperature fluids 
and transported before re-precipitation, or that late stage fluids eroded and entrained 
sulphide fragments. In either scenario sulphides have been remobilized and possibly 
represent minor transfer of sulphides into, or out of this Normal reef system. 
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Figure 4.2: Photomicrographs of the Normal reef. a Hanging wall me/anorife. b. 
Possible PGM within the Merensky chromitile. c-g (Inter-chromilite pegmatite) c. 
Talc lining internal fractures willlin orthopyroxene. d, Decossate biotite laOls e. 
Sausserite within plagioclase r Typical composite BMS bleb g. Fine grained 
sulphides. h Fine grained sulphides within heavily sausseritized moWed anorthosite. 
bt - biotite, eilr - chromite, opx - orthopyroxene, po -- pyrrholite, pent - penUandite, 
ccp - chalcopyrite, plag - plagioclase, eil - cuban/Ie. serp - serpentine, tnt -
magnetite 
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4.1.2 NP2 reef 
The PGE bearing interval in the NP2 reef is much thinnQr than that in the Normal, so 
a constant stope width results in a significant proportion of barren footwall. The NP2 
rOG! undGr investigation did contain thG typical troctolized zone jllst below the 4A 
MGrcnsky chromititG (FigurG 4.3) From 1118 stope cut one can be confidem! that the 
limits of PGE mineralization have been recovered into the run-ol-minc. 
4.1.2.1 Hanging Waif Melanorite (3A) 
From the bulk samplGS. this lithology was very similar to the Hanging Wall MeloooritG 
dGscribed for the Normal reef (See Figure 4.2a) with only the dGgW0 of strain-froG 
grains differcmt In particular although some of the biotite grains WQre strain frlce 
there were fewer plagioclase grains and no poikilocrystic grains which were strain 
Ince. This indicates increased compaction which is consistent with the increase in 
stratigraphic depth. 
4.1.2.2 Merensky Chromitite (4A) 
Compared to the same horizon in the Normal reef there was far less annealing and a 
smaller average grain size Discrete chromite grains were sl.lbhedral to anhedral 
(Figure 4.4a, b), with occasional sections of chromite annealing. Chromite grains 
often contained globular inclusions of biotite, bul also included plagioclase 
orthopyroxene and BMS. These globular inclusions may be primary -lhat is magma 
that was enclosed during or prior to chromile settling, or they may be secondary -
that is apparent inclusions generated by annealing chromite grains that trap residual 
melt within the cumulate pile. 
Interstitial minerals included poikilitic plagioclase and orthopyroxene as well as minor 
biotite (Figure 44a, b). Low-temperature alteration within the silicates consisted of 
variable sausseritization of plagioclase and minor replacement of orthopyroxene by 
fine grained silicates (probably talc) 
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BMS were mineralogically similar to the Melanorite (3A) with medium grained 
composites interstit ial to chromite and silicate grains (Figure 44b) However. as with 
the Normal reef, the composite size was generally smaller. 8MS also occurred as 
fine-grained, mainly monomineralic. but rarely composite, inclusions within chromite 
and silicate grains. PGM were also found within this layer (e,g. Figure 4.4c) 
4.1.2.3 Footwall (BAIT) 
From the stope logs and the bulk samples the footwall to the NP2 reef consisted of 
an anorthosite layer a troctolite layer and a norite layer, It is impossible to tell, either 
from the logs or from the bulk samples. the order of the layering but using the modei 
provided by Viring and Cowell, (1999) it is thought that the anorthosite layer occurs 
nearest the Merensky chromitite. This agrees well with chips showing a chromitite 
intersecting a 'sugary' anorihosite. The next lithology down should be the troctolite 
followed by another thin anorthosite layer before the final norite layer, From logs of 
the footwall well below the Normal reef it is known that prior to reconstitut ion the NP2 
footwall consisted of medium grained norites and leuCOllorites. This means that the 
trocto lite layer represents the limit of reconstitution produced by downward 
percolating fluids related to the MCU mineralizatiOrl. 
The anorthosite layers were plagioclase adcumulates with minor to moderate 
interstitial orthopyroxene (Figure 4.4d), as well as minor biotite. clinopyroxene, 
chromite and BMS, Plagioclase showed minor sausseritization, and orthopyroxene 
showed negligible alteration to talc. or sub-solidus exsolut ion to clinopyroxene. BMS 
within this layer were generally fine grained, monomineralic chalcopyrite, found 
included and interstitial to the silicates. However. closer to the Merensky chromitite a 
number of medium (-1 mm) composites of pyrrhotite, pentlandite (granular and minor 
flame), chalcopyrite and pyrite were found (figure 4.4e). Pyrite was always located 
within pentiandite as skeletal developments 
The troctolite layer was composed of olivine and plagioclase, with lesser amounts of 
orthopyroxene, biotite, sulphides and chromite. From the amount of troctol ite chips 
within the bulk sample, this layer was relatively thin compared to the total thickness 
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of the footwall. Olivine occurred as widely spaced medium to coarse grained 
anhedral poikilitic masses, often enclosing plagioclase Olivine was frequently 
partially or com~elely rimmed by anhedral, orthopyroxene, which itself may partially 
enclose plagioclase grains (Figure 4.41). Plagioclase grains were euhedral to 
subhedral forming an orthocumulate grOlindmass, often with deformation twins. All 
the minerals showed weak alteration with sausserilization of plagioclase and 
replacement of olivine by serpentine and magnetite 
Chromite grains within the troctolite were often large, anhedral and displaying 
dendritic textures. They were also small, extremely anhedral with skeletal habits, and 
included within orthopyroxene and olivine. 6MS were pyrrhotite pentiandite, 
chalcopyr ite and pyrite (Figure 4.4g) occurring as highly anhedral composites 
interstitial to plagioclase and orthopyroxene as well as fine monomineralic grains 
included with in silicates Chalcopyrite is often associated with biotite or included 
within micro-fractures As with the anorthosite layer. the pyrite is extremely anhedral 
and uniquely associated with pentlandite. As pyrite is a secondary mineral its 
abundance within the NP2 footwall suggests a post-magmatic sutfidisation event has 
contributed to an overprint on the NP2 footwall. 
Norite was the lowermost layer of the footwall. Judging from the bulk samples. a 
highly significant amount of norite was present in the footwall of the stope face and 
would therefore have been incorporated into the run of mine. The main minerals are 
orthopyroxene and plagioclase, with minor clinopyroxene, biotite, chromite and 6MS. 
This was a plagioclase orthocumulate with interstitial poikilitic orthopyroxene (Figure 
44h) The orthopyroxene showed variable exsolution of clinopyroxene and very 
minor internal alteration {probably to talc}. The plagioctase showed minimal alteration 
to sausserite. 
BMS coosisted of fine grained, monomineralic chalcopyrite, located interstitial to, and 
included within silicates, as well as some minor pyrrhotite. There were some 
occasional composites of chalcopyrite, pentlandite and pyrrhotite, but no pyrite was 
found in this layer. Throughout the footwall (8AiT) no very fine grained sulphide 
textures were observed, which is in contrast to the Normal reef pegmatite. 
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Figure 4.4: Photomicrographs of/he NP2 reef a, Merensky chromillte. b, composite 
sulphides wilhin the Merensky cinomitlte c. Possible PGM within the Merensky 
chmmitite. d Plagioclase adcumulate in footwall e_ Medium to fine grained, 
composite sulphides withill plagioclase adclimuiate r. Oikocrystic olivine within the 
troctolite g. Medium grained composite sulphides containing exsolved pyrite. h 
Poikifilie orthopyroxerte surrounding plagioclase, Nomenclature as for Normal reef 
photomicrographs. 
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4.1.3 P2 Reef 
The P2 reef bulk sample was characterised by a thin (-38 em) inter-chromitite 
pegmatite. bounded by the basal MCU units above. and a harzburgite layer below. 
The basal MCU units were -34 em thick. and this incoqxnates a significant amount 
of barren rock as PGE mineralization has only a limited extension into the hanging 
wall. Consequently one can be confident that the limits of PGE mineralization have 
been encompassed satisfactorily. but with some minor over-sampling of barren 
hanging wall sections. 
4.1.3.1 Hanging Wall Melanorite (3A) 
From the bulk samples, this lithology was very similar to the hanging wall metanorite 
described for the Normal recf. and the NP2 reef (Figure 4.6a). The main comparative 
difference was the further increase in strain related features In particular therc was 
little indication that any of the biotite or plagioclase grains wcre strain-free and there 
were some well formed deformation twins within the plagioclase. This, together with 
the NP2 melanorite, may suggest a gradual increase with pothole depth, of the 
degree of compaction 
4.1.3.2 Merensky Chromitite (4A) 
Although there are several chromitite chips within the bulk sample, DIlly a few could 
be positively identified as belonging to the Merensky chromltite, principally through 
their association with the medium grained melanorite (3Al. From these samples it 
could be seen that this was a chromite orthocumulate, vel)' similar in texture and 
development to the NP2 Merensky chromitlte, with chromite grains including biotite 
as well as orthopyroxene, plagioclase and sulphides. In contrast to the NP2 red 
there is a smaller modal proportion of orthopyroxene, however this may reflect lateral 
var iability within the Merensky chromitite rather than a distinct difference between 
the two reefs. 
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Figure 4.5: A figure showing the slmtlgrilphy of the P2 reef and Ihe relative 
t/1fClmessEis sent in the bulk sample. Gram size and mlner,,1 abundance data is 
adapted from unpublished work by Roberts et al., 2004. 
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BMS were mineralogically and texturally similar to the Melanorite (3A) as well as to 
BMS developed in the Merensky chromitites within the Normal and NP2 reefs 
(Figure 4.6b). As with the Normal and NP2 reefs, PGM were found in this layer 
(Figure 4.6c). 
4.1.3.3 Pegmatitic Horizon (5A) 
From the stope logs and the bulk samples it could be seen that the pegmatitic 
horizon was relatively thin (-38cm), much thinner than the -157cm observed for the 
Normal reef. Investigation of the pegmatitic bulk samples revealed, as with the 
Normal, that it closely resembled generalised descriptions of this layer (Viring & 
Cowell, 1999; Roberts et a/., 2007) in comprising a very coarse-grained ultramafic 
rock, with variable amounts of orthopyroxene, plagioclase and olivine. From logs of 
the footwall well below the Normal reef it is known that prior to reconstitution the P2 
footwall consisted of harzburgites, norites and a thin chromitite seam carrying 1-2 
ppm PGE mineralization. 
Aside from total thickness, this lithology closely resembled petrological descriptions 
given for the Normal reef pegmatite (see Section 4.1.1.3). However, the volumetric 
extent of low-temperature alteration was less pronounced, and there was no 
definitive talc within the plagioclase. This suggests that fluid disruption of the P2 
pegmatitic horizon did not lead to an open system on the crystal grain scale. Silicate 
textures observed within this pegmatite indicated both primary and secondary origins 
for several minerals (e.g. biotite, as shown in Figures 4.6d and 4.6e) 
The P2 reef had slightly different modal proportions than the Normal reef, containing 
more orthopyroxene, but less olivine. BMS textures were essentially the same as the 
Normal reef pegmatite, containing four separate textures, (medium grained 
composite blebs, Figure 4.6f, fine grained monominerals included within silicate 
minerals, Figure 4.6g, sulphide in-fill within microfractures, and very-fine grained 
sulphide located within low-temperature replacement minerals). This is in contrast to 
the NP2 footwall which contained only two sulphide textures. 
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4.1.3.4 P2 Chromitite (12) 
The P2 chromitite was logged in the stope logs. However, it was unidentifiable within 
the bulk samples and it is very likely that due to its very thin nature it disintegrated 
during transit from Northam Platinum Ltd to the University of Cape Town. 
4.1.3.5 Harzburgite (13H) 
From the bulk samples this lithology consisted of orthopyroxene oikocrysts, 
enclosing medium grained, anhedral olivine. This represents two stages in the 
magmatic history, with olivine representing orthomagmatic crystal settling, and the 
poikilitic orthopyroxene representing late magmatic reconstitution. These oikocrystic 
orthopyroxene grains are evidence of the pegmatitic lithology infiltrating through the 
P2 chromitite as indicated above. 
There was moderate to pervasive alteration of olivine to serpentine with dustings of 
magnetite, occasionally forming continuous veins cross-cutting, and interlinking 
several grains (Figure 4.6h). The presence of very minor sulphide inclusions within 
these veins represents grain-scale to macro-scale remobilization of sulphide within, 
or into this footwall lithology. However the quantities are much smaller than observed 
within the Normal reef anorthosite, and would likely represent an insignificant 
transfer of sulphides. 
Sulphide proportions within this harzburgite were very low, being contained within 
fine grained composites of pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and pentlandite or as 
monomineralic chalcopyrite included or interstitial to the major silicate phases. 
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Figure 4.6: Photomicrographs of the P2 reef. EL Medium and nne grained sulphides 
in the hanging wall melanorire b Composite sulphides within the Merensky 
cIJromitite c. Possible PGM within the Merensky chromitite. d Biotite rims on 
ortllOpyroxene e. Alteration of olivine to serpentine f. Biotite laths interstitial to 
coarse silicates 9 Abundant fine grained silicates included within coarse 
orthopyroxene /J. Coarse, composite sulphide, interstitial to coarse silicate grains. 
cpx - clinopyroxene, mack - mackinawlte, exs, - exsolved. 
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4.2 Mineralogical Characterisation 
Quantitative mineralogical values; as calculated by QEMSCAN (Table 4.1, Figure 
4,7, Figure 4 10), show distinct differences between the milled feeds of tile three reef 
types; (see Appendix 0 for size by size data set). 
Table 4.1: Percelltage abundance of minerals in weighl% within each reef as 
calculated by QEMSCAN. Total alteration is the summative value of amphibole, 
serpenJi'2"LJalc. chlorite. other silicates and ma nelite, 
Mineral Normal Reef w!%) 
I Orthopyroxene 51 2 25 , . 685 
Clinopyroxene 4.41 3.22 54 3 
Plagioclase , 16.7 62.6 716 
Olivine 
, 
17,3 1.73 866 
Mic>] 1 80 1,06 OOO 
Quartz 06<3 0.36 0.39 
, 
Amphibole 0.45 , 0.26 0.55 
Serpentine 0.33 022 0 .38 
Tille [1.27 0.1 2 0.32 
Chlorite [1.57 0.08 0.13 
, 
Other Silicates 046 I 0. 17 om 
Chromite 3.34 2 .72 3.87 
Magnetite 0.55 0.28 0.34 
Other 0.32 0.35 CI.51 
Pentlandite 0.55 CI .48 CI .88 
Pyrrhotite 0,48 CI,48 CI.72 
Chalcopyrite 0.22 CI .23 0.28 
Pyrite 0.09 0.11 o 15 
Other Sulphides 016 CI .13 0.26 
------
Total Sui hides 1.7 1 CI .82 1 14 
Total Alteration .~ 2.64 1.13 1.80 Minerals , 
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4.2.1 Silicate and Oxide Mineralogy 
The NP2 reef is plagioclase rich (62.6 wt%), where as the Normal and P2 reef are 
relatively plagioclase poor (167 wt% and 7.16 wt% , respectively) In contrast the 
Normal and P2 reefs are orthopyroxene rich (51 .2 wt% and 68.6 wl%, respectively) 
compared with 25.4 wl% in the NP2 reef. 
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Figure 4.7: Modal minoralogy of the three reef types. (a) Bulk silicate and oxido 
minerals, (b) Alteration and replacemont minerals. 
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The olivine cOIllent of the NP2 reef was the lowest (-1.73 wt%) of the three reefs, 
reflecting the th in width and wide spacing of olivine in the troctolite layer. In 
comparison the Normal reef (17.3 wt%) and the P2 reef (8.66 wt%) cOillained more 
olivine, due to the presence of variable harzburgitic developmCllts within the 
pegmatite (Normal 81ld P2 reef) or below the pegmatite (P2 reef) 
Clinopyroxene is roughly COrlstant between the three reefs, varying from 3.22 wt% to 
5.43 1'1'1% . Chromite is also roughly cOrlstant; though as is expected the NP2 reef 
GontaillS the lowest value (2.72 wt%) since it contains just 008 chromitite stringer. 
From Figure 4.7b and Table 4 1 it is apparent that the Normal reef cootains the 
greatest amount of alteration minerals (2.64 wt%), followed by the P2 reef (1.80 
wt%) and lastly the NP2 reef (1.13 wt%). Quartz, which may be a product of thc 
dowllward migration of nuids subsequent to the emplacement of the MCU is also 
highest in the Normal reef (0.68 wt%, compared with 0.36 wI% for the NP2 and 0.39 
wt% for the P2 reef). Furthermore, mica (mostly biotite), which may be primary or 
secondary is also greatest with in the Normal reef (1.80 wt%j, compared with 0 gO 
wt% in the P2 reef and 1.06% in the NP2 reef. Low-temperature minerals such as 
talc and chlorite may induce inadvertent gangue flotatiO/l so the higher total values 
present in the Normal and P2 reefs are important for explaining different notation 
behaviours. The degree of alteration is also crucial to the ore hardlless, and will 
affect milling throughput 
4.2.2 Nickel Deportment 
Nickel is often used as a proxy for penllandite ((Fe,Ni}r$A) recovery in flotatfon owing 
to its presence within the crystal lattice. However, this is misleading as nickel may 
also be associated with silicates (olivine and orthopyroxene) as well as solid solution 
traces in pyrrhotite. To improve the conversion of nickel values, obtained from feeds, 
concelltrates and tails, to pentlandite va lues. allowance must be made for the 
presence of nickel in these three millerals. 
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---- - - -- --------------
Nickel abundance data obtained by electroo microprobe analysis of olivine for each 
reef type was constant and high, with some variations in magnesium/iron ratios 
(forsterite content) (Figure 4.8), Along with the investigatiOll$ into ol ivine, the 
literature values obtained for the nickel content of orihopyroxene (Cawthorn, 1999), 
and the nickel content of pyrrhotite (Becker, personal communication 200?) are 
recorded in Table 4 .2. 
Table 42: Table siJOwin wt% NiO wit/u/]. ~jl!(;,!!e gangue minerals and pyrrhotite 
Mineral _____________ Olivine Orthopyroxene to rrll~;ite 
wl% NIO 0.47 0.089 ' 0.55 
0.03 0.29 
1I.7~·O 
0600 
- i' M .. A II."II~' 
I ~&LI ;t • -~ O,40~ 
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z c,. JO~' 
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75.J KJ no 7R.C' 19.0 3~' I) 81.C' 
Forsterite Content 
Figure 4.8: Grapll of NiO (-nickel concentration) against forsterite number. 
Forsterile content is a measure of tile iron to magnesium ratio within olivine. A vallie 
of 'a· refers to the 100% iron end-member (Fayalite) and a vallie of '100' refers to the 
100% magnesilim end-member (Forsterite) Normal reef'" orange, NP2 reef = blue, 
P2 reef = green 
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The relatively constant nickel values across olivine grains, meant that converting 
nickel values to pentlandite values for the laboratory scale flotation experiments was 
a case of subtracting nickel locked within olivine, orthopyroxene and pyrrhoti te 
before cooverting this new nickel value to pentiandite, through a single multiplication 
factor The iron 10 nickel ratio within pentlandite is widely acknowledged to be 
roughly11. 
Based on these partitions_ and taking the values recorded in Table 41, QEMSCAN 
investigatiOOs were able to discern the complete deportment of nickel between 
different minerals within the different reefs (Figure 49) 
From the combined nickel deportment it can be seen that the amount of nickel 
contained within pentlandite varies between each reef type; 62% for the Normal reef 
85% for the NP2 reef and 77% for the P2 reef, These values show how potentially 
misleading grade-recovery data could be when derived from nickel values alone. 
since relative differences would change on conversion of nickel values to pentiandite 
values 
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Figure 4.9: Bar chart showing nickel deportment within the minerals orthopyroxene, 
olivine, pentlandite and pyrrhotite for each of the three reef typos_ 
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4.2.3 Sulphide Mineralogy 
Figure 4.10 and Table 4.1 show that the BMS inventory was roughly equivalent for 
the Normal and NP2 reels (1 .50 wt% and 1.43 wt% respectively) , but significantly 
higher within the P2 reef (2.29 wt%). 
For all three reef types pentlandite was more abundant than pyrrhotite, which was 
more abundant than chalcopyrite Pentlandite formed -35% of the total sulphide 
budget, with pyrrhoite forming -30%, chalcopyrite forming 15-20% and other 
sulph ides (e.g pyrite) formed between 15-20%. These ratios were broadly consistent 
for all three reef types . 
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Figure 4.10: Sulphide modal mineralogy of the three reef types 
4.2.3.1 Sulphide Deportment 
Analysis of the recalculated milled feeds with 95% confidence limits (Table 4.3). 
shows that tV>IO of the observed differences calculated from chemical data are clearly 
significant The first is the difference in pentlandite content between the P2 reef (0 72 
wt%) and the Normal and NP2 reefs (0.48 wt% and 0.45 wt% respectively) the 
second is the difference in total sulphide content between the P2 reef and the 
Normal reef. For pyrrhotite the differences are just within error and the QEMSCAN 
data (Figure 4 to) strongly suggest that there is a significant difference between the 
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P2 reef and the other two reef types. Since the chemical data for pyrrhotite is based 
on a mass balance estimate the QEMSCAN data is considered more reliable. For 
chalcopyrite the differences are well within error and there is therefore no 
statistically significant difference between the three reef types 
Table 4.3: Table of mean sulphide mineral values and their 95% confidence limits. 
as calculated from the chemical assays of the batch flotation tests of the three 
d, ff erant reeft'lpes 
Ch a lcoOlynte ______ Peotlal">d lte Pyrrr,ott~ RMS 
ReB! 
-~~ 
------ -- ---
TY;JB Mea" 9.~% Limit Mean 95%, Limit Meall 95% urnit MB81l 95% Lim it 
NoT18 0.21% 0.02% 0.48% 0.06% O.33''{, 0.02% ; 1 .O2''{, 0.08% 
'" 
0.22% 0.06% 0.45% 0.05% 0.35% 0.05% ! 106% o 1~ 
" 
0.26% 0.04% 012% 001% 043% 0.07% 139% 0.24% 
By analysing the deportment using OEMSCAN data it was also possible to 
determine how sulphide deportment varies by size. Figure 4.11 a,b and c show that 
for chalcopyrite pentlandite and pyrrhotite the main deportment is in the fine size 
fraction (-38 ~lm), with progressively smaller concentrations towards the coarse size 
fraction (+75 ~lm) . This relationship holds for both the standard and the fine grind . 
An exception is found for pyrrhotite under a standard grind In th is scenario the main 
pyrrhotite deportment is still in the fine size fraction but the smallest concentration is 
found in the intermediate size fraction for all three reef types It is also observed that 
for all three reef types the +75 mm size fraction drops down for the fine grind for all 
the sulphides, which is consistent with the increase in grinding . 
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Figure 4.11 Sulphide depO/tment by size fracfion (a) ciJalcopyrife. (b) penflandiie 
and (c) pyrrhotite for Ihe three reef Iypes. The value for chalcopyrite circled in rod in 
(a) is anomalous as pointed oul in sectioll 3.5.1. 
4.2.3.2 Sulphide Grain Size 
Sulphide grain size was estimated from QEMSCAN data from the sized feed 
fractions Since all the 8MS grains were smaller than mean particle size for each 
size fraction it is assumed that values are reflective of pre-milling grain size These 
values are only considered relative to one another as absolute values are uncertain 
due to stereological factors and minor effecls due to grinding , as in general values 
are lower for the finer grind . 
II is apparent that the NP2 reef contains coarser grains for chalcopyrite and 
pyrrhotite, but that the P2 reef contains coarser grains for pentlandite. The Normal 
has intermediate to low grain sizes for all three sulphides. Figure 4.12 also shows 
that pyrrhotite is the coarsest of the three sulph ides. whilst chalcopyrite and 
pentlandite have very similar grain sizes. 
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Figure 4.12: Grain size values for the three main sulphides, (a) chalcopyrite, (b) 
pentlandile and (e) pentlandile within the three difrerent size fractions for the three 
reef types. 
4.2.3.3 Sulphide Liberation 
There are two aspects to sulphide liberation, firstly, there is liberation of the 
individual sulphides from one another (eg pyrrhotite from chalcopyrite). and 
secondly, there is liberation of sulphide composites from gangue minerals. In tilis 
investigation a fully liberated particle is defined as more than 90% of its surface area 
exposed (see Section 2.3,2), Figure 4,13 shows the degree of liberation for the three 
main sulphides, as well as composite sulphides 
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Figure 4.13: Liberatioll of the three main sulphides and composite sulphides. (a) 
chalcopyrite, (b) pentiandile, (e) pyrrhotite. (d) base metal sulphides for the three reef 
types. 
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For composite sulphides, which are very likely to float, it is evident that BMS are over 
80% liberated for both grind conditions (Figure 4.13). For individual sulphides the 
degree of liberation varies from 50 to 87%, with pentlandite generally being the most 
liberated (72-84%) and chalcopyrite the least liberated (50-72%) (Figure 4.13). The 
NP2 reef shows optimum liberation for BMS (91%), chalcopyrite (72%), and 
pyrrhotite (85%), with intermediate liberation for pentlandite (76-79%). This 
favourable liberation correlates well with the observed higher grain sizes. The P2 
reef shows the greatest pentlandite liberation (84%), but with the worst chalcopyrite 
liberation (52%). The Normal reef shows the worst pyrrhotite liberation (-70%). The 
Normal reef is also the only reef to be significantly affected (i.e. >5% change in 
liberation) by a change in grind size (Figure 4.13). 
For composite sulphides the degree of locking is lowest for the NP2 reef (3-4%), 
closely followed by the P2 reef (4-5%) with the Normal reef highest at 6-8%. For the 
individual sulphides the NP2 reef has the lowest degree of locking for pyrrhotite 
(-4 %) and chalcopyrite (6-12%), with intermediate locking for pentlandite (6-8%). 
The P2 reef shows the lowest degree of locking for pentlandite (-4%), but the 
highest degree of locking for chalcopyrite (-12-15%). The Normal reef shows the 
highest degree of locking for pyrrhotite (8-12%) with similar pentlandite locking to the 
NP2 reef and similar chalcopyrite locking to the P2 reef. 
4.3 Summary 
From the petrological and mineralogical investigations, some key findings can be 
recog n ized . 
• All reef types contain the base of the MCU as a 'drape' forming the hanging 
wall, with the Normal and P2 reefs having very similar footwalls, reflecting 
their similar pre-MCU emplacement compositions. The NP2 reef has a very 
different footwall composition, reflecting the presence of a highly leucocratic 
pre-MCU emplacement footwall. 
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• The main sulphides within the three reefs are pyrrhotite, pentlandite and 
chalcopyrite, with a significant proportion of other sulphides (-15% of the total 
sulphide). Sulphides are developed as one dominant texture, with three 
subsidiary textures. The main texture is medium grained (0.5 mm - 2 cm) 
composites. The three subsidiary textures are fine grained monomineralic 
sulphides, fine grained sulphide veins and very fine-grained sulphides 
enclosed within late stage secondary alteration minerals. Pyrrhotite grain size 
is slightly coarser than chalcopyrite and pentlandite. It is observed that the P2 
reef contains the highest sulphide head grades. 
• The main silicate minerals are orthopyroxene, olivine and plagioclase with the 
Normal and P2 reefs dominated by orthopyroxene. However, the NP2 reef is 
distinct, principally containing plagioclase, with only moderate orthopyroxene. 
• Nickel is deported between four minerals: orthopyroxene, olivine, pyrrhotite 
and pentlandite, with the majority of that deportment shared between olivine 
and pentlandite. 
• Alteration of primary magmatic minerals to secondary assemblages is 
greatest within the Normal reef, then the P2 reef and finally the NP2 reef, 
which is largely unaltered. 
• The pegmatitic sections of the Normal and P2 reefs signify the presence of 
partially open fluid systems, which have allowed for increased sulphide 
remobilisation and complexity relative to the NP2 reef. As such the NP2 reef 
contains just two sulphide textures, with a smaller abundance of sulphides 
deported as fine grained sulphides. Furthermore the NP2 reef does not 
contain the very fine grained sulphides locked within alteration minerals. 
• Liberation of sulphide composites is greater than 80% for all three reef types, 
but is best for the NP2 reef with liberation in excess of 90%. For the Individual 
sulphides the NP2 reef shows the greatest liberation, except for pentlandite, 
which shows optimum liberation within the P2 reef. The Normal reef shows 
the worst liberation, and is the only reef significantly affected by grind. 
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5 Processing Results 
5.1 Results Overview 
Table 5.1 summarises the flotation performance resu lts, showing final cumulative 
mineral grades and recoveries as well as tota l mass and total water recoveries (see 
Append ix 0 for fu ll results). These results were subject to an analysis of variance to 
quantitatively assess the statistical significance of chang ing flotation parameters 
Table 5.2 shows which results were stat ist ical ly significantly different (see Append ix 
F for details and calculat ions), and which results and interactions may be considered 
statist ically insign ificantly different In cases where the experimental error was high, 
differences were shown to be stat istically insignificant, but were practically 
significant. Conversely when the error was very small it showed stat istical 
significance but was practically insign ificant. 
It is apparent from Table 5.1 that the three reef types have performed differently 
under the same flotation conditions, For example, evaluation of the resu lts of the 
standard grind with copper sulphate addition tests show that. cumulative base metal 
sulph ide (BMS) recoveries are; 71.6% for the Normat reef, 90.1% for the NP2 reef 
and 81.3% for the P2 reef Similarly, compar ing chalcopyrite, pentland ite, pyrrhotite, 
tota l mass and total water recover ies at each of the flotat ion conditions reveals 
differences between the th ree reef types. It is particularly noticeable from Table 5.1 
that the Normal reef has the lowest mineral grades recoveries of the three reef types 
making it the most problematic of the three reefs to mine and process 
Tables 5.1 and 5,2 further show that the three reef types respond differently to 
changes in the flotation condit ions. For example, the Normal reef is shown to be 
sign ificantly affected by copper sulphate addit ion and grind for pentlandite, pyrrhot ite, 
BMS and total mass recoveries, In contrast fo r the P2 reef the effect of grind is far 
less pronounced and in the NP2 reef grind size has no effect on flotat ion 
performance and only total mass is affected by copper sulphate addition, ind icat ing 
gangue act ivation 
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5.2 Mass-Water Recoveries 
Tables 5,1 and 5.2 shows the final cumulative values for mass and water recovery, 
alorlg with their stat istica l sigrl ificance. Figure 51 compares the effects of copper 
sulphate addition and grind size on mass-water recovery cu rlles with notation time 
From Figure 5.1 it is clea r that the NP2 reef has a reduced mass to water ratio, 
compared with either the Normal or P2 reefs Furthermore, the NP2 reef shows the 
effect of copper sulphate activation of gaflgue minera ls, a feature that is absent from 
either the Norma l or P2 reefs. The Norma l reef is affected by grind with greater mass 
recoverieS, probably due to increased froth stabilisat ion and recovery by 
entrainment 
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Figure 5.1: Graph showing mass-waler recoveries for the standard and finc grinds_ 
with and without copper so/pilate for the three reef types. C.S. refers to copper 
sulphatc_ 
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For each reef type the mass-water curves are non-linear. Th is reflects the recovery 
of sol ids by two separate processes, namely entrainment and flotat ion. Since 
entrainment is nOll-selective, and dependent on panicle size and water recovery, 
some gangue minera ls wi ll always be recovered However floatable gangue 
represents a potential ly treatable side effect of the flotatioo process. with the addit ion 
of depressant 
If it is assumed that the amount of gangue recovered by entrainment is rough ly the 
same fo r al l three reef types, then the higher mass to water ratios with in the Normal 
and P2 reefs strongly suggest more floatab le gangue with in these two reefs. From 
the cumulat ive values the magnitude of the increased f loatable gangue component 
Illay be up to 35g and no less than 10g Th is represents considerable dilution of 
concentrate grade, especially considering that the maxim um mass pul l fo r the 
Normal ree f is 70g and for the P2 reef is just 46g. The NP2 reef shows copper 
act ivat ioo of gangue minerals. whereas neither the Normal nor the P2 reefs do. This 
is likely to be due to the act ivation of plagioclase. 
5, 3 Mineral Grade-Recovery Curves 
CUlllu lative chalcopyrite recoveries are high (81.4·90.7%) for all three reef types, 
reflecting its excellent f loatabil ity performance. W ithin th is range the NP2 reef reports 
the highest recoveries (87.7·90.7%), with comparable cumulative final grades to the 
P2 reef (-5%). The Normal reef reports similar recoveries to the P2 reef (80·85%), 
but with lower grades (2-3%), correlat ing with the higher mass recovery shown in 
Figure 5.1. 
Cumulat ive pentlandite recoveries show considerable variation between the th ree 
reefs (66.4-84.2%) as well as a clear dependence on grind size and copper sulphate 
add ition The NP2 and Normal reef report the opt imum recovery (-84%) for the 
standard grind with copper sulphate For the Normal and P2 reef types increased 
grind lowers grades and recover ies, whi lst copper sulphate add ition improves f inal 
grades and recoveries. 
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key for all four graphs is as displayed on graph (8). C.S. refers 10 copper sulphate. 
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Pentlandite recovery is reduced for all cases with increased grind, even though 
liberation is improved (see Section 4.2) 
Cumulative pyrrhotite recoveries were calculated, not measured, and problems 
associated with this approach are displayed in Figure 5.2c. Total recoveries are 
displaced from their true values as shown by greater than 100% recoveries for the 
NP2 reef and occasional COIleentrates reporting nearly no pyrrhotite recoveries 
(these appear as 'kinks' in the graph, 8,9 for the Normal reef standard grind with 
copper sulphate), These difficulties arise from assumptions inheren t to mass balance 
calculations, namely that the stoichiometry of copper and nickel minerals is fixed, 
and the monosulphide (pyrrhotite) to disulphide (pyrite) ratio within the sample 
remains constant. For the NP2 reef the pyrrhotite recoveries have been 
overestimated, but for the Normat and P2 reefs the recoveries have probably been 
underestimated. 
Despite these problems there are some definite patterns that can be identified. 
Firstly, copper sulphate addition improves pyrrhotite grades and recoveries for both 
the Normat and P2 reefs, but has no effect on the NP2 reef. The effect of increasing 
grind also appears to improve Normal reef recovery, but reduce NP2 reef recovery 
Furthermore, despite the displacement in recovery, it seems likely that the NP2 reef 
reports the highest pyrrhotite recoveries, which is in accordance with its higher 8M3 
recoveries as well as its better pyrrhotite liberation (see Section 4.2). 
Cumulative 8M3 recoveries show considerable variation between the three reefs 
(71.6-92.8%), and are variably affected by copper sulphate addition and grind. The 
Normal and P2 reefs show increases in grade and recovery with copper sulphate 
addition However the effect of grind is to lower grades whilst improvin g recoveries. 
The NP2 reef reports the optimum recoveries (90 1-92.8%). which is -5% greater 
than either the Normal and P2 reefs. NP2 8MS recoveries are unaffected by either 
grind or copper sulpllate 
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5.4 Discussion Of Effects 
5.4.1 Effect Of Copper Sulphate Addition 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that copper sulphate addition has statistically significant, 
but variable effects over the three reef types. For the Normal reef and P2 reefs, 
pentlandite, pyrrhotite and total sulphides recovery show increases, with total mass 
and chalcopyrite the variables unaffected by copper sulphate addition 
For the NP2 reef, only total mass pull shows a significant increase with copper 
sulphate addition. This distinct increase within the NP2 reef reflects inadvertent 
activation of gangue minerals. Since the Normal and P2 reefs do not show any such 
increase, inadvertent copper activation of gangue minerals was not indicated. 
Figure 5.2 shows that grades are also affected by copper sulphate addition. For the 
Normal and P2 reefs, chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite and total sulphide grades 
all improve. However, although grades and recoveries improve, the initial recoveries 
are in fact lower. This is because the initial BMS recovery is lower but initial mass 
pull is much lower showing BMS make up a greater proportion of a much smaller 
mass. 
For the NP2 reef, copper sulphate addition leads to the flotation of more gangue 
(Figure 5.1). However, although total mass pull is higher, for the initial concentrate 
(Figure 5.1) the value is lower. This feature means that for BMS the initial grades are 
higher (Figure 5.2). As expected however the increased flotation of gangue with 
time, means that final cumulative grades end up lower (or equivalent in the case of 
pentlandite) than for experiments without copper sulphate. 
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5.4.2 Effect Of Grind Size 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show that, with the exception of the Normal reef, grind size is less 
statistically significant that copper sulphate in affecting BMS or mass recovery. For 
the Normal reef, pentlandite shows a significant reduction in final recoveries, but 
pyrrhotite and total sulphide showed increases in recovery. Total mass also shows a 
significant increase. For the NP2 reef there are no significant changes for any of the 
parameters, whilst for the P2 reef only pentlandite total recovery shows a significant 
reduction. As with copper sulphate addition chalcopyrite total recovery shows no 
significant change in any of the reef types. 
Figure 5.1 shows the increase in mass pull for the Normal reef with a fine grind size. 
This increase reflects increased grinding of gangue minerals, exposing low 
temperature alteration minerals, thereby encouraging true flotation of more gangue 
minerals. These low temperature alteration minerals (e.g. talc) also stabilise the froth 
encouraging recovery by entrainment. That the P2 reef isn't likewise affected 
suggests that minerals such as chlorite play a more prominent role in gangue 
flotation than expected. 
Figure 5.2 shows that grades are also affected by grind size, though not as 
extensively as with copper sulphate addition. For the Normal and P2 reefs, 
pentlandite and total sulphides show a reduction in grade with pyrrhotite showing a 
minor increase. 
For pentlandite, the increase in grind (from standard to fine) is followed by a 
reduction in recovery, despite improved liberation. This reduction is statistically 
significant in the Normal and P2 reefs, and also occurs for the NP2 reef with copper 
sulphate addition. This is most likel related to pulp chemistry effects such as collector 
starvation or increased surface oxidation related to increased exposed surface area. 
Pyrrhotite isn't likewise affected due to competitive adsorption, whilst chalcopyrite 
will always float due to its good natural floatability. 
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5.5 Summary of Flotation Results 
From the flotation results, some key findings can be recognized. 
• The NP2 reef shows the best recovery for chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite 
and BMS, following by the P2 reef and lastly by the Normal reef. 
• For the NP2 reef all sulphide grades and recoveries are unaffected by copper 
sulphate addition or grind size. However the NP2 reef does show copper 
activation of gangue minerals (most likely plagioclase). 
• Grade-recovery curves and analysis of variance show that overall the Normal 
reef responds to copper sulphate addition and changes in grinds size. In 
contrast the P2 reef responds to copper sulphate addition but is only 
moderately affected by changes in grind. 
• Chalcopyrite recoveries are unaffected by copper sulphate addition. However, 
initial grades are improved within the Normal and P2 reefs. Chalcopyrite 
recovery is unaffected by changes in grind size. 
• For all reef types pentlandite grade increased with copper sulphate addition. 
However, only the Normal and P2 reefs show improved recoveries. A fine 
grind size reduces pentlandite grades and recovery within all three reefs. 
• For the Normal and P2 reefs, pyrrhotite grades and recoveries improve with 
copper sulphate addition. With increased grind grades remain roughly the 
same, but recoveries improve reflecting the dependence of pyrrhotite flotation 
on liberation. For the NP2 reef there was no statistically significant effect on 
recovery or grade. 
• Grade-recovery curves for BMS for the Normal and P2 reefs show 
improvements in grade and recovery with copper sulphate addition. With an 
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increased grind, grades are reduced but recoveries are improved. For the 
NP2 reef, BMS grades and recoveries are unaffected by copper sulphate 
addition or grind. 
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6 Discussion 
6.1 The Effect of Mineralogy on Flotation Performance. 
6. 1.1 Mi lli ng Ti me 
Mill ing times for the three reefs suggest that the NP2 recf is the softest relat ive to 
the Normal and P2 reefs, with the P2 reef the hardost This difference in hardnesss 
Can be attributed to mineralogy. texture and degree of altorat ion It implios that 
plagioclase rich rocks (i.e. the NP2 reef) are softor than orthopyroxone rich rocks 
{i.e. the Normal and P2 reefs}. Furthermore, since the mineralogy of the Normal and 
P2 reefs are similar the role of alterat ion and texture are also critical The Normal 
reef is slightly more altered than the P2 reef, and contains a much thicker inter-
chromit ite pegmatite (-150 cm. compared with -40 cm). This suggests that 
increased alterat ion and pegmatit ic character serve to decrease the mil ling time. The 
major implication of these mi ll ing times is the expected ore th rough put t ime, with the 
NP2 reef expected to process quicker than either the Normal or P2 reefs, 
6. 1.2 Floatable Gangue 
The basic gangue minerals are the same for each reef namely orthopyroxene, 
plagioclase, olivine cl inopyroxene, chromite and secondary alterat ion minerals such 
as biotite, serpentine talc and chlorite. Relat ive to the NP2 reef, the Normal and P2 
reefs contain a much higher abundance of primary ferromagnesian minerals 
orthopyroxene, olivine and associated altered serpentine, ta lc and chlorite. 
Talc is a highly floatable gangue mineral capable of not on ly entering the 
concentrate through true notation but also of carrying other gangue minerals such 
as orthopyroxene into the concentrate through association (Becker el al. 2006) 
Fu rthermore. ta lc has a froth stabilising effect promoting increased water recovery, 
and therefore mass recovery by entrainment 
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The higher quantities of floatable gangue within the Normal and P2 reefs are due to 
tINa main processes, namely: inadvertent flotation of gangue minerals through 
association with hydrophobic gangue minerals (figure 6.1). and increased 
entrainment through increased froth stability. The main gangue mineral in each 
process is orthopyroxene. 
Figure 6.1: Orthopyroxene (dark green) and talc (red) particles from the P2 reef. 
Talc is clearly associated WIth the rims of fhe particles. 
This increased quantity offloalable gangue has two main effects. The first is to lower 
grades, this is seen for the Normal and P2 reefs, where initial grades are lower than 
the NP2 reel, particularly for the lotal sulphide values (cf. Figure 5.2d), The second is 
to slow the rate of recovery of BMS partk:les and thereby reduce total recovery_ That 
the Normal reef has a larger mass recovery than the P2 reef suggests that alteration 
minerals such as chlorite playa more prominent role in inadvertent gangue flotation 
than previously thought_ 
Relative to the P2 reef the NOlTTlal reef has lower chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite 
and BMS concentrate grades This feature is related to initial head grade (see 
Section 6_1.4} but is also related to increased water recovery, and therefore mass 
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recovery by entrainment due to increased froth stabi lity_ Since the talc values for the 
Normal and P2 reefs are similar, this increased froth stability is most likely related to 
the overall abundance of alteration minerals (264 wt% compared with 1.80 wt%), 
and the modal values for minerals such as chlorite (O 57 wt% compared with 0.13 
wt%). 
6.1.3 Sulphide Liberation 
Across the three reef types there is one main sulphide texture and three subsidiary 
textures: the main sulphide texture is fine to medium grained (O,5-Smm), composites 
(Figure 6.2a), predominantly of pyrrhotite, pentlanditc and chalcopyrite, but also with 
minor amounts of pyrite, cubanile and other sulphides. The three subsidiary textures 
are: fine grained {<O.2mm), largely monomineralic inclusions in the major silicate 
phases (Figure 6.2b) and chromite: sulphides concentrated within microfractures that 
occurred during brittle deformation (Figure 6.2c): and very fine unidentifiable 
su lphides located within secondary silicate minerals such as serpentine (Figure 
6,2d). 
The Normat and P2 reefs contain all four sulphide textures, whereas the NP2 reef 
contains only composite su lph ides (Figure 6.2a) and fine grained sulphides (Figure 
6.2b). This lack of very fine sulphide developnent and sulphide veining suggests that 
sulph ides within the NP2 reef will be the easiest 10 liberate as is the case for 
cha lcopyri te, pyrrhotite and 8MS. 
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Figure 6,2 Sulphide textures. a composite sulphide aboul 2mm across, b. Fine 
grained sulphides locked in an orthopyroxene megacryst. c. sulphide vein within 
plagioclase grain. d. Very fine grained sulphides enclosed in serpentine, 
The reason for this difference between the NP2 reef and the Normal and P2 reefs is 
the pegmatitic nature of the footwall, which is related to the ini tial 'pre-MCU event" 
footwall. Since the footwall to the Normal and P2 reef was melanocratic, the 
subsequent deposition of a new hot magma pulse (the MCU), led to reconstilulioo 
and grain coarsening This encouraged the development of coarse composites as 
well as complex secondary remobilisation of sulphides. generating three subsidiary 
textures. In contrast the footwall to the NP2 reef was leucocratic, and responded 
very differently to the deposition of the MCU Rather than grain coarsening, the 
magma infiltrated between the plagioclase grains occasionally reacting with rare 
orthopyroxene grains. The result was largely undisturbed anorthositic or leucocratic 
layers within which is a thin troctoliLed layer representing the extent of downwards 
magma infiltration. 
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The variations in sulphide development described above can be linked in with 
observed variations in liberation and flotation performance. Firstly, the dominance 
within all reef types of medium grained composite sulphides (Figure 6.1 a) explains 
the excellent liberation (>80%) observed for all BMS at both grind sizes. Since PGM 
are invariably associated with sulphides, any such PGM associated with the major 
composite sulphides can also be expected to be recovered. 
Secondly, the presence of fine-grained BMS locked within primary orthomagmatic 
(e.g. orthopyroxene) minerals explains why sulphide recovery is not optimised for 
each of the three reefs. This is because after grinding the fine-grained sulphides will 
be locked or only partially liberated, and being trapped within hydrophilic minerals 
will be retained in the pulp. The lower chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and BMS recoveries 
observed within the Normal and P2 reefs values is a function of the greater quantity 
of fine grained sulphides minerals present. 
The presence of very-fine grained sulphides within the Normal and P2 reefs, 
deported within secondary replacement minerals (serpentine and paragonite), 
represents a further, though minor, decrease in liberation. Furthermore, these 
replacement minerals display minor mobility, often being traced for the length of a 
thin section (-5 cm). In more altered reef areas the degree of mobility will probably 
be much higher making the transportation of BMS away from the reef region highly 
likely. This is a critical point, since as already noted the PGM are intimately 
associated with the BMS and loss of paymetal content from the reef region is clearly 
detrimental. 
6.1.4 Head Grade 
The P2 reef contains the highest head grades of the three reefs, with significantly 
more pentlandite and pyrrhotite and total sulphide relative to the Normal and NP2 
reef types (Figure 4.10). This is due to sulphide mineralization occurring in 
association with the P2 chromitite prior to the deposition of the MCU. The higher 
head grades correlate with higher concentrate grades and recoveries relative to the 
Normal reef for chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, pentlandite and BMS. However, the NP2 reef 
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still contains higher pentlandite, pyrrhotite and BMS grades than the P2 reef as well 
higher recoveries. This feature does not follow the general trend (Napier-Munn, 
1998) and confirms that this relationship is dependent on ore type. 
6.2 Metallurgical Factors Affecting Flotation 
6.2.1 Copper Sulphate 
The addition of copper sulphate has been shown to be statistically significant (Table 
5.2) in improving recoveries for pentlandite, pyrrhotite and BMS for the Normal and 
P2 reefs. For the NP2 reef only total mass is significantly (Table 5.2) affected by 
copper sulphate addition, and this is related to the inadvertent copper activation of 
gangue minerals. Martinovic et ai, (2005) showed that the addition of copper 
sulphate resulted in the inadvertent activation of all the major Merensky reef gangue 
minerals: namely orthopyroxene, feldspar and chromite. However, they also showed 
that the hydrophobicity of talc is simultaneously reduced. Since orthopyroxene and 
talc are mineralogically associated, this simultaneous inadvertent activation of 
orthopyroxene, but reduced hydrophobicity of talc may act to nullify each other 
resulting in negligible increased orthopyroxene flotation. It is therefore inferred that 
the copper activation observed within the NP2 reef is related to the inadvertent 
activation of feldspar minerals, which being in far greater abundance within this reef, 
leads to increased mass recovery. It is also noted that all reef types showed 
improved initial mineral grades, however in the NP2 reef this is not carried through to 
the final concentrate. 
6.2.2 Grind Size 
The three reef types were variably affected by increasing the grind (from standard to 
fine). The Normal reef shows a significant improvement (>5%) in liberation for all the 
sulphides, though this can only be definitively correlated with BMS recovery. A 
positive correlation is expected with pyrrhotite recovery but due to the limitations of 
the mass balance calculation this cannot be verified. The use of quantitative mineral 
analysis on the concentrates is recommended to resolve the effects of grind on 
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pyrrhotite recovery. Chalcopyrite recovery is unaffected by improvement in liberation 
(51 to 59%) due to its easy floatability and an increase in pentlandite liberation (71 to 
76%) is inversely related to a reduction in recovery. This inverse relationship is not 
due to decreased chalcopyrite association (see Appendix D for data), rather it is 
interpreted as a function of collector starvation due to the increased surface area of 
the pentlandite, or possibly increased surface oxidation. 
Due to the lower amounts of fine grained sulphides and the lack of very fine grained 
disseminated sulphides within the NP2 reef, liberation and mineral recovery are 
unaffected by an increase in grind (Tables 5.1, Figure 5.2). This means that effective 
liberation and recovery of BMS (>90%) is achieved at the standard grind. However, a 
reduction in recovery is noted for pentlandite with increased grind. As with the 
Normal reef, this feature is regarded as due to pulp chemistry effects. 
For the P2 reef there was no significant change in liberation with change in grind. 
Considering that the sulphide development was very similar to the Normal reef, this 
feature is most likely related to the increased hardness of the ore and points to 
undergrinding of the reef type, even with 80% passing 75 11m. Reduced alteration, 
relative to the Normal reef, may also contribute to the increased hardness. A 
reduction in recovery for pentlandite is the only statistically significant effect of 
increased grind (Table 5.2), though increased grades are noted. As with the Normal 
and NP2 reefs pulp chemistry effects are interpreted as the reason for this. Un
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6.3 Summary 
6.3.1 Normal Reef 
The Normal reef consists of a thick inter-chromitite pegmatite (-150 cm) bounded by 
two chromitite stringers, a melanorite and an anorthosite. The formation of this 
pegmatitic zone led to grain-scale re-mobilisation of base metal sulphides, increasing 
their complexity and allowing the formation of four sulphide textures. Of these 
textures, the increase in abundance of fine-grained sulphides, and very fine grained 
sulphides has led to the worst liberation characteristics of the three reef types (the 
Normal reef was the only reef to show improved liberation with increased grinding). 
Moreover, the Normal reef also contains the largest abundance of alteration minerals 
(talc, serpentine, chlorite), which are thought to increase the inadvertent flotation of 
gangue minerals, as well as stabilise the froth allowing increased recovery by 
entrainment. The complex sulphide development, together with increased alteration 
makes the Normal reef the most problematic of the three reefs to mine and process. 
6.3.2 NP2 Reef 
The NP2 reef consists of a single chromitite stringer underlain by medium grained 
anorthosites, troctolites and norites and overlain by a melanorite. The formation of 
the troctolite through interaction with the MCU has resulted in simple sulphide 
textures relative to the Normal and P2 reefs. That is medium grained composite 
sulphides and smaller amounts of fine grained monomineralic sulphides. In addition, 
the degree of alteration is the lowest for the three reef types, and the time taken to 
mill to the required grind is the shortest. This shorter laboratory milling time suggests 
higher throughput of ore on an industrial scale will be possible, ensuring a greater 
turnover of ore to paymetal content. The simpler sulphide developments and lower 
degree of alteration has resulted in the best base metal sulphides of the three reef 
types, as well as the lowest floatable gangue recovery. These sulphide 
developments together with favourable alteration and modal mineralogy make this 
reef type the easiest ore to process relative to the Normal and P2 reefs. Copper 
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activation of gangue minerals is unique to this reef type, a feature related to the high 
plagioclase content of the reef. 
6.3.3 P2 Reef 
The P2 reef is mineralogically similar to the Normal reef but is considered less 
problematic to process due to several slight differences. Firstly, the P2 reef consists 
of a thin (-40cm) inter-chromitite pegmatite bounded by a harzburgite and a 
melanorite. As with the Normal reef, the formation of this pegmatite led to grain-scale 
re-mobilsation of base metal sulphides, increasing their complexity and allowing the 
formation of four sulphide textures. However, since this pegmatite was just 40 cm 
thick the detrimental effect on liberation and base metal sulphide was not as 
pronounced as in the Normal reef. Relative to the Normal reef the P2 reef contains 
higher sulphide feed grades and lower degrees of alteration. The higher sulphide 
feed grades improve chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite and BMS grades and 
recoveries, whilst the lower degrees of alteration also achieve the same by reducing 
gangue recovered by flotation and entrainment. However, the P2 reef was the 
hardest reef to mine taking 23 mins to grind to 60% passing 75 11m, compared with 
18 mins for the NP2 reef, and 19 mins for the Normal reef. This extra hardness is 
probably related to its increased orthopyroxene content, and reduced alteration 
relative to the Normal reef. Unlike the Normal reef, increased grinding did not 
improve liberation, and this is probably related to the increased hardness of the ore. Un
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
This project investigated the unique mineralogy and processing requirements of 
three Merensky reef types (Normal, NP2 and P2) at Northam Platinum Ltd, with the 
aim of linking observed mineralogical differences to differences in the beneficiation of 
the base metal sulphides through froth flotation. 
The overall conclusion from this investigation is that the N P2 reef is the easiest of 
the three reefs to process, producing optimum chalcopyrite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite 
and base metal sulphide recoveries and highest grades. The Normal reef is 
considered the most problematic, with the P2 reef slightly improved relative to the 
Normal reef. 
7.1 Conclusions 
From this investigation the following conclusions can be drawn with respect to 
answering the initial key questions outlined in Chapters 1 and 2. 
• The NP2 reef is mineralogically and texturally distinct and is dominated by 
plagioclase (62.6 wt%). It has a medium grained texture throughout and is 
largely unaltered (1.13 wt% alteration minerals). In contrast the Normal and 
P2 reefs are very similar, being dominated by orthopyroxene (51.2 wt% and 
68.6 wt%, respectively), having a pegmatitic lithology (-150 cm in the Normal 
Reef and -40 cm in the P2 reef) and containing higher levels of alteration 
(2.64 wt% and 1.80 wt% alteration minerals, respectively). 
• The NP2 reef had the shortest milling time to achieve the same particle size 
distribution, followed by the Normal reef and lastly by the P2 reef. This 
difference is associated with higher plagioclase content of the NP2 reef and 
lower orthopyroxene content. The Normal reef has a reduced time compared 
with the P2 reef due to slightly greater alteration and a greater proportion of 
pegmatitic textures. In addition to this the NP2 reef showed no improvement 
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in grade or recovery with increased grind, whilst the Normal and P2 reefs 
reported improvements in pyrrhotite and BMS recovery. This suggests that 
the NP2 reef need not be milled for any longer than required to produce a 
standard size distribution to achieve BMS recoveries of >90% but that the 
Normal and P2 reefs would undergo re-grinds to optimize recovery. This 
suggests a dramatically improved ore throughput is possible for the NP2 reef 
relative to the Normal and P2 reefs. 
• The NP2 reef reports the best sulphide liberation, consistent with largest grain 
size, followed by the P2 reef and lastly the Normal reef. This is due to the lack 
of a pegmatitic reef section, and hence the lack of complex sulphide 
developments (e.g. very fine grained sulphides). The Normal reef was the 
only reef type significantly affected, in terms of liberation, by changes in grind 
and this reflects the high proportion of fine and very fine grained sulphides 
within the reef. 
• The NP2 reef reports the lowest amount of floatable gangue, followed by the 
P2 reef and lastly the Normal reef. This is due to the lowest degree of 
alteration and orthopyroxene content, resulting in reduced inadvertent flotation 
of gangue and reduced recovery of gangue by entrainment. 
• Copper sulphate addition improves pentlandite, pyrrhotite and BMS 
recoveries for the Normal and P2 reefs, but has no significant affect on the 
NP2 reef. The NP2 reef does show copper activation of gangue, related to its 
high plagioclase content. 
• Increased grind reduces pentlandite, pyrrhotite and BMS grades for the 
Normal and P2 reefs, whilst increasing pyrrhotite and BMS recoveries. The 
NP2 reef is largely unaffected by changes in grind. 
• For all reef types an increase in grind improves pentlandite liberation, but this 
is negatively correlated with a reduction in recovery. The reasons for this have 
not been confirmed but are interpreted as resulting from collector starvation 
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due to increased surface area exposure for the same collector dosage, or 
increased surface oxidation. 
7.2 Recommendations 
In light of the investigations carried out within this project a number of 
recommendations can be made for further work. 
• Characterisation of PGM type, location and association to ascertain the 
similarities or differences between the three reefs, as well as evaluating the 
differences in flotation performance. 
• Confirmation of pyrrhotite flotation performance with quantitative mineralogical 
analysis (QEMSCAN or MLA) of concentrates and tails, with the aim of more 
reliably linking results to feed characteristics. More detailed information on 
chalcopyrite and pentlandite recovery could be ascertained through the same 
analysis. 
• A more fundamental analysis of pentlandite behaviour using surface analytical 
techniques (e.g. TOF-SIMS) in order to ascertain the reasons for the 
consistent reduction in pentlandite recovery with increased grind and 
liberation. 
• The inference of copper activation of feldspar within the NP2 reef could be 
further confirmed by surface analytical techniques (e.g. TOF-SIMS) to 
determine whether copper activation was the sole cause for the increased 
reporting of gangue material to the concentrate. 
• A detailed investigation into the hydrophobicity of other gangue alteration 
minerals such as biotite, serpentine and chlorite. Especially with reference to 
the significant proportions of these minerals within the Normal and P2 reefs, 
and their possible effects on gangue activation, and froth stabilisation. 
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• Further investigations into other reef types at Northam Platinum Limited, in 
particular NP2 reefs with far thicker, or absent troctolite layers, and the FWP2 
reef. 
• The extension of process mineralogy investigations on the Merensky reef, to 
look at the differing processing performances, in terms of grinding and 
flotation performance, of the Merensky contact reef, thin pegmatitic reef, and 
thick pegmatitic reef, as they are developed within the Rustenburg facies. 
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Appendix A 
Appendix A - Borehole and Sampling Logging Codes 
and Descriptions 
A 1 Normal Reef 
3A Merensky Pyroxenite (Melanorite) 
4A Merensky Chromitite 
5A Merensky Pegmatite 
5H Merensky Pegmatite 
4X Bottom Chromitite 
6A Footwall Anorthosite 
A2 NP2 Reef 
3A Merensky Pyroxenite (Melanorite) 
4A Merensky Chromitite 
8T Footwall Marker Troctolite 
8A Footwall Marker Anorthosite 
8N Footwall Marker Norite 
A2 P2 Reef 
3A Merensky Pyroxenite (Melanorite) 
4A Merensky Chromitite 
5A Merensky Pegmatite 
12 P2 Chromitite 
13D P2 Dunite 
13H P2 Harzburgite 
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Appendix B - Analytical Methods 
81 Zeiss Petrographic Microscope 
The Zeiss petrographic microscope has both a substage transmitting light source for 
analyzing translucent minerals such as orthopyroxene and an incident light source for 
analyzing the 'opaque' ore minerals such as the base metal sulphides. This dual light 
source capability means that sulphide textures and associations within a polished thin 
section can be readily discerned. The microscope was housed in the Department of 
Chemical Engineering at the University of Cape Town. 
82 JEOL Electron Microprobe (EMP) 
Concentrations of nickel within olivine, orthopyroxene and plagioclase were 
detennined on an electron microprobe. Analyses were run on a JEOL JXA-8100 
Electron Probe Microanalyzer housed in the Department of Geological Sciences at the 
University of Cape Town. The current was 20nA, with an accelerating voltage of 
25kV and beam diameter of IOf.lm. Prior to analysis, polished thin sections were 
carbon coated. This was done so that during bombardment by the electron beam there 
wasn't a build up of charge on the slide. Synthetic and natural standards were used to 
calibrate the machine prior to analysis (Table B.l). 
Calibration Mineral 
Rhodochrosite 
Potassium Feldspar 
Diopside 
Rutile 
NiSi 
Chromite 
M-OI 
K-H 
Element Calibrated For 
Manganese 
Aluminium 
Calcium 
Titanium 
Nickel 
Chromium 
Magnesium, Silicon, Iron 
Sodium, Potassium 
Table B.t: Calibration minerals used for particular elements. 
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83 Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emission 
Spectrometry (ICP-OES) 
Calibration standards were prepared from certified salts, diluted and matrix matched. 
The reference standards used were 51/ 71 (a Cu-Ni concentrate) and SARM71 (UG2 
reef medium grade ore). 
Feed samples were analysed for major elements (Mg, AI, Si, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, 
Co, Ni, Cu, Zn and Pb) using an ICP-OES housed in Mintek, Johannesburg. 2g 
samples were used from each size fraction with the determination limits for each 
element as 0.05%. Samples were fused with sodium peroxide and the molten is 
leached in either hydrochloric acid or nitiric acid before ICP-OES analysis. 
84 Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (AAS) 
Copper and nickel analysis of the feeds, concentrates and tails were performed using 
the Varian AASIIO (automatic) and Varian AAS30 (manual) flame 
spectrophotometers. The gas used was an air/acetylene mixture with an air flow rate 
of 3.5 Umin and acetylene flow rate of 1.5 Umin. Copper method is a 100 mg/l 
calibration standard using wavelength 327.4 with a slit width of 0.5 nm. Nickel 
method is a 100 mg/l calibration standard using wavelength 352.5 with a slit width of 
0.2 nm. Calibration was performed using a new rational algorithm with QC standards 
used routinely (limits 95% - 105%). The measurement mode was integration with an 
average of three readings for each sample. 
85 Sulphur Analyser 
Sulphur analyses were performed on all feed, concentrate and tails samples using the 
LECO 423 sulphur analyser with automatic loader, housed within the Department of 
Chemical Engineering at the University of Cape Town. For standard operating 
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conditions the sample is first weighed out (between 0.1 g and 0.5g) before being 
placed into a furnace and burned in the presence of excess medical oxygen. The 
flowrate for the medical oxygen was 3.25 IImin and the temperature was 1350 °C. 
Analysis is by infrared detection. Linear calibration was performed using four 
standards with different sulphide concentrations (0.56%, 5.05%, 14.0%, 29.87%). 
Each standard was analysed using its own method, setting integration times using 
either low or high infrared cells. 
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Appendix C - Petrological Descriptions 
C1 - Normal Reef 
TS " Thin Section 
PTS = Polished Thin Section 
, 
S,m Ie Summa i Minerals Ratio ! Sam Ie Oeseri lion 
; OrthODY'oxel1e 
1
75
% 
A 11enlulr-gral.oed {1-3 n"'j 
Reet Type Normal ' PlaglOC'ase 20% : S,Johedral orthopyro~ene 0111;0 
Talc I 1-2% i to adcumulate with irterstltla, No·t,~am ! anhedral p'agioclase, Minor 
Coo. OA Clinopyroxere 1% G',rDPyrDxe~e. viotlle, Ghrornite 
Sampe Biotite 1% and sciphides. Varaivie 
''''' 
,c S,Jlphldes , ,. alteratlOll 01; ortl;DPyroxene to 
" talc, plag oclase to sausserite 
Sar'1p e Sausse'ite , 1% a·on ve~ nlnor a'terat;o·o of 
Code HWNROl Tmce amourt" ot i <1% t;;utl te tu G~lorrle 
chlorite, ~n-philxH;, ! and ct,ro."its 
Rock Type Meial'or;te 
Orthopyroxene 
Plagioclase 20% 
Tal~ 1-2% 
Cli~oryroxene , ,. 
" 
Biotite 1% 'aon I. I 
" " 
IIWNR01 
Sclphines 1% 
Sacsssrrte 1% 
Trace amOUI'ts of <1% 
G~lonte. amphl\Jo;e, 
a·on il1dcden ,I 
Also as 11 Ii 
gr~;ned InclusiQ·os 
, Silica tes 
Meldnorite clnd G~rO'nlte 
No'tllal PI~g,ocIase 15% 
Northam ClirDPyroxe~e ", 
COO, OA ,,' 3-4% 
, , Biotite 2-3'/0 
iTS Sulphde" 2% 
Chromlte 1% 
Trace am::)c~ts of <1% 
chonte, anpr;:>oIe 
" 
i a~d sausserite 
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S.m Ie Summa Minerals Ratio S.m Ie Deseri tion 
IOrthopyrOXer'e 10'", See Sample DIlscrrpt.oo for 
ReelType Norrl'al Plagioclase 1~% PTS lor HWNROt 
Nortllam Ciinopyroxene ". " CCOO ,A TJlc 3-<1% 
Sarn~1e Biotite 2-1% 
Ty"," m Sulpll;de~ 2% 
Sarn~ e Chrom te 
'" CCOO HWNR02 Trace J'lXl<Jnts of <1% 
chlorite, arn~l,ibolc 
"" Rock Type Melanco-ite 
sausserrtll 
Norrl'~' C' ropyroxene 2~% 
NortllJm Cocomite 20% Ininor inter&tlti~1 Mhedml 
C"'" 3A-4 A P'ilgiocl~se 10% plagiodJ~c, J:~o cor'tainin9 
SJIpi1 i de~ 5% 
" 
cOarse diropyroxene 
,c 
'" 
3-4% poikilocryst, which 
1% 
dOlnlrates -20% of tile 
Sample B otlte s'<ie This overlies a coarse 
CCOO CRNROI Trace amourts 01 <1% well anrealed chromite 
chlorite, amphlboll, , crtllOCUlnJlate. There are 
ChrOlnlt ite ~ and sausserrte 'ninor interstlti~i sulphides 
, 
, ' , 
Normal C '['(,pyroxene 7~'A, COOSlsts , , 
C'rromlte 20% (2-3mmJ arhedral 
3A-4A P ilglocl~se 10% cOf'lj)Osites Of rertlandlTe 
S,r'phide~ 5% pyrrllo1lte and ctl~'copyrite 
I ~c 3-4% r ' tcr~t i tial to ,;il;catcs_ Also 
as monon~ r ' cral i c fine 
, B otlTe 1% gca,red ircluSlOOS wit llin 
Trace ~mourts of <1% , cates_ 
Chrom,t,te ~ ctllorlte, a,nphiLXlIe, 
Milianorrte 
and sausserrte 
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~ I 
I c'rc.",t~ ; ~ I I I , I P agiocl~s e 15% u u I , i 
NOItilJm Orth[)py·'[)xer.e 2-3% 
ir·ters!i!ial p,agionlse, 
ortllOpyroxc,e rims ~nd biot,te 
Coco I" Sulphides 1-2% Sulphides me medium t[) 
B'otitc 1-2% flnegra:ned composites of 
""~ I c", Trace amount, of <1% I pyrrhotite. chalcopY'lte and 
"~usserilc and talc pentlar·dlte _ Monominerali~ I sulphides are common ~t t(p,e 
, ;x:Hn! jc,"ctions witr'" ZOI1CS 01 
ile~vy Cr'[)flllte wlneali,-,g, 
Rock Type ChrOO1itile 
Sample Summary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
Oliyine 45% Coarse gm;ned (-2cmj 
ReefTypc N[)rmal Plagiocl~"e 25% pegmatite, coota,n Ing va' ably 
Orthopyroxene 8% 
altered olivine and piagiocl<l&e, 
No'\h~m w th minor o'\hopyroxene 
Cooo 5A-5H Serpcnlinc 6% PI<>glodase silOWS ~Ilcr"lion 10 
Sausserlte 6% saussc':te ~,d fX)Ss:I)ly min[)r 
Smrple Type 
"' 
Chrornilc 4-5% epidote, with sOmC moderate 
Sampie B<otile 3-4% 
veining. OHv',e i, variably 
'ep aced by se'pcnlinc, with Coo, PGNR01 Ta:c t-2% ; du,tings of magnet!te_ 
PegmaUe SUlphides t% 
Rock Typc (Troctolite) Chlonte <05% 
Sample SUmmary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
Owinc 45S'. Sllic-~ le rninwalogy as to' 
Reet Type Norm~1 Plagioclase 25S', above, Sulphides me ':nc 
.. gm r.c d m[)f)Omi,erals, 
NO'th~m O'lhopyroxene 8% predomlndntly of pyr'hotlle and 
Code 5A-5H Serpentine 6% ~,alcopyrite. They are 
SaLJsseri!e 6% normally tound ir·eluded ,," thin 
Sarrple lype C"' Chomlte 4-5% the larger, ooa.'ser silicate and 
Biotite 1-4% 
~hromite g'ains. Very tine 
gra r·ed sulphides are found 
Sample Code PGNROI Tal~ 1-2% consistcnt!y witllin ti10 
-- ------
Sulphides 1% serpentine anc occassiorlJlly 
Rock type Pegmatite crbnte <0.5% the saussente 
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Red Type Norm~1 o 'v ine 10% 
" Nortl"rl Plag oclase 3'" mi"eral as&e~1I)iaqes are 
Code ~A-SH ChrOOl lte 3% ni"or. wit" orthopy:'oxene 
Talc 2-3% show r>g rn i"or rc~ accnent by 
, "" " 
8iollte 1 ",; talc, and drvine by ser:;enllnc . 
SulplHdes 1% 
ChrOO1ite IS u"u~lIy associated 
,."th ol;v;ne, t1100g11 not 
S~m::>le Code PGNR02 Serpentine <1'/, exGlusrvely so. 
Ort"opy'o~ene "9yas 
Olivine 10% above Sulphdes a'e fine 
P'agioclase 3% 
qra;ned, mot"lOll1lneqls, 
::>rooom, n~nt ly 0' pyrrl'otlte and 
Cllro'nitc 3% rhaclo::>yrite. T hey are 
Tac 2-3% included witoin o-tl'o::>yroxene 
B otite 1% 
SJl:;hides 1% 
Serpenlit"Je ~1% 
No:mal (liivlne 35% :;cgrratlte, =,"lsI'''9 01 Oftl'o::>yro~er>e arld olivine, ,."th 
North~m Plaq'ocl ~se 10% rnillo' :;Iag ooase, Sc-CO!ldary 
COO" 5A-5H Sulphides 5% alteratioo :s moderate to 
Serpentill~ 3_4% ~ervasive wi th repiacerr>en l d 
,~ ,.< 3_4% o-tho~yroxene oy talc; olivi,.., 
Sausscnte 2-3% 
oy serpentine or magnetite, 
Sarnpic and ~~aqiocla&e by sausserite 
Cooo PGNR03 Chmmlk 1-2% T1ere are a few medium, 
BioMe 1-2% w dely dispersed, chrOfnile 
" 
~1 'A, W~ l ns 
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Sample Summary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
, Or1.~opyrox~re 35% Silicate rrlneralogy as for 
R~e'Type Norm~i Q!;,in~ 35% above. Su ipn ides are 
Pldg<>C!<lSe 10% 
, :>redomlrartly medi~m to 
Nort.~arr , fire grained comp::>sites if 
Cooe 5A-5H BioHe 5% lire grained moromwerais 
Sulphdes (p::>, pent. 5% , cOflSiSlir,g 01 pyrrllOllk , 
ccp) .oonj,artdit~ c.~dlwpyrite artd 
Sa"'Ple Ty;;e c,e Cr'om'te 2-4% minor L~barlte_ There is also 
Ser;;entire 2-4% a significant amo~rt 01 very 
Sarrple Code PGNR03 Clinopyroxene 1-2% 
fine-graired, fnely dispersed 
monomineralic s~lpr;des 
Sere 'te 1-2% w:t.~in se<:Oondmy (e,g, 
Roc< Type Pegrratlte taic? -1% serpefltine) M nem!s 
Sample SUmmary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
, Orthopyroxene 401, Mer; um to Coarse gra,ner; 
Reel Type NorMa G: ,v ine 25% pegmatite, conSist ing 01 
, Cliro:>yroxene 20% 
ortno:>ymxene, 
Northarr , diropy'[)xene drtd ~ivine , Coo, , 5A-5H 5% Plag ioclase Oliv'ne is ar.~eC.'dl 
! Se';;ent ,re 2-3% occ8ssiorally in[;juded withlr 
_S~M;>ie Tr~_pS __ Talc 2-3% ortno:>yroxene and 
Biot ite 2-3% 
occassioral:y interstitial. 
i PGNR04 Tr.e'e s variab:e alteration of Sarr:>le Code Cr.rDM te 1% ortno:>ymxene to taic an" 01 
S~lp.~kles 1% c>ivine to serpentine. With 
one fra<;ture l;r~,ng Olivine 
Roc~ Type Pegrratite I qra rs dcrOSS the sLoe, 
Sample Summary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
, Orthopyroxene 40% Silicate 'nineralogy as 10' 
Roo' Type Norma O:vine 25% dbove. SUI.c-hkle~ me line 
.•. 
-------- gra red m[)f)()'11inerals, 
Nortnarr Cliropyroxene 20% ;;rl-dlW1irantly of c.~~lwpyritc 
COO" 51\~~ __ PI"g oclase 5% dnd pyrrrotlte, w;t.~ ~ 
------_. __ . 
Ser;;entlre 2-3% slgMiL~rt ~MOUnt of ,ery 
SaM;>ie Ty;;e m Talc 2-3% fine-gralred su Ipnid~s wltnin 
Biot ite 2-J% the secondary replacerrent mine'als. es;;ecially 
Sarrple Code PGNR04 Cr.roM:te 1% serpentine 
S~lpn kl es 1% 
Roc< Type Pegrralite 
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~ I~ ~I ~ ~.~ 
::, 1 : M~c.' I ,; .• 1 I , Oltnopyroxene 
, 10% ! orllX>pyruX~ rfl.' ~nclo~n.g 
" 
PIJgiocl~se 
~iYine 6% 
plclglociclse ,. ,y,ne ane b 'otlt~ 
III I V~,iabl~ altercltion 01 
c,,' : Biutite 6% orthopyroxene 10 talc ,;nc ul 
Talc 6% d,\o1ne to serpentine 
''''0' "S Su l~ hin es 1-7'% ' S~Ir>hldes are medium to fine 
CllrOlllit~ 1-7'% I gr<;ined co~os tes interstitia; 
",we 
to the S"'cJtes. Of fine gCcllrfld 
Serpentine 1'< Inuu$lOIlS Wltn,n $llicates. 
The'e a'c al,o a nJ'llber 01 
ROC~ , 
very fine grained 5IJlph'ce, 
" 
Wltl; '~ ,- r I 
~ I~ ~ ~ ~ .. Orthopyroxene 
orthopyroxene en ~'oslin.g NOfmai ~ivlne 10% 
Plagloclas8 8-W% 
onine, plagiocJase and bioi te o 
I ~~am 1 h~re is vaclable alterJtiOll eX 5A-5H T~lc 1-8% o,(llopyroxene to t,;i<; J'ld of 
Biotite 2-3% u v nc to serpentine, Oliyine S 
"we 
" 
Sulr>hldes 1% olCdiurr 10 cwrsc gr"in~d (5-
Chromik 1% 
601m), while tiulile is m~dium 
(2rlm) and r la910clase is 
Cocc PGNROG S~'p~ntirw 1% va'l~b:e, ChrOO1ite IS med,url 
1 Ro,= : 
gcained, and srarsely 
, e spersed 
OrthopyrOM',e 
, ~iYine 
1
10% 
! 8 HJ% '" Nortnarr Pla910clase , , 
Code Talc 1-8% 
Biotite 2-3% 
Sulphdes 1% 
Cnrom;te 
" Se'r~l-t ne 1% 
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Sample Summary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
i-"agloclase 00% A r-wd,"" grained eu~edra '0 
ReplType Normai Orthopyroxene 10% subhedm: plagioclase 
----- ----------- adcumulatB, v~th minor 
Narth;lrl CilromilP 7% intwstltial arl'pdral Coo, 4X-!j,\ Sulphides 1-2% orthopyroxpre and sulphides 
------ - -- - - - -- ---------
Sarlple Sausspn\e 1-2% Overlai~ by ~ r-wdum w~"ed 
Type ITs Ghrorri\e ort hOCU lrul~\8 
------
Sampl8 
COO, BCNR(ll , 
Chrom t te + I Rock Typp , Anortr.oS lte 
~ ~ 
= ~ Ii' t I Rpef Type Normal Orthopyroxpne aOXlve I .• _ - fire , -Northam Chromitp 7% , conslstlrg , C_ Subhides 1-2% primarily of py"r.otlte ard 
-
Sausser:te 1-2% cI'alcopyr:te 
" '~ m Clinopyroxene <1% 
, Cm' 
; 
, 
Rack TY:l8 , I 
Sample Summary Minerals Ratio ) Sample Description 
PlagiociR~e 60% A medium gmlred 8u~ ed'al \0 
Re8fType Normal Sau~serite 30% ; suoo8dral plagiacias8 
OrtllO~yroxere 5% 
: adcumu ate. with minor 
Nartrwn : irte'st t a orthopyroxene 
COOC 
"' 
Sul~llides 2-4% ! There is perv~~lve ~Itemtior 0' 
Sarrp e T~ ~c 1% ' p~~giocIRse to ~au""erule ~nd 
Type ,~ Serpentine ,% of ortllOpyroxene to ~er~Mline a~d talc. with rT1>lcro-sGRle 
Sarnp e 
, v"'~s_ Coo, ANNR()l , 
------ -
Mottled 
Rock Type Arortllosi tp 
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, 
Nonral Sausseri!" J.O% tor IINNR01 
No1l'am Orthopyroxene 5% 
COO. eA Sulph ides 2-4% 
$a'11pie Talc 1% 
Type 
" 
Serpent"'8 1% 
Sa'11pie 
Cooe ANNROlh 
Mottled 
Rock Anortl'OSite 
Nr>rmal Sa"ssente 30% Sulpi'lces we lone jn 
OrtllOPY'oxene 5',·" very tine Q ca ncd Nartrarn tn(>'lOm"HY~'S 01 pyrrro!lte and 
Cooe CA Sul~r des 3-4% clmlcopyr te. T'ley me 
Tcllc 1% exclus vely assoc ~,teu w te 
'" 
Serpenl'ne 1% regi[)ns d pwva, ve alteratloo, 
suggest ing reo1otJ.lizat on 
d",ing iate stage magrratlc 
ANNR01 proc.e55es 
1-'1i>lJ1oc.ase 
" Reef TyPQ NOfmal Orthopyroxone 8% m,= 
NQrtI'am Sau$wnte 5% I m11'''pymxene 
W"" CA Serpent ne 1% modwate al teratirm of 
Sample Sulpll 'des 1% plagioclase jn sericite ~nd ot 
""" " 
orthOpycoxene jn serpen t; ne 
and talc 
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Sample Summary Minerals 
Pldg'OClase 
R~'e'Tyx NanTial O't1a~yrvxen~ 
NO't1i1'n Sac~~eril~ 
Cock CA S~rxnt i ne 
SarTi p e Sulphjes 
TWe "e 
Sarrvle 
Cx~ ANNR02 
Mottled 
Rx< Type An(}rtr(}sile 
C2 - NP2 Reef 
~"C:""'---t ""'~''-_--j Plag ' ooas~ 
No:t1am Su ! ar;de~ 
f'c~oo""'~ ___ I-"'A'--__ -1 BiaMe 
T<"lc 
LC~'~CC'~'"'''"'~t'''''--__ -1 Ci; nOf'yroxene 
I Trace an1(}unts of 
I ,,,,,,,,,,,Coooo,., -I'""~'"'"'"O"'-j chlor'te, ~ ampi'ioole 
Roo'Type 
Northarr. 
Coo, 
Me anorrte 
chromite and 
sausser:te 
Su ; ~i'ides 
Biot ite 
Talc S,"""""''-f'''''----i C" no~yroxene 
Trace <"rTl(}unb (}1 
chl(}nle, 
arn~hiook 
cr rvrnte and 
~",:""""""I HWNPOI 
sausserile 
Muan(}rite 
Ratio 
85% 
8% 
5% 
t% 
1% 
20% 
5% 
1-2"/, 
1-2"/, 
1-2"/, 
<1% 
20% 
1-2"/; 
1-2"/0 
1-2"/0 
<1% 
Sample Description 
Silicate mlnecalogy as for 
doove. Su i ,*,ides are ~ ne 
gra n<>d composites or 
mocominerals, consisting 
oredonmuntly of chalcopyrite 
I"tn associated pyrrhotite 
meCIL,m gralnen ( 
subhedra l orthopyroxene 
to ar":;',JrlU iate with nterstltlal 
anhedra p agioclase, b:ot 'te 
arx; s·,Jlphines. Very minor 
alteration of orthopY'oxene to 
tdlc? Plagooase ta s.ericile 
and biotite to chlorit~ 
coosisls 01 r , ' 
anhed'a i 
ayrrrolile, n I r oontiarx" le 
dnc ' : Interstlt ;al to, 
and wt1in silicates 
Alw as rnG<lVrTl ,nera IO:.; fir'~ 
Wa ned iro:.; lus,OIls wilh ln 
sili C<ltes 
U
ive
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ReefTy:;:.e Plagioclase 
Northam Sulphides 4-5% 
Code Biotite 1-2% 
Tal~ 1-2% 
Cli oopyroxe"" 1-2'" 
TrilCe amolJots of <1% 
chbrite. amph,[)(lie. 
chromite and 
saLisse';te 
Orthopyroxel-.e 
NP7 P agioclase 
Northam Sulphides 4-5%, 
Corle 
" 
B!otlte 1-2'", 
,,' 1-7' " 
Samp'e CiioOflyrox808 1-7% 
Trace amOL,nts of <1% 
Samp., Chlorite, amph i[)(lie, 
Chrornite anri 
saussl)rite 
Sam Ie Summa Mlneral5 Ratio Sam I.O.5Cri lion 
Chromlte 70% A variably aonealeri chromlte 
ReefTyre NP7 Orthopyroxeoe 20"" ildcurnulate wi th coarse 
Northam Plagioc ase 5% 
grained, orthopyrOxl)rW and 
plagioclase oikocrysts , Biotite 
COO, 
" 
Biotite 1-7'", and sulphides (plJIltlarodlte, 
Sausserite 1-7% pyrrhotlto, Clli1lcopyrito) are 
Sample Type m Talc 1-;'., i~t erst;t;ill or ioc; uded wlthi~ 
Sulpll des 1-2% 
chromlte grains There IS 
mooerate though variable 
Sample Cooe CRNP02 alteratloo cl :;:.IaglOC ase anri 
orthopyroxeoe 
Rock Ty"" Chronl t te 
Un
ive
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ty 
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Sampl. Summary Minerals Ratio Samplo Description 
Pla~ ocIase M", A 'T1 ed lu'T1 gralred ~ubhedral 
RmtType 
'" 
Cllromlte 10% plagiociase [)rth[) 10 
5-6% adcumulate with in ters titial No'lharn Su pnid e~ sulph ides and minor 
COO" 4A-M Orthopyroxe~e 2-3% interstltialorthnpyrnxene 
Sample Saussente & TalG 2% Thece IS ve" some m nor 
'''' " 
Bk>t te <1% alteration 01 ortnopyroxene to 
Sample 
t~lc. ~nd plagioclase t[) 
saus~e"te This i~ overl ~;n 
Cooe CRNP01 by ~ chrom,te oocurnu iate, 
Chrnmitlte + i con ta,ning adcumukJu ~ 
Rock Type Anort'lOsite plaglOCiase 
~ ~ ~  I I ,I iii r i ,I r 
NP2 I Cnrom'te 10% above I 
North"'" Su'phides 5-8% 
pyrrllO( te. gm ~ular and 
mi~or ~ame pertland lte. 
COOe 4A-M Ortr,opyroxene 1-2% chalcopYrite a~d pyote 
Biot te <1% pyci te is nearly a lWays 
~Ie PTS ··1 i n~luded W1thin pentlandite Su lphides are deyeloped as I medium grained anhedral Cooe CRNP01 r.ornposites i" terslilial to 
Chremltlte + plagioc!ase, 0" 4ne grained 
Roc< Type Anortoos lte rnonorninemliic inclusions. 
Sample Summary "'"oral. Ratio , Sample DHc:Jipiion 
Plag ioclase 95".', A 'T1ed,um gralred subhedml 
Reet Type 
'" 
O'lhopyroxene 5% , plagiociase adcumuiate with 
Trace atT>;)IJnts of ~1% rlinor interst,tlal Northam , O'lnopyroxene 
Cooe eA b,otite, 
Glinopyroxe"e, 
Gr romlte and 
su lph ides 
Sample Type 
" 
Samp e 
Cooe CBANNP01 
Rock Type A"o'lnnsite 
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ReeITVPc' _tc"cCc''-____ _ 
NOftham 
Cooe 
Rock i AnOftI'OSl te 
Nurthum 
Codu 
Or!1opy'ox~nu 5% 
Trace amullnts 01 <1 % 
bio! te, clinopyroxene, 
Ch'otlllte, saLJsserite 
al'd S,JlphK1es 
Orthopyroxene 
Chromlte 
I 'ace Mr>:::l<Jnts ot 
o·otlte, c:inopymxene 
suuss.erite and 
su lphides 
Orthopyroxenu 
Chromlte 
Trace Jm::;(mts ot 
biotite, clir>apyroxene 
sad&~erite and 
sUlphides 
15% 
<1% 
<1% 
1% 
<1% 
above Sulp" 
ch'omltes are l ine grained 
motlotn oeraf' c 'n clLJslOl1s 
within s,licates or 
int~'slitial to silicates, 
SlIlphide mineralogy :s 
predomndntly, though nut 
exclcs vely, cha cOpyrite 
irterstltia l <YthOpyroxune 
Ir places <Ythopyroxune is 
I.Jecoming poiki!itic 
It grJII'OO 
nlOrlom:r'erJlic incius.0'r8 
wltllin s;;;cates or 
ir'terstltia l to silicates 
SulphK1u mlnuralogy s 
wudomlnuntly, though not 
exclusively, chalcOpyr'te 
Un
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I-'Iagioc:a,,", 
,--_j Olivine 
Orthopy'oxe"", ~",,,,,,,",,,"cj-",-__ j Sulc>hides 
Cnrornik 
Biollte 
T'clce amDlmls of 
I '''"","-eo,,-,-,,''W'"'P02 clinopyroxGne. t~lc, ~ s~usserile and 
sGrc>entine 
,e, OI"'lne 
Ortl10~yroxene 
Noriha'n Code 
" 
SU Ity1ides 
Chro'n lle 
"'S BloMe 
Trace alncrJnts r:J 
FWNP02 clinopyroxene, talc, 
scluss~rlte and 
h>ctn ite 
serpGnl"'~ 
PI",;iocIclS~ 
'C' Orthooyroxene 
Northam (liivine 
COO. 
" 
Chrom·te 
! Sulph des 
, , 
'" 
I Biotite 
S~mole Tr<lce mncrJnts of 
Coo. cljnooyroxefle . talc, 
s~csse"tc <lnd 
se'c>en tlne 
25% 
20% 
3-4% 
2-3% 
2-3% 
~1% 
3-4% 
2-3% 
2-3% 
~1% 
25% 
10% 
5% 
3% 
2-3% 
~1% 
'" 
, , t I 
, \;r~lns, oartially or comp1et'"y 
'irnrneri by orthopyroxene, 
Mlno' cnrO'11ite mlJ Very 
'11inor amo"nts of cllle'cllion 
o,inerals 
g'mlU ...- and I , 
pentlat"Jdlte at"IC ~y"te 
is nearly always in 
witnin pentl~nd,le , Fine-
g'alned m""""nin~'cllic 
s'Jlphide inclus'Ons a'e 
como,on 
I'oith i i i , hl;;nly 
clnhedr,lI ortho:;yraxene, 
{)(X;clsionally rim'ninU 01 ivine 
and chram teo M~--diu'n 
grained s~lphide corn~sjtes 
d pyrrhot te, g'ancl,,, and 
o"nor flame c>en tlandlte 
cl1alcopY'Ite and pyrk ar~ 
also inte'stltlal or incl~ded 
wltl1'11 silicates 
Un
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of 
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~ ~ ~ ~  
Reef Type 
PldglOCJse 
'"' 
Olivine 30% 'l/it~~~r~~~.( 5-8mm). )Xl'KllltlC 
, Orthopyroxel-e 12% 
cHlvlne, part'dlly or mm:)lete y 
rimmed by ortho~yroxe'18, 
North'lnl Code : 8T Sulph de~ 4% Medium ;;rained (up t[) 
Bioti te n, 1 mrr) su p'1ide com p()SItes of 
, 
"'''' I "" C:'m)l'nite 1% pyrr;,[)Ne, granuiar a,d T,'dee ~mounls of 1% minor4amed ~entia,dlte, , 
ui'lOpyroxe'le, talc, chJlcopynte ~nd pyrite Jre 
. FWNPW mclil- y ,nterstltial to ,;i"Ciltes 
,ausserile ,md bul oCGd,ion~lIy inuuded 
"" 
,erpenbne 
~ ~ioc'ase ~ -¥' !..!!! i~ , 
'"'. 
, 
Reef Type _ Orthopyroxere 40% 
, 
;w 
Tra"" Jrnounts of -5% . medium Northam 
" 
, 
COO, . tJ.otit~, , , , , 
clinopyro~e'e , , 
" 
, 
'-"""-
'clcssenle, lcllc ~'ld , 
" 
,u,phides 
",' , , , 
, 
" " 
,,, 
Sample 
" Coo, TRNP01 
L ' 
~ ~iocl~se ~ ~",c< , y_,~~ fnr I Rw-"~ , 
'" 
OrthopY'[lx~l-e 40% 
, 
, r (::'din~--d 
Nort:'lJOl TrJce ~'l10L.I-tS of ~,W. 
," 
. , I S are most,y 
Code b,olile, t I III 
elinopy,'oxcne. 
,,' "m, , SclL.~~erile, Idle clnd , 
" 
, 
'" 
,ulph de" copynte, 
Sanl",e w,th , , , ~nd Coo, TRNP01 , 
" , fOJnd In , ti I to, ce 
, , , the sil;c~t~ 
LeucOllo"te , 
Un
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~.Summary Mmerals Ratio Sample Description 
P agioclasB SB', See Sarrple DeSC"ptlv'l 
Reef Type 
'" 
Orth[)pyroxono 40', forTSforTRNP01 
Northam Trace arr[)unts [)j 3-4% 
Coo. biotite, c: "Gflyroxer·e, 
talc. botlte and 
sausserite 
SarrplB Type 
" 
SJlphides 1-2''/, 
Sarrple 
COO. TRNP02 
--
Rock Type I eUCOIlor'te 
..!!! ~ J!!!' ~, ~ ~ , 
"-""""-
"C, P aglc,clase Ortl1QPyroxene 40% , grillnB{) 
-
Trace arrO\Jr.ts of 3-4% comVJs tus of pyrrholltB, Northam pentla 'ldlte and Coo. biotlle, dl'lopyroxw1e, chalcopyrite. Normally 
- talc_ iJiotlte w1d 
sauss",ite ;'ltorstlt'a', and v.ith 
ocCJ"i[)r·a: very finB 
, 
'" 
SJlphities 1-2% grarr-ed rronorri"erals 
Sarrple Also wlth'n this slide were 
COO. T RNP02 tl1ree PGMI If this rock 
<)ele>rlgs to t~ e norite 
Rock Type Leucononte , 
footwail - this is very 
, 
Sample Summary Min8f'als Ratio S e DeKripilon 
P agloclase 55"" See SamplB Descrlpt:on 
Reef T yre 
'" 
Ort~QPyroxer.e 40''/, for TS f[)r TRNPOI 
Nortt-am Traw arroJnts [)f -5% 
Coo. - biotite, clinopyroxene, 
-- - laic. ~otltB and 
,aJsswitB 
Sample Type ,e 
SamplB 
Coo. TRNP03 
R[)ck TypB l BJc[)i',orite 
Un
ive
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ty 
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~ t!! ~iocl;J.se r::-~ , ,,'00 ~ ~ Orthopyroxere far " Trace amounts 01 -5% , 
biotite. clinopyroxene. 
tak;, biotite and 
sallsserite 
" '" Sample 
Code TRNP03 
, , ! 
~'OCI~se .~ ~ !E! ~ , , 
Reef Type 
""-
OrtoOPyroxene ' :J~% for I::; 
, 
Northam Tra~e amollrts of -5% 
Cooe ~ biotite, clinopyroxene. 
talc. biotite and 
sausseritc 
,, ' 
" Sarnp;c 
I Code FWNP01 
~ t!! 
-!!!' ~ ~ • .Q! ~ 
_Reo,,"" 
Plaglocl~se Fine ~ " I 
"" 
Orthopyroxene composites or 
Trace amounts of -3% moromlrerals oredomlrantly of 
. ~ biotite, diropyroxere, ctrak;OPyrite, but y."th , 
talc, b otlte ard 
acccsso'Y pontlarditc 
sausscrik 
'" 
, 
and/or py'rtrotite 
S~rTlplc 
Cooc FWNP01 
eocUyce , 
Un
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Sampl. Summary Minerals Rallo Sample Description 
, Plagioclase 67% &e SW'IP e Dcscnpl,,"' 
ReBfType 
'" 
Orthopyro.ere 30% 'or TS 'or TRNP01 
-
Nortn~m T'""e amounts of -3% 
Coo, - blotite, clinony'Oxene_ , 
tal~ biot ite an<J 
i sausser,te , , 
Sam"e Tyne 
" , 
Sample 
Co<Je 
! 
FWNP03 
Rock Type Leucol".rit" ' 
Sample Summary Wlrtefal& Ratio Sample Descript.ion 
Pla,:;,odasB 6(% F pe grclined cOnlpo5ites 
Ree' Type 
'" 
Orthopyroxene 30% and rnonomine,~I>;, 
Northanl Trace amounts of -3% 
domir~ led by cnalcopyri le, 
but with acceS50ry 
Code biotite, (:ilw>pyroxene, ! pentlardlte_ pyrrhotite and tcllc, biotite ~nd even SO'Tle pyn te, Tne ~clusse'ite pcesence 01 nynte Sa'Tlple Typ;c e,c suggests this migh t be ~ 
Sa'Tl"e sulnhide and oiivine poor 
Code FWNP03 pork"l of the troctolite 
-
, 
aye' 
Rock Type LeucO'lo,,(e 
C3 - P2 Reef 
Sample Summary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
Orthonymxene 70% , A medium grained (1-2"''11), 
Reef Type 
" 
PI>l\liodcl~e 20% : orthopy'oxene ortho to 
------ i adcu'Tl.Jlate, "" tn inter5t1ti~1 
Nortnam Sulpnide5 3-4% plagiocl~s;c, 5lJlphlfJes >II1d 
~-~:..- 3A T~lc 3% biotite, There is in teC!1cll 
B'otlte ", clltcratloo of lne 
Sample Type 
" 
C,,10nyroxene 1% , orthopyroxene to a fine--
Cnruml!e 1% gra·ned sili~~te (probably 
Sample Code HWP201 <0.5% 
(~Ici, and m:nor 
--_._-
Sclusserite ~lln opyroxene exso'utbn 
Roc~ Type Melano,,!e 
Un
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ty 
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PlagOOJ&e 
Sl,I~'''dcs 
laic 
Biot·te 
Clioopyroxeoe 
Chromite 
I tWP201 __ j Saussente 
Sample Summary Minerals 
01hopyroxeoe 
ReetType C, , Clioopyroxeoe 
-
No1ham PI~gloc'~&e 
CWo 
... 
OA S~lpo 00. 
T~lc 
Sample Type 
" 
Biotite 
Crromite 
S~mple Code HWP202 Sericite 
Hod Type Mel~"o'; te 
~' I i Cl1ro'l1ite ~"'" I C, PlagiociJSC Olthopyroxene 1M Biotite 
falc 
""""- I" Saussente Sulpo'des 
~ iti 
70% 
3-4% 
3% 
)% 
1% 
1% 
~O 5% 
Ratio 
bOO, , 
10% 
10% 
:1-4% 
3% 
2% 
1% 
<O,~% 
~ 
70% 
10% 
1-7% 
1-7% 
1-2% 
1-2% 
, 
~bove &Jlphide ogy 
coosists of medium gr<1lncd, 
higrly anhedral, iotcrstltial 
GO'l1p05Ites of pyrrrotite. 
pent e.ndlte aM che. copyrite. 
Occa5looal mor1[)m'oer~f.c 
sdlphldes are found "ciuded 
to tt>e 'l1Jlo sd,cate 'l1iowals 
Sample Description 
,I ~~eto~~X~~~'~l:;t:~~r 
clloopyro. ene pOlkilocryst 
envekJpng ort'101lyro~ene 
graios w'tllin t'w ceotre o' tile 
slide 
,£! i£!!.2.!!.. 
, I ', n, I '1' it 
o'thOCd'l1d IJte to 
adcumulJtc, W:Ul coarse, 
poiki l!t lC ortho~y'oxcoe aod 
plagioclase grains. 
Sulphides, biotite and 
orthopyroxene are often 
inc luded Wl thin chrom te 
grains 
Un
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ty 
of 
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Reef 
Northam 
Coo.; 
" 
M 
m 
CRP201 
Chromlt te 
Melal"orlte .. 
Chrom,t' te 
CRP203 
P agiocl~se 
Orthop~raxene 
Bctlte 
T~'G 
Sausser,te 
Sul::>hides 
, Ortropyroxere 
, 
I Cr.ronlite , 
I Plagiociase 
Clir>;);)y'oxere 
Su lpr'des 
Talc 
Biotite 
Sausserrte 
Ortr.opyraxel"e 
Plagioc ase 
Sulph,des 
Cr·mrni te 
Tdlc 
Bi(}tlte 
S~usserite 
20% 
10',., 
, 2% 
, 
", , 2% 
, 2% 
,30% 
12% 
8% 
5% 
3% 
2% 
, 1% 
1
10% 
~% 
~% 
1
3% 
I 2"/, 
! 1% 
n wterst:t ial 
10 I cr·romite grains 
Th}ugh they nwy also be 
rOJnd wuuded IIoilhin Ghromlte 
wains 
interstitint e's.tltl~1 '1' 
" 
, I ,t 
teratlon of tr.e 
to a fine-
:t A 
, , 
" 
"' g'dired 
orthopyroxel"e ortho to 
adc\JmLJ ate, with ;ntersUial 
plagloclaw. sLJloh:Jes and 
biotite There is internal 
~;ter~t i(){1 of the orthopyroxene 
to a line-graired silicate 
(P'Obdbly I ~k;), ~rd nlinor 
clin=yroX91"e exsoiutiol" 
SJlphdes sr.ow ex tel"sive 
remoti;ls~tlon, With =. GGp 
~I"d Pi" ir line to medium 
and 
Un
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CmO'11ite 
Plaglooa,e 
Olvine 
Sulphides 
Talc 
Bct,te 
Serpentine 
Pegn'a!ite Saussente 
S.m Ie Summa Minerals 
OrthO\lyroxene 
Reel Type 
" 
C~ro'llite 
Nortllan' Piay,oclHse 
Code 
" 
Oivi~e 
Sa'l1~e Sulpllides 
Type 
'" 
THic 
Saolp'e Bct,!e 
Code PGP201 Swicite 
Pegmatite SalJssente 
Rock Type (Pyroxe,itel 
Plagioclase 
t~;~~~j~~==j Ort~opyroxe,e Sulph<Jes Clinopy'oxene Ta!c 
Biotite 
Sausserite 
4-S'/, 
3-4% 
3-4% 
3-4% 
3-4% 
1-2% 
I 1% 
<0.5% 
Ratio 
80% 
4-5% 
3-4% 
3-4% 
3-4% 
3-4% 
1 2% 
1% 
1% 
30% 
5% 
5% 
3-4% 
1-2% 
1-2% 
, 
«'.cOli e%losing an~edral 
olivine, sulpll'des, cll'on'i!es 
Hnd ~Iflglooase. This 
neyfICrys! lies jest below the 
base 01 t~ e Mere"ky 
chronitlte. There is internal 
alt erat lO~ of ooCiOpyroxel' e to 
taic, and 01 v·ne to serpel'ti~e 
TIl\' top 01 !~e slide C<Jn!ains a 
th in G~ro'llitite lay\!! 
S~ Ie Oeseri tion 
Silicate n'lne'alogy as 'or 
above. SLJlp~ide olineralogy 
con~i~ts of oled;lJ 01 grained 
con'posites 01 pyr~l<Jllte, 
g'anular and n'inor t:ar'1ed 
pen!IHn(i I!e, and chalC<J~y"!e, 
T11\!!e is Hlso abu~dHr! fine 
grained l'1OnO!'i nemlic 
incluslOl1s wlttlin the 
orthopyroxene n'egacryst 
, 
, 
Hltemt lOr 
,I; as 
'j d t 
, 
I I I ' . a,e 
t : I I 
plagioclase 
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Plagbclase 
P? __ , Orthopyroxene 
SLJlonides 
; Clinopyroxene 
falc 
I ;~~~""~ I P fS Biot ite r Sa.JS5ente 
PGP202 
Ortllopyroxene 
OIi~ine 
Plagioclase 
Talc 
CllnopY'oxene 
B'o/Ite 
Sulphides 
Serpcr-tlne 
.' 
Ree" Type 
" 
Northam Plagioclase 
C"" OA Talc 
Sample Clinopyroxene 
'" 
Biotite 
Sample Su phides 
C"''' PGP203 Serpentine 
., Magr'elile 
30% 
5% 
, 5"", 
'3_4% 
1-2% 
1-2% 
25% 
5-6% 
5-6% 
1-2% 
1-2% 
<1% 
<1% 
5-5% 
5-5% 
1-2% 
1-2% 
< 1 'A. 
<1% 
<1% 
;1 
I r- I 
(Jp 5mm), composites 0" 
pyrrho/te, pcr"lland te (mostly 
granular) ar'd chalcopyrtc 
Tnere i3 minor exsolut ,OI1 of 
cLJbanite from chalcopyrite and 
possib'y mackinawtc 'rom 
pentland te a" well as exten3i~e 
infilling of microfract.Jres lJy fine-
grained cnalcooyrlte. 
, 
oro'-vlne 
ml'1or I It ti 
orthopyroxene I "otlte, 
and C>lvine to serpentine 
Exsc> Jtion of clinopyro xene Irom 
orthopyroxene is also common 
,,' 
" 
" 
, , , 
interstltiallo, ~, , 
""tlli" the r"ajar silicate 
phases 
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Sample Summarv Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
OrtllOpyroxene 40% Coarse gralnoo «h.'n) 
Rcd Type 
" 
Clinopyroxene 40% mllapyroxere ~rd 
Northa'11 
----
PI~gioc;ase 5% G' 'IO!lyroxcre crc'oslrg ~lCO um graireJ O:ivi,e, 
Code 
" 
Ct'rom;tc 4-5% cilromiL plagioc ase ane 
-- ---
Sa!'rple Oiiyire 3-4% 3ul~r ee3, T1ere is al30 
Type IS Ta lc 3-4% Some i,ter3lit,al meCILJI'l 
- grained orthapyroxe,e 
Sample SLJlpl',des 3% There 13 mocerate alteration 
Code II-'GP)D4 Biotite 1-2% 01 pyroxene to talc. or bblite, , 
I-'egrl'oil.t te Serpeotlne <1% \.,;th mlOor ~Iteratior ot 
Roc.k Type (I-'yroxenite) ! 
-
oliYirc to scrpc'lt,nc 
Samole Summarv Minerals Ratio Samole Description 
01rapyroxere 40% SII'Ga tc fT' 'Icralogy as Oar 
RcclTyp" 
" 
C ,rC'--pyroxel' e 
-
40% alxwc, SulpriJes coosist 01 
, 
5% mediun' to lire grained Northam Plag'oclase composites 01 pyrrhotite, 
C"" 
" 
CI1r(lmlte 4-5% pentlaod'te ana cl'alcopyrte 
Sam~ 1c O,Ylne 3-4% There is alS() r--.;:xjerate 
~ '" Talc 3-4% amouots of i:ne graired ---- motlOm,ncr ~I'G sulpll'dcs Sam~ 1c SLJ lpll ides 3% ircludcd wth the ma', Coo. PGP204 BlOMe 1-2% silicate phascs 
Pegmatitc Ser~c-ntir e ~1% 
Rock Ty~c (Pyroxeritc: 
~ ~ ~  , 
f'7 OliYinc 15% orthopyroxel'e, I : 
anhedral. sl'lall 10 i 
Noiham Plagiociase 10% grai'loo oiivl'le, Thcre is o'lly 
Code 
" 
Sul~ll ,tk;S "_ minor ~lteratK>ll of 
" 
T~ lc "- C<1llOpyroxere to I~IG: wid 01 " 
, I" Biotite 1% ' oilvine to serperli'le 
Swpel' t I'e 1% 
Cllropyroxeoe <1% -
Rock Type , 
" 
I 
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~ ~ 1<0%' 
" 
, , 
I C, Olivine 15% , 3re , 
10% 
, ) to he , , , 
Northam Plag;x.a<;e , 
" " Coo., ;A j Sulph des 2% cralcopyr te am pe~t andite 
Sample I Talc 2% Rem[)bilisati[)r of sJ 'phides 
Type m . ____ j Biotite 1% into m'crofradures ;s 
- comrr>;]~, especially of 
Sample I Ser;>e~ t l ne 1% d'alcopyr;te. al1d fine gra l18d 
Cock PGP205 I Cli l"JOpyro xene <1 % monom:nera ioc su l;>hldes are . -_ .. 
- , 
Pegmatite wm'llO'l cI[)se to nlCOiJnl 
R[)ck Type , 
" 
" 
, grained com"",si tcs . 
Sample Summary ! Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
Ortropy'[)x e~c 65% Coarse 1-2=) 
RcefType C, Olivine 30% orthopymxere grains 
Plagioc 'ase 1-2'% 
el1ci[)sing medldm grai~ed 
Northam (-2mnl) anoedral cHivine 
C"'" ;A i SC,,.>C~t l nc 1-2% g'ains. Therc is SOmC m:'lo l 
Sample ! Ta lc 1% a:teratim of ~i,;~e tn 
"'" 
n Magnet tc 1% seriX'~t l ~c a~d nlagnetlte, as 
Trace amoJ ~ts of <1 % well as mi~or al tcratio~ Of Silmpie orthopyroxenc to talc a~d 
Ceo., PGP2CX; SJI"*,idcs. (j ·otrte . c ; inopyroxe~e 
chrmn te and 
Pegmatite b;otlte 
Hock Ty;;.e (Harzbdrglte) 
Sample Summary Minerals Ratio Sample Description 
Orthopyroxere 65% Silica te 'I1lreralogy as for 
Reef Type c, , Q: 'Vlne 30% , at)(we. Sd:phldes we fi~e , grained composi tes Of 
Nort1WT' PlagIOClase t -2''10 py 'rh[)tite . ;>c~t l a ~dite and 
C"'" ;A Se',.>Cntlrc 1-2'% c1alcopyritc,0' 
Sanlp c T31c 1% mo~oml~eralic 
Type m Trace arr>;]d~ts of <1% c"alcopy,ite grai~s . They 
&lnl~. c su ;>hides, magl1eite 
are dsually included w,t"in 
Cooo PGP206 chrom te ana oio t:te 
the malor silT-ate prases 
Pegmatite 
Hock Type (Har;burg ' te) 
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Appendix D - QEMSCAN Data 
01 - Normal Reef 
01 .1 - Element Assay 
I' , Min Sin (mm) ,., 
."" 15.0 
'" I Mu S,ze (mm) 
'" 
750 30000 
'" '" 
3000.0 
I Partic'" Sin (mm) 11.8 40.5 Tn 
'" '" 
1"12 I Mu,. Flow o.,.tribIJl ,on (%) 
"" 
2:l47 48 GO 3'" 3120 
" " Element Chem ic~1 Auay (%) Combmllrl ·:l8/+O -75/+:18 
-:10001· 75 Con,bitlc(! ·W- O ·75.'+38 .3(('0/ 4 75 
! O 
" " 
4 3.()2 44 08 
" '" 
4419 
"'" 
4436 45.18 
"' 
026 OJ, 0.31 0.26 
'" 
02' 0.33 0.23 M, 14.07 13,16 13,69 14 ,77 
"'" 
132 , 13,89 14 15 
AO 3.56 377 3.95 :l.24 3.44 :l67 :l 8 , 
'" ; Si 21 4 6 21 16 21 . 3 , 21.84 21 51 2122 2' 45 22.04 
! 5 OS , ,OJ 0.46 02' OS, 090 035 0.25 
: K 0,1 2 013 
'" '" 
0> , 
'" '" 
0.10 
C, 
'" 
3 02 1 02 
'" '" 
297 28' W 
, Ti 
'" 
010 012 ,.0 009 0>, 009 0.09 
! Cr 
'" 
'70 1.84 
'" 
1.59 
'" 
,65 110 
I Mn 0,01 00 ' '00 
'"' 
00' 00' 00' 00' ,
i Fe 
'" '"' '" 
9 21
'" '" 
923 927 , 
, Co 0  '00 000 000 
'''' '''' 
0.00 000 
: Ni 
'" ' " 
02' I 0" 
OJ. 
'" 
022 0 21 Un
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01.2 - Mineral Mass In Sile Fraction 
Nor m a l R eef : Siandard Grind Normal R eef: Fine Grind 
Mlner.ll M.lSS % In Fractio n COulbn ..... '<l -3/1.i- O · 751· 38 -3UOO!- 75 •. N"nlned ·:181 - 0 .75/ - 38 -3000, · 75 
Orthopy.o.""", 50 ·6 4611 4675 
' '' ' 
52 ]3 4702 49.02 6081 
Clinopyro xene .. , 5.71 
'" ''''' '" '" 
:173 ", PlagIoc lase 
'"'' 
1701 19 55 1583 16 4 2
"" 
1902 13.83 
Olivi .... 
' ''' 
16 :1:1 19 46 19 07 1628 1597 1860 14 47 
Mica 
'" 
"0 1.80 1 :12 
'" 
2,. 
'" ' ''' Quartz '.68 OS, 
' '" ' " 
OS, , .. D.59 CO, 
Amph iho lo 0:18 '07 0,19 D07 00' '06 
'" "" Serpenl ina () 29 059 0]8 
"" 
0.37 
'" '" 
". Talc I) 2.") 
' " 
025 013
'" 
'52 " 2 DIU 
Chlorlt. 
'" '" 
0 .4:1 
'" '" 
'68 
' " 
0,48 
Othe r Silicates 
'" 
00' 
'" '" 
() 4:1 0 53 00' 0.39 
Chromilo :125 
'" 
3.97 2.67 
'" 
:1 9:1 :157 279 
Magnetila o 49 ,." 
"'" 
'20 
'" ". 
,,~ o :n 
Pentlandi!. 
"'" 
1 01 
'" 
'22 056 OSO 
'" '" Pyrrhotite 
'" 
079 0.36 o:n 0,49 
'" 
0 " 030 
Chalcopyrit. 
'" '" 
0.27 006 024 
'" 
0,16 000 
; Pyrite 070 021 0.04 0.06 OOB 079 0,04 000 
: Othor Sulphidefi 
'" 
o :11 on 0. 08 o 12 0 27 
""" 
o 0:1 
Other 0.3 1 052 ° :17 0.15 034 000 0.37 o 16 
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01 .3 - Grai n and Particle Size 
, 
-75i· 3B 
-3000/· 75 Comblfled ·381· 0 .75/· 311 
Par1ld" slle 211 ' 2 1 , !l3 
" " 
17 67 24.09 l' 99 39 45 72 2' 
2037 
'" "''' "" 
'1I.1l1 II HI "28 55.32 
Cllocpyrox!lne 1030 
'" '"'' "'" 
'82 
'" 
, 764 194' 
P1ag1OC~se 
"" 
905 
"" " .. 
17 93 
'" 
3731 
"" OIwn"" '6 45 
'" 
25.7' 35 !l6 1348 66' 27 14 3' 72 
Mica 
'" '" '" 
no ", 
'" 
!I 40 ,>0 
"""'" 
'031 
'" 
17.36 
'''' 
11.116 ",.. 2179 19.56 
Aml11ibOIe 
'" 
177 
"" 
3.36 '09 1 71\ 3.35 31'14 
Serpe~tlfle 27 , .. :\:13 2.35 22O 79' '32 
'" Talc 
' " 
79O 3.65 3.22 ", 
'" 
368 
'" Ch kx ile 
'" '" 
3% 6.95 ,'" 
'" 
6" 0;' 
Othe r Si li (:;l tes 
'90 3 14 
'" "" '" 
'07 
'" 
5.92 
Chrom,te 16.56 ' 2' 30 15 5227 13.70 7.23 3268 3490 
Magnet,te 
'" '" 
9 90 5.75 ' OS 
'" 
9.:'1 9.35 
Pe ntland ,le 
'" 
, " 16.01 8.97 8 44 
"" 
13.5(1 1639 
PyrM"te 
'" ' " 
13 84 12.40 '8' 5 12 t 995 22 .38 
I Cr... loopyrite 7.9:, en 22.03 " 7 850 708 1 69 1 11 76 
Pyrote 
' " 
~.26 386 ;" 230 <30 
'" Other Sulph, des 
'" 
1.97 4.99 
'" 
3.71 
Other 3 44 Un
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D2 - NP2 Reef 
D2.1 - Element Assay 
SIze 
Min S"e (mm) 00 
"" 
750 380 
'" Maa S,ze (mm) 380 
'" ""''' 
750 30000 
Pa"'cle S,ze (mm) 
'" '" 
74 6 
'" 
4 2 i 70.9 
Mass Flow Distribut ion (Yo) 2851
"' '' 
4124 38" 4042 " .. Elerneflt Ch&rn ical Anay (%) CoMbll'led .:lS!+o ·751· 38 -3000H75 Combine;: -3f;i+() -75.!~ 38 .3OOOi~75 
0 4514 4448 4522 4556 45 35 4412 4551 46,10 
" 
08' ~, 93 :l,90 :l.79 ,% 
'" "" 
0"' 
M. '35 4 37 5.00 
'" 
513 
'" '"' '" .. 1148 ',2 14 11.76 10 76 11 ,71 1225 204 10.04 
" 
21 S5 21,34- 21 .51 21,71 21 79 21 40 21 9', 22.27 
, 053 0,93 0.4 1 0,33 047 083 02. 0", , 003 
"" 
8,03 802 003 0"' 003 0,02 
0, 808 837 
'" 
,,,, 8,12 8" 838 i,05 
" 
008 008 0.1 0 O,(lS 0,07 000 (l07 om 
0, 
'" '" 
',,4 1 
'" '" '" 
' OJ , ., 
M, 000 000 8.00 000 000 000 o DO 000 
" 
4 4 ~ ,,. "8 
'" ' " 
". 3,73 ." 00 000 000 000 O,QO om 000 000 000 
" 
007 
'" 
0"3 0, ~ O ° 16 020 
'" 
OOS 
0. 08. _. 
'" 
",. 
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02.2 - Mineral Mass In Size Fraction 
d G". NP2 Reef; Ine Grind 
Mineral Mau % in Fr<>elion COn"lb1l1!:<l -3Si-0 -7fb38 -3000;·75 ConboneoJ 
-'38/ ' 0 ·751' 38 -30X!i+75 
Onhopy,oxent 1595 1961 2451 3139 
"" 
19.67 2381 ,." 
Clinopyro xene 
'" 
'50 
'''' '" 
3 10 3.12 3,01 J .07 
Pla9ioclas. 61 6· 
"" "'" 
5851 6345 
'''' "" 
'5'5 .1 8 
Olivi .... 'SO 
'" 
1.77 
'" '" '" '" '" Mica 0." 213 0.61 0'" 
'" 
223 056 
'" aUMtl 
'" 
,ea 
"" 
~ 14 0" 060 0.32 on 
Amphibol~ 022 000 ~. O6 ~02 031 059 0" OW 
Serplntine OH 0,36 0,1 3 0.07 
'" '" 
02D 008 
Talc 'DO n.21 006 0.03 O.H 0" 0.09 0,05 
Chlori te 
'" 
,>8 0 .08 0.02 008 , " ooa om 
Other Silicates 
'" 
0.27 on 0.14 
'" 
° ~4 
'" 
0,11 
Chromite 205 2 ,84 3.04 2.95 250 282 223 2.4 1 
Magne tite 0,27 0,54 0,28 0.07 020 052 on 0. 10 
Pentland ite os. 0.85 04' 034 
'" 
0,72 035 0,16 
Pyrrhotite OSS 0.67 042 0.57 
'" 
55' 0" 0'5 
Chalcopyrite 0,25 0,52 
'" 
0.08 022 "2 0>0 0.09 
Pyrlt. "0 020 o 10 0,04 0,11 o ~3 053 002 
OIhftr Sulphldu 
'" 
0.27 0.07 0,01 
'" 
033 003 0,01 
Other ", 
'" 
0 .43 020 0'" 0 44 037 0>7 Un
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02.3 · Grain and Particle Size 
Mine ra l 
" PmllC~ S,Z8 27 !lJ 12 19 
"" 
74.BI 2' 54 11 45 42.74 7093 
Oritlopyr(»lor.e 26 78 
'" 
3&.51 62.21 2' 03 953 38 06 51 11 
CliJ"H)PY'o~OO)C 1597 ,,. 2774 
"'" 
1352 7.51 2785 3306 
Plagoocla&f> 2492 "80 43 59 71 61 19 49 10 31 4215 6726 
Obvrne 10.30 4 86 14 18 21 19 
." " . 21.85 20 45 
,,~ 
' " 
1.99 ". '" 
2:15 
'" '" '" Qu.)rt7 ''0 
'" '"'' "" '" 
4 .77 1772 1384 
N"lphibOiO ,ro 
'" 
3.12 
'" 
." ,r; 3 44 
'" Si!J1lenll1e 
'" 
". 3 13 
'" '" 
1.87 
'" 
2"
Talc 2. 10 
'" 
3 " 
'" 
2.15 1.B5 
'" 
25. 
Ch b n lO 3.1 4 2 4 9 5 85 
'" ' " 
2.37 5.59 ". i 011\0 ' Sl li CB1()S 5.93 376 11) .72 857 
'" 
4 Ql 
'60 6. 45 
CllfOlllilA 1446 6.85 21.90 2798 , 1 49 5.&> 24 37 3 ' 21 
Magnetlle ).23 
'" '" "'" '" '" 
697 5 ' 9 
PCfllla rod,te 936 8.24 14 42 
"" ' " '" 
11 .86 568 
P)'rrhol,te 1576 
'" 
3127 4304 
'" 
6.11 
"'" 
19 40 
: (;h"lcopynIO 12 23 
'" 
28 93 '''0 
'" "" 
1553 
"'0 
i Pyrite 
'" 
368 11 97 
'" '" ' " '" 
397 
Othef Sulpl"oldf16 
'" 
1 67 3.83 
'" 
2.24 , ..
' " 
386 
""'" ' " '" '" '" 
, .. 
'" '" '" 
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D3 - P2 Reef 
D3.1 Elemenl Assay 
P2 RMf: fine Grind 
-, , 
-75.;*38 ·3000;+75 
·38.'·0 .75. · 38 030001"75 
Mm Size (mm) 0.0 38.0 75.0 
'" 
'60 '>0 
Max Size (mm) 380 750 3000,0 380 '50 30000 
P~rticl. Size (mm) 
'" 
40.0 
'" , " '" 
". 
Mass Flow Distribut ion (%) 2844 26.77 44.79 33.91 3192 3417 
Element Chemical Auay 
(''(') GomOlnec ·3B.'+0 -75."*38 -30001-75 Combined ·381·0 .75.1+33 .3(X)()f. 75 
0 4382 4092 44,32 4536 
"" 
4303 44,76 45.95 
,. o 16 o 17 O. ~9 0.13 0,15 
'" 
". 0.12 M, 14 ,05 1328 1470 15.50 1497 14,04 14 87 15.97 
.. 
'" 
1 92 194 1.33 
'" 
,eo 1 ,85 
'" 
" 
21.64 20,57 21,72 22.27 22.02 2' ,30 21,95 2279 
, 088 1 76 0,70 
'" 
072 
'" 
0'0 0.22 
, 00. 010 0.06 008 0,05 00. 005 002 
C. 1 ,7 I 203 1.95 1 37 
'" '" 
"5 1.29 
" 
0" O. I 2 0 " 
''" 
0" 
'" 
0" 
''" Ce 
'" '" 
" , I 76 
'" 
2DB 2" 
'" Mo 000 000 0.00 '00 0,00 000 000 000 
: Fe 
." 1027 9.92 £>78 go, '05' 96. £>53 
i ~~ o 01) 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0,. 0 57 0.37 018 035 058 "9 ". 092 3.07 0" 00' "2 0.27 005 002 
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03.2 - Mineral Mass in Size Fraction 
·3000i- 75 
Oo1hopyrnx .. ne 6176 
"" "" 
1523 6940 
"" 
67 49 78.96 
C hnopyrnxen .. 
'" '" 
,n 
'" '" 
'00 5 42 
'" Pla q ;ocla .... 
'" 
7 SS 
'" '" '" '" '" 
,,., 
. OI,v,n, ,.  ", 1037 7 52 
'" ' " '" '" . Mica 'OS 
'" 
0.7.1 0.93 0" OJ' OS, 0.22 
Quartz 
'" '" 
0.37 0.13 033 0" 028 OW 
Amph ibol .. 
'" '" 
0.35 0.16 
'" '" 
t' 38 019 
S.rp&ntin. 0.31 om t'.J,4 0.10 
'" 
073 0" DO' 
". 026 0.19 t' 25 O. 'I 
'" 
0." 0.33 DO' 
, Ch ln rit" 0" 028 0 .1.1 000 0" 022 009 0," 
Other Si li cat .... OW 020 0 .10 0. 04 0-07 DO' 007 0.02 
Chromit .. 396 3.67 
' " 
3.79 '79 
'" 
." 2 37 
Magn.tit. 0.30 on 0. 21 0.08 039 07' Q.n O.IA 
P.ntlandit. 0.117 , .55 092 041 089 OS, 0 .10 
'" Pyrrhntit" 087 137 0.136 OM 0.56 
'" 
0.2.9 0 .31 
Cha lcopyrite 
' " 
3.67 0 .32 0. 14 035 082 0.17 0 (>0 
Pyrit .. 
'" '" 
0 08 0.03 '03 
'" 
'.05 0.02 
Oth . r Sulp~lde" DO' 052 0.06 002 
'" 
00' 
'" 
0.0 1 
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D3.3 - Grain and Partic le Size 
P2 Reef: Standard Grind P2 Reef: Fine Grind 
Mjn~r~ 1 P.v1icl~ S Ize j].lm) COMblr.ed ..J81" 0 ·751·38 -30W· 75 CombIned ·36/· 0 ·15.'· 38 ·300Qi.75 
P",hde ~",e 307 1 14 23 39.99 , .. , 2425 11 63 42.12 7175 
Orthop~r(»(ene 24 75 
'" 
3381 
""" 
21 11 938 3639 5164 
• Ch'KlP~H>)rene 1073 510 
"" 
21 16 1229 732 2 1 4 I 
"" , Plagrocla"" 1980 
'" 
36.06 6085 17 39 90' 37.16 
'''' · Otr.lne ' 4 05 '05 2458 33.98 12 19 '20 25.06 29 27 
i MIca 4 94 2 88 8.06 " ., 3.76 287 16' 
'" i Quartz 
'" '" 
16.81 10.03 5 94 .52 
"" 
8.93 
· Amphibo~ 
'" 
.  3.30 200 ,., 
'" 
3.35 2" 
Serpenllne 21 6 ~ 83 3.15 
'" 
21 e 
'" '" 
2.46 
Talc 
'" 
UfO 
'" 
2.83 2 33 ',.90 366 3.04 
Chlorit .. '66 
'" 
6 27 3.91 2.72 2 32 461 3.11 
Other Sil icates "0 
"" 
8.78 5.73 
'" 
29' 
'" 
4 .~8 
Chromi!e 15 66 672 27.71 31.65 1229 676 2820 25.39 
MJ9Mtit e 3.48 2>0 646 5.66 J.13 
'" 
706 
'" Pentland it .. 10 33 720 24,41 1635 
'" '" 
1 e 65 1 '82 
Pyrrl10irte 75' 
"" 
19 .93 26.13 636 
'" 
, 2 07 135 1 I Cr.;,lwpyrlTe 12 30 
'''' 
Ie 23 12.74 672 
'" 
1 3 4' 
'" I Pyrit .. '53 227 
'" 
3 36 '63 
'" 
"7 
'" i Other Sulphides 
'" 
20' H' 
''" '" 
"7
'" "" i Other 330 
'" '" 
3.1 4
'" '" '" 
2  
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Appendix E - Liberation Data 
t.ibt'rM4'(I locked Ub~",,'." ,~~ 
(~G0'4J «3D%) (~9O%1 «30%) 
-----P2 Rce1 Fin~. -3i'I(I(/h 75 , ., 0" 
'" '" ! P2 R<."cl Fi"" ·1.51_38 
'"'' 
1010 1.65 
'" 
"00 ". 0" noP2 Rccl Fin D' -38/_0 28'7 
'''' 
2 .60 1.91 2691 
'" 
," 4 62 
P2 R""I S'a<><1a,d' .300OlH~ 
P2 R .... ' Stand .rd .• 7&. 38 2501 1060 2.18 
"" 
2891 3.01 127 ,,,.. 
, P2 R_ f S'arn:I ... d . ·38/_0 19.54 
"" 
,eo '.43 
' ''' 
,",0 1.13 3.19 
CUm<Jla""" 
" 
, 
" NP2 Ruf f ;",, : 
'" 
025 000 0.77 
NP2 RQ_I Fine . .7SH38 2743 103 ODD 7 9:1 5964 3.29 000 1.32 
NP 2 Reel Fino . ·381+0 37.39 1244 221 
'" 
16 1 S 907 ", 0.74 , , 
NP2 Reel Standard: ·30001<75 
NP2 Roel St. ndard : .751+38 68 ' 399 
'" 
:13 65 
'" 
1.83 
'" NP2 Reef SI&ndard : .381_0 1.03 12.74 056 0.78 
" ",L I 
" 11 Qr ., ( . ,. ??7 
NRReelFine -30001.75 , 
'" 
2.31 
NR R""I Fine: . 7.51. 38 21 57 592 
'" 
". 2665 570 201:1 2 .25 
NR R""f Fin .: . 38100 31 25 HUg 
'" '" 
2800 617 , 1 3 :l 55 
," I 
Nomral , , 
'" No,mal R",,' S'a ..... rd: .7$1' 31 1664 :l(j6 ;" 3.85 1592 5.05 1.59 
'" Nomral R...t Stand.lrd: ·3,5J<O ,"3 
"" 
5.81 2.71 22 96 
'" 
3.14 
'" , 
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P2 RGGI ~I"'" ·3000,·75 
P2 Reef FIr>CI .7 ~~38 
P2 RU I Fine: ·38'·0 
cumul.,"ve 
P2 Ru t FI",, : ·3000J·n , 
P2 R .... I Fi .... • ·75/. 38 
, 
P2 Reef Fi .... ·381' 0 
r;., 
, ' ~i . 
NP2 Reef 1'1 .... · )0001. 75 
NP'2 R ... , " ..... 751. 38 
NP2 Reef Fine: ·381'0 
! ' '''' "'~t,.. -
NP2 RN' ~,ne. · 30001.15 
NP2 Raef F., e: .151'38 
101 P2 RHof F ,n •• · 3810-() 
CUn'uIM lve 
Normal Rii'! Fin., ·300CI. 7~ 
Normal Rtf' Fin.: ·7S1_3 8 
Normal Ru' FI",,' ·3&1-0 
Cumulal,.e 
Normal A .. , FI .... · -30001.15 
Non .... 1 R ..... FI .... · .7$1. 38 
No.mal 1'1,..' Fine. -381- 0 
~ L""~ , ,.hd 
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Appendix F - Analysis of Variance 
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Appendix G - Flotation Data 
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n""t Numlx:r Samp", Cooc (gl Cum /'0 (umPo ~"' Cum6MS (um S Cum aMS M"" II","O""'V W<l!~r IIccolf('ry , 
• 
f LOAT 27 (NR C' 25a 22:l% 176% 6.13% 177% 433% 433,. 252 
'" 11/19p80<75. C' 2285 193% 29.3'la , ,,,.. 139% 04 6"(, 640>'110 
'" "" CJ 1342 "'~ 318'l1. 4 24% 122% 73 O"}" 73 D'I. '" '" wnhou{ (u 675 1 g:Nt. 41 2" 3.97'" 115% 75_8% 758'> 
'" 
." Sulp .... ,~J 
C' 2634 2 6:1"1. 26 4% 556% 161% 46 1" 46 ,'''' 283 240 
C' 
"" 
'22~ 365% 435% 12.6~. 63 6'la 63(;"- ." ,,. 
flOA~ 28 CJ 1276 214% 442% 385% 11 1 ~. 705~~ 70.5% 
'" '" C' ,eo 2.09% 47 9% 361% K1 4 ~, 733"(, 73.3% 69 :. 
." 
' !Ills 2 15 16 
flOAT 291NR C' I ~ 02 500% 24 e% 851% 246% 370 '10 
"" 
16.0 
." 
llj3g pW<75, C' 1973 4 52% 49.3'k 6.75% 19.5% 65.6% 656% 35' 
"" 
"';ltlCu CJ 21 32 3 61'r. 66.5% 5.26% 152% 81.G% ~1 ,6% ". 0;' 
Su lph,loi C' 9,36 3 41 % 69,3% 468% 13,5% 84 5% 84,.5% 50' 81.5 
, a il s 2 <500 
C, 
"" 
6 35% 283'1. 955% 276% 378% 378% 
"" 
90,43 
C' 
"" 
5 19% 539% 7 26% 21 m. 670% 67 0% 3482 282,2(; 
; flOAT)O C3 21 OS 423% 705% 5.56% 161% 823% an'.\. 55.67 sse 64 
C> 985 3.76% 736% .,<% 142·4 65 4% 654% 6572 764 25 
Taols 2 14 69 
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! --- " """ , rio .. Number S~ft,ple Co~c (A) CumCu CumCcp Curu(y (Uft, Up Cum N Cum Pn CuruN, Cum Po 1ype Grau.. Grode R~co ... efV ~ec""er)' G'~rl" Cr .'00 ,-" Recover)' 
"" 
15.00 , 
" 
12.00 4 99'" "4 43% 8072% 8D 72% 959"- 26.53" 5738'4 5738% ; 
flOAT 1," n 
" 
858 2 76'" 797% 86 70% 8670~ (j 25% 175(;% '05~ 6797")'. 
11/4 1. pbC. wotJo Cu 
" '" 
, 55% .t 47% 8860% 8860"4 3 62'" 987% 
- '''' 
6975% 
Sui" .'",,,,) 
" 
'05 , 2G% 365% 8999% 8999% " .. , 98% 081;", 7060% 
,.,1.2 1488 
1~,113 1607 
frrd "50 
" 
"4 17 
"'"' 
1181% 8033% 8033% 847% 2226% 00.79% 6079% 
Q 
'" "'" 
672% 8596% 859fi'i'. 
" 2'% 1368% 797% 68.76% 
nOA~ l 
" 51" 162% " 68% 87.86% 8786% 315% 91tl% 167% 7044% 
" '" 
1 25% 362% 88,%'';' 88 98"4 2,52% 7 49'4 OS,." 
"'''' 1.,111 3,20 
r .011 3 338 
,~, 15.34 
" 
14 ~7 383% I I 15% 84 82% 84 82% 703% 18,89% 57,CI4% 57.04% 
HO"' ) '"' 2, 
" 
,so 2,0 1% 5,81% 8748% 87,48% 4U% I I 27% 462% 6' ,66% 
11/41, 1160, WlI h(M1t 
" 
~ 44 ',55% 447% 88 85% ga8S% 330% 677% I 51% 63 17%, 
(01 S .. Ip/I, r.) 
" '" 
1,26% 3 65% 8963% B963% 270% 717% 065% 6382"4 : 
T, oI l :! 15 80l 
l~i l l 3 ,'" .. ,- ...... feo~ 1656 
" 
1500 " 29'4 12,38% 84,99% 84,99% 825'" 2168% 6113"", 61 'J% 
" '" 
2 39'4 6,9O% ga ,16% 88 16'4 521." 1373% 547% OG","' 
FlOAT ' 
" '" 
1 65% 4 77% 89.62% 89.62">0 3 67'" 
"" 
172% 6832% 
" 
." 1 27.", 368% 9'J.54% 90.54% '8J~ 7 olS"4 077"10 6908"4 
Tad~ 2 16 18 
T~ils 3 IS 45 
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-~- . . .. 
-
f lo.ol Num~ s~:~" """., ';.;::,,0 Cum 1'0 ~m' C~~~': (urnS Cum ~MS to,.,1 M~" 101,,1 Wa'", 
'" 
I" , ~ I '~ 
" 
1972% 61.53% 2191% 6333% 6522,. 6522% 
'" " FLOAT IINII1. 
" 
8.58 1554% 82 98% 1588% 458i1% 80 87,. 8087% 20,6 
'" , 
" '" 
12.58% 92 62% 1226% 35 43"'- 8611 " 8611% '89 
'" , 
" 
'OS 1072% 95.72% 1035% 2991)% 8811'\1, 8611% 
'" 
"'5 
lail. l 1488 
I -,,'" 
--
- -I ,,,. 
" 
14 17 20 06"'- 76.47% 1999% 5718'f. 1268% 7268% 
'" ''''' 
" 
779 1584"'- ,,360% 15.12% 4310'4 S5 19% 8519% 220 
'" <lOAll 
" 
89' 13 '1% '0229% 12 15% J5 10'4 YO 00% ,,-
'" ~; 
" 
5,87 1132% '05,84% 10,34% 29 87'4 92 16% 9216% 
'" ,,,1112 320 
1 ,,,1113 336 
,,~ ;~~; 
" 
1653% 76,04% 17 01% 491 7% 74 64% 146-1% 143 
'" RCAl J INII2, 
" 
'80 14 S8% a96€% 1423% 41 '3% 8343'4 6343% 19,1 
'" 
11/47. :>60, 
•• "t~<I\I1 { u " '" 
1 264'~ 99,84% ' 1,77% 3402% sa 71% S871% 
'" 
' 00 
S<J iplo • .,rl 
" '" 
11 20'~ 104 30% 1025% 29 62% 91,05% 91 05% 289 57' 
T."I.,2 1564 ~ , . , 
" 
., 00 20,35'" 79.50% 20 ,09' .. 5306' .. 74 64'", 74B4',. 150 135 
" 
513 17 7S'~ 9304· .. '679' .. 4653' .. 6396',. 83.!f6'% 20' 
'" f lOAT 4 
" 
55S 15 48'" 10351·'" '402% 4051 ' ... 89 40% 8940'% ' 57 
'" 
" 
79S 1362',. 106.67'% 1210% 3498% 92 09~. 92 "'" 306 
<:!}1 
r'''$ 2 16 18 I ,,,,,, 
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. 0"0 . . 
t 1",,( l\Iuml>e, 
i '~ Coo~lI:l ~':dc; 
c...mCq> CumCu Cum(cp (um N, (um ~" c...m N, Cum Pn 
~ 
G,~de ".,d<' Gr3:1e 
" 
516% 16 66% 7161% 71 61% 11 19~ 3135% <5_ 
'''''' FlOAT 9 ''''''2-
" 
63' 3J4% 96~'11. 84.68% .,,'" " ... 21 17% '''''' 
7628% 
11/.7. * . ... 0;·c... 
" 
7.82 228% , "''' 87.13% 8113· ... 541% 1454% ijt!.89% 1904% 
_ I CA 
'" "'" " '" " "" 
88 42% 
' ''''' 
10 fl2 % 87.97% BO.32% 
13',," 2 1607 , 
~ -- ! ,,,',' .-. 
! ;;" H~ 5 46% 1~ 7~% n~3% 1153% 1013'11. 2660'4 49.7 1% 58 74% Q 3.02'Jb 872% 8388% 8388"- "'''' 17 37''\ 6201 % 7321% TUlAT , 0 
" 
2.0~ 6.05% 8~.74% 8514% 4 62"4 1217% 63 86'- 7546% 
" :!: 1 81% " " 1>6.88% 8688% 356% 9.37'\1, "". 7673% T"ls 2 : ,,, .. , 
i ~~d ~~~7 444% 12,81% 85,23% 8523% 9 42 'l"o 24 50% 56 15· ... 6635% 
(lOAT n tNl'! . 
" 
, <5 3,63% 7.00% 88,41 % S84 1'i', 6 ,23% 1633'10 63 sa',. 75.10% 
0 60S 3 0S',o 489% 89,70'4 89,70% 446% 1' 71% 6553% 77 43% 
fu s.."'''''~1 , < 
'" 
2.66',0 3.75% 90.34% 90,34% 3,44% 900% 6S 34% 78.38% 
To ol s 2 1684 
~ , , 
" 
1443 , '0% 1299% 8663% 8663'" 8 94% 23 52"4 5771 ... H8 19% 
" 
'00 
" "" 
7 82% a9.44% 89 44% 610'4 
" 09% 6380% 7539% , FlOA.T 12 
" 
623 1.900/. 5 4S% 9058% 9058'4 4 37"4 11 53% 6550"4 77 39% : 
" '" 
148% 4 2S% 91 14% 91 14% 3 44% 90a'llo G6 '''' 78 25% T .,,1. 2 16 19 ~" , j 
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ria .. N~mh~, s..",'ple Cane It! Cum Po CumPo CumS Cum IlM$ Cum S Cum AMS rOla(18~·" rOI~~~;."le' Tvpe r.t.r:I~ r.f<ldc (;f~d" 
I ""' ': ;; 
" 
2319% 5559% 2557'l'o 7389% 56 46% 56 46% 8" 
"" IUl4T. 1W'l. 
" 
932 1652% 8188% 1763% 50~% 8333% 8333% 1805 1~9.5 ~ 
" 
782 13.06% 9275% 13.23% 3823% 8963% 89 63'110 2587 282 35 
I 
" 
638 11.00% 97.38% 109l% 3! 62% 92 42% 92 42% 3225 4 15.89 
1.,1. 2 
I """ 
16 07 
I '''' 
" 
1045 2088% 6265% 2336% 
" S<I% 6684% 00 64% 1045 5563 
" 
868 1535% 84 34% 1620% 46 83% 8"'" 84 89% 19 13 170.74 
n04TlO 
" 
727 1233% 9350% '247% 3605% 90 18% 9018% ,,, 28739 
" 
880 lQ 37% 9/l 85% ·026% 2965% 93 27% 9327% 332 4255 
I ~:::: .~ '540 
Feed 
F~T)I""'l. " 
1357 1839'1. 6759% 2066% 5972% 7242% 7242% 13.57 116.39 
tt/ . 7. pf!Q. " '" 
15,81% 81.42% ~6.98% 49,07% 83,40% 8340% 19,02 219,36 
lOIi.houI Cu " 
6,05 1365% 9265% ' 3 81 % 3992% 8943% 8943% 25.07 3766 
SuI ........ ) 
" '" 
12.07% 97.82% 11.92% 34 44% 9215% 9215% 
""" 
522.76 
I T' ::: ~ • 6 84 ~ . 
" 
• 4 43 1681% 64.11% 19.61% 5667% 72 17" 72 ,7% 14 43 11968 
" '" 
1425% 76.35% 15.95% 4610% 8151" 8.51% 2<>03 240 ,~ 
FLOAf 11 
" 
1:1 23 1239% 67.00% 13.00% 3757% 67 07% 8707% 2626 398.07 
" 
"7 11 13% 91 76% 11 39% 32>11% 8955% 8955'% 30.83 
"" " 
I ~:::~! -8 19 ,; , 
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of 
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110.\ Nun'lbe, S;omp,," Cone (g) 
1162 
11.00 
8.99 
992 
11,68 
' .00 
(umCu 
7 13'" 
386% 
276% 
223% 
703% 
" 17% 
278% 
206'" 
, ,,% 
2 16% 
1 51 % 
120% 
517% 
262% 
177% 
I 4S'll. 
(urn C< p 
2D 59% 
IllS· ... 
8,05% 
8,46% 
2032% 
12.07% 
805% 
596% 
1231% 
623'i'. 
437% 
348% 
1493% 
"'" 5 13% 
"'" 
CumCu 
5505% 
72.16% 
78,56% 
81 55% 
48.15% 
71.08% 
7807% 
81 37% 
73.()4% 
79.73% 
64.16% 
85.77% 
74 53" 
8135% 
84 81% 
'" "'% 
CumC<1l 
5505% 
72 18% 
7856% 
61 55% 
48 15% 
7108% 
7807;j, 
8137'" 
7304'" 
79,73% 
84, ' 6% 
657711', 
74 53% 
8135% 
84 81% 
'" "'% 
Cum N, 
411;i% 
57D% 
5.76% 
5 12'% 
383% 
529% 
524% 
444% 
4 32% 
, 50' 
4 44% 
363% 
" 99% 
522% 
4 96% 
4 56% 
(umPn 
1098% 
15.03% 
1524% 
1352% 
10.10% 
13.96% 
13.82% 
1173% 
11 4Mi 
11.87% 
11.73% 
10.11 % 
1317% 
U .28% 
13.04% 
1154% 
Cum NI 
S 75% 
3075% 
4900"A, 
" ' 2% 
7 40% 
32 JJ'I<o 
SO 14'1<0 
5710'11. 
2011;j, 
3J 60"/0 
4893% 
53 33% 
2004'1<0 
3855% 
4974% 
5475% 
Cum Pn 
1141% 
40 12% 
639 1% 
7321% 
'''' 4217% 
6541'" 
1449'11. 
26 23% 
4409% 
63,83% 
6957% 
2614% 
476<1% 
.. ,." 
1142% 
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Float Number s"mplf' Canclc) 1 VI!<! 
" 
'5' 
11 62 
11 00 
69' 
1 5 6 1 
99' 
, ". 
600 
14 21 
1~ 45 
14 75 
14 22 
>0, 
, " 
8.51 
Cum Po 
" .. 
""" ,,<>, 
6 45% 
7 39% 
5.7)" 
549% 
5.10% 
4.07% 
3.66'1', 
3.07% 
3. 19% 
4 ~6% 
410% 
4 33% 
"" 
Cum Po 
1.t 39% 
33 77"10 
" "'% 
53.63% 
1101% 
2535"'-
31:11:11:1% 
46M% 
15.2&"IO 
22.Sll'A, 
27 46% 
34.72'% 
1369% 
216[)"4 
3335% 
.t 1 45% 
Cum 5 
1111% 
14.t3% 
12.67% 
1095" 
1595% 
12 !Jb% 
11 31% 
91:l.4% 
11.73% 
9.96% 
8 72% 
7 .86% 
13 74% 
11 64% 
10 17"" 
\U,7% 
Cum 8MS 
4944% 
4171% 
3662% 
3164% 
4611% 
3745% 
3269% 
28 ~3% 
33.H9% 
28.7H% 
25.20% 
22.72% 
3972% 
3364· ... 
29 41% 
26 21% 
Cum S 
2463% 
5262% 
7281"11. 
8161% 
2121:1% 
5132% 
71 79% 
1I09.t% 
39.~5 'fo 
54.1:10% 
69.92% 
7656% 
37 78% 
54 95% 
7(1 25% 
77 54% 
CUlt, BMS 
2463% 
5262% 
7281% 
1:1 161% 
2 1 21:1% 
;'; 132% 
71 79% 
1:I()94'l'. 
3945% 
54.80'/' 
6992% 
765a% 
3771:1% 
'''''' 7::125%
7754% 
Tn:oII\1." 
'.6 
," 303 
393 
" 
'" 336 
43 5 
15.6 
25.5 
37.2. 
'" 
'" 
'" 
3" 
44.2 
T n:.1 
" ,,. 
'" 300 
" 
'" 
'" 350 
'06 
'"' 
'0; 
m 
"' 
'" 
"" 
'" 
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flo.lt Num~ S.,mpl .. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
:300 
'2~ 
13 11 
go, 
"" 06 
" " '68 
1389 
III 59 
10 54 
792 
17 57 
11 37 
1022 
'OS 
5 12% 
305% 
199% 
1 61" 
680% 
382% 
259% 
2 01% 
'M, 
2 65';';, 
184% 
1,44% 
371% 
2,', 4 0/. 
153'4 
1 ·3 .... 
(un,up 
14 74% 
, "'" 
575% 
4 64% 
19 67% 
1103% 
7 48% 
"". 
1399% 
766% 
533% 
4,16% 
1072% 
61 9% 
441 % 
3.27'% 
(un,Cu 
"",. 
80 43'l1. 
.,,'" 
"' .. , 
62,01 % 
7648% 
81,56% 
83 94% 
7367% 
8036% 
83 49% 
85,05% 
76,6:% 
831',% 
6660% 
8800% 
Cum up 
70,99% 
80 43% 
"' 09% 
8594% 
6201% 
16.48% 
8156% 
83 94% 
73 67",\, 
M :J.6% 
8349% 
1l5.05% 
7661 ',/, 
83 71 · ... 
8660" ... 
SO."", 
(um Hi 
4 16% 
4 93'l1. 
4 69'l1o 
4 07% 
382% 
523% 
5. 14% 
4 45% 
4 62',\, 
5 16% 
4 69% 
4 .01% 
466'10 
4 77'10 
417% 
3 ,,% 
CumPn 
1097% 
13 01% 
1237% 
10,75" 
1007% 
1379", 
1357% 
1173% 
12 190/, 
1361 % 
',2.37% 
10 58% 
12 30" ... 
1259% 
1101 .... 
893% 
CumNi 
1514% 
:J,.I49% 
4955% 
5426% 
809% 
3057% 
47 53% 
5327"'-
17,91 '" 
34 68% 
45,78% 
Sll.OO"'" 
~37 1 '''' 
397B'''' 
4844% 
5: .77% 
Cum p" 
1915"'-. 
44 99% 
&0 ",. 
70,78% 
10 56% 
3988"1,. 
62 01"1,. 
69.48% 
2337% 
4523% 
59,7 1% 
65,23% 
:}O,92',4 
51,119% 
63:9% 
67,53% 
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------
I k ... lNumb<:r C<lnG{,; Cum Pn (u,,, Po (urnS Curnl:lMS CurnS Cu,,,I:IMS , 
R~«>'«'", Grarl~ (Qi W~tEC(~) 
1166 724% 21 76"" 13 94"10 4026% 3752'11", 37,52"4 m 
" 
-, " 582% 
""" 
11,65".4 33 6 7% 60 16% 60 16')1, 
"" '" 13 17 533'" 46 13 (. 1008% 29 '3"4 18_2O'l\. 1820'11. 
"" '" 
'" 
501% 54 21".4 882% 25 49% 8558% 65 58"4 
'" 
458 
1465 
,01\ 875% 16 33% 1624% 46 94~ 27 15"4 27 ·5% . .-
" 1306 581% 28_36'li. 12.50",1, 36 13% ,,,.% "66% 21 ' 
'" 1295 500% 39_35'li. 1::1. 62% )::1.68% 74 67'10 7487% 
'" '" ". 4 64% 
46_93% 920% 26 59% 8))::1% 
'''0% 4H ,~ 
185, 
13 H9 2.51% S_9S'''' 12. 1"% 3500% 38 74% 3874% DO 
" I a ~9 143% 8_9;0 .. 9.9" % 2863% 5585% 5585% 
'" 
-50 
la ~4 167% 15 06% 857% 2478% 69 14% 89 14% 35.0 Y02 
7 9~ 1.99% 21 95" .. 769% 2222% 76 03'" 7603% 42.9 m 
IS 98 
1757 4 .09~', 1772% 1144% 33::6% 44 37" 4437% 
'" -" 1137 289% 2063% 9 51% 2 7411% 60 75% 60 75 ',;, 
'" 
236 
1022 2 "I'll. 2806'" 82.8'4 2392',. 1157'" 1151 .... 392 363 
." , "" 36 05'" 7 44% 21 49'" 11 74'" 77 74 .... 
'" 
." 
16 44 
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